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Disobedience in the eyes of anyone who has read history, is man's 
original virtue. It is through disobedience that progress has been made, 
through disobedience and rebellion. 

Oscar Wilde, The Soul of Man Under Socialism 

The seven degrees of human happiness. First, to die fighting for liberty; 
second, love and friendship; third, art and science; fourth, smoking; 
fifth, drinking; sixth, eating; seventh, sleeping. 

Mikhail Bakunin 



INTRODUCTION 

Why be interested in anarchism today? Why be interested in this 
most heretical of political traditions, whose shadowy existence on the 
margins of revolutionary politics has lead many to dismiss it as a form 
of ideological mental illness? The central claim of anarchism - that life 
can be lived without a state, without centralised authority - has been 
an anathema not only to more mainstream understandings of politics, 
which bear the legacy of the sovereign tradition, but also to other radical 
and revolutionary forms of politics, which see the state as a useful tool 
for transforming society. 

Furthermore, anarchism has often lacked the ideological and politi
cal coherence of other political traditions. While there is a certain body 
of thought that is unified around principles of anti-authoritarianism 
and egalitarianism, anarchism has always been heterodox and diffuse; 
while it has had its key exponents, anarchism is not constituted around 
a particular name, unlike Marxism. Indeed, despite the startling origi
nality of some classical anarchist thinkers - and it is my intention in 
this book to bring this theoretical innovation to light - anarchists have 
usually been more concerned with revolutionary practice than with 
theory. I Moreover, while anarchism has historically had a certain in flu -
cncc on workers' movements, as well as on other radical struggles, it 
has not been as politically hegemonic as Marxism. Anarchism has flared 
up in brilliant flashes of insurrection - revolts and autonomous projects 
Ihroughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries - but these have 
jusl <1S lJuicklV dil'd down ilgain, or have been savagely repressed. 

Yt 'I, dl'spi Il' IIll'St' ddt '<1 Is, ill1d despite anarchism's marginality, we 
t'.I11 pt'rh.ll)'.. pt lilll It I wh.ll Illighl ht' C<111l'd an 'anarchist invariant':2 the 
n'tlilrill)~ dt".,ill' 1111 lifl' \\ilhlllil )~II\'t'J'IlIlll'111 111<11 hilunts the political 
1111.1)',II1.llltlll I Ill' 11'11'1 lil1l1 (lllltllilil.i1.1lllh'lril\' ill lilt' I1dll1t' ofl't]u'llitv 
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,md liberty will always be part of the vocabulary of emancipation. 
One can see an expression of this desire now in contemporary strug
gles against global capitalism, which are also struggles for (lutonomy. 
The vision of anarchy - of life without government - which for the 
sovereign tradition is the ultimate nightmare, is the eternal aspiration 
of the radical tradition. My central aim in this book, then, is to affirm 
anarchism's place as the very horizon of radical politics. 

This is a bold claim. Anarchism would be considered utopian by 
many, indeed most, on the political left. Yet, there is an inevitable 
utopian dimension in radical politics; indeed, this is what makes it 
radical. I shall argue that utopianism - or a certain articulation of it 
- should therefore be asserted rather than disavowed. Moreover, we 
should recall that a society of free association without a state was also 
Marx's dream. Anarchism embodies the most radical expression of the 
principles of liberty and equality, proclaiming their inextricability, as 
well as showing that they cannot be adequately realised within a statist 
framework: both liberty and equality are constrained in different ways 
by the state. Nor, according to anarchism, can democracy be truly con
ceived within the state. Democracy - which is the motor for generating 
new and radical articulations of equality and liberty always exceeds 
the limit,ltions of the state and opposes the very principle of state sov
ereignty. However, for anarchists, democracy has to be more than just 
majority rule, because this can threaten individual liberty. Rather, it has 
to be imagined as a democracy of singularities. 

For these reasons, anarchism is central to the politics of emancipa
tion; indeed, it can be seen as the very compass of radical politics. It 
is also my contention that anarchism has important lessons to teach 
other forms of politics. Anarchists, for instance, highlight the ultimate 
inconsistency of liberalism: that individual liberty and rights cannot be 
properly expressed within a state order, despite the institutional checks 
and balances that are supposed to restrain state power. The politics of 
security and the prerogative, which have always been part of liberal
ism, going back to Locke, ultimately intensify the power of the state 
and thus pose a threat to individual freedom. Liberalism has always 
foundered on the impossible project of reconciling freedom and SCCll

rity. Furthermorc, anarchists show Ih,ll lilll'r<1lislll's alll'mpis to justify 
state authority Ihrough ll(lli()llS (If 1'(lllSI'1l1 .lilt! Ihe s(lci.ll cOlllr<1ct ,In' 
1I1l!'(1I1\'ilH'ill~; ski~;hh (II h,lIld ,IIHllh,lI, IlwI('ltlll', Ill!' sI.III' !('Ill.liIlS.lll 
illq;ililll.lit' ill1]"}"ilillll III 1"'\\'1'1 1 ('I, IIlt'Il' I', ,III dll,lI(hi',1 dillll'll"i(1I1 
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within liberalism: in the moment of rebellion in Locke's political phi
losophy, for instance, or in the radical libertarianism found in J. S. Mill's 
thought. Anarchism might be seen as the wild underside of liberalism, 
seeking to extend the realm of individual liberty, while showing that 
this can be realised only in the absence of the state and amid social and 
economic equality. 

To socialists, anarchists teach the vital lesson that social equality 
cannot come at the expense of liberty; that not only does this trade-off 
violate individual freedom and autonomy, but it also violates in a differ
ent way, equality itself. This is because an equality that is imposed coer
cively on individuals entails some authoritarian mechanism of power, 
and this in itself is a form of inequality, a hierarchical relationship of 
command and obedience which makes a mockery of the very idea of 
equality. Equality is meaningless and self-contradictory unless people 
can determine it freely for themselves, without the intervention of a 
centralised state apparatus. The nineteenth-century Russian anarchist, 
Mikhail Bakunin, in his debates with Marx in the First International, 
warned that if the state itself was not destroyed in a socialist revolution, 
there would emerge a dictatorship of bureaucrats and scientists who 
would lord it over the peasants and workers, imposing a new tyranny 
- a prediction that was confirmed in the experience of the Bolshevik 
revolution and its aftermath. 

We have seen in recent times the collapse of these two competing 
ideologies. Political liberalism - to the extent that it ever existed as 
anything other than a theory - has been eroded not only by market 
fundamentalism (neoliberalism), where the market subsumes the 
political space, but also by the politics of security, in which the totali
tarian logic of emergency and control has displaced the language of 
rights, freedoms and the accountability of power. Liberalism has been 
devoured by its own offspring, security and the market. As for social
ism, the revolutionary Marxist form has been largely discredited by the 
experience of the Soviet Union, and its parliamentary social democratic 
form, in imagining that it can temper the cold passions of the capitalist 
Illilrkl't, has ended up in an absolute capitulation to it. 

Ilowl'wr, ill considering whether anarchism can offer any kind of 
,lill '111.1 I iw 10 I hesc idcologics we must pose the question: what is 
dlld!chislll ,)', .1 forlll 01 polilics) Is thcn' all anarchist political theory as 
"ll('II) I" ,lIldll'IIi"1l1 Ill! 11(' 111.111 e;iIII I'I\' Illl' rl'jl'ct ion of political authority, 
I Ill' Il'Ilt'IIi!lII" illll'lll,,(' (II Ii.lkllllill'" 1.l1I1(1l1e; 'llq;l' It) dl'e;lro\" valuable 
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as they are? Does anarchism have something distinct t() offer politi
cal thought? This question, however, brings to the surf,lce ,1 certain 
paradox in anarchism, since anarchism has always considered itself 
an a11ti-politics. Anarchism has consciously sought the ab()lition of 
politics, and has imagined a sort of Manichean opposition between 
the social principle - constituted by natural law, and moral and rational 
conditions - and the political principle - which was the unnatural order 
of power. Therefore, the abolition of the state was seen as the very 
abolition of politics itself, the revolt of the social against the political. 
If this is the case, can anarchism still be considered a politics? Yes -
because while calling for the abolition of politics, anarchists like Bakunin 
and Kropotkin also discussed revolutionary strategy, the organisation 
and mobilisation of the masses, political programmes, and the shape of 
postrevolutionary societies, all of which are, of course, political ques
tions. What this paradox gives rise to, then, is a different conception 
of politics: a politics that is conceived outside of, and in opposition to, the 
state. The tension, central to anarchism, between anti-politics and poli
tics thus effects a dislodgement of politics from the state framework. 
The central challenge of this book, then, is to think what politics means 
outside the ontological order of state sovereignty. 

A POLITICS OF ANTI-POLITICS? 

We have, therefore, to recognise that anarchism is not simply an anti
politics - it is also a politics. Let us formulate anarchism, then, as a 
politics of a11ti-politics, or an a11ti-political politics. However, this formu
lation raises certain conceptual difficulties for classical anarchism. We 
must investigate more closely the meaning of this aporia: what docs 
politics mean in the context of anti-politics, and what docs anti-politics 
mean in the context of politics? What kinds of constraints and limita
tions docs one side of this formulation apply to the other; and what 
kinds of possibilities does it open up for the other? 

Postanarchism might be seen as iln exploration ()f this aporetic 
moment in anarchislll. Postanarchislll is not il specific form of politics; 
it offers no actual progrillllllll' or dircctiVl's. It is not l'ven .1 p,nticlilar 
theory of politics dS such. Nor should it he Sl'I'll .IS .111 .lh.1ndolllllt'llt 
or 1ll0V(,1ll1'llt hl'\'Ollll dlldnhic,lll; il ti, wc, llot C,i)',llil\' .I 'Ill'illg dn('r' 
,1Il,lIIhiSIll ()Il till' '111111.11\', IltlC,1.111,11' 111',111 i".1 pllljl"t III Idtiil',t1ic,ill)~ 

,Ill, I 1"I1l'\\III)', 111l' P' 1\lt" " I II .111.11, Itl'oIll 111 Iltlllklll)', ,111011, lti'oI11 1/'0 ,I 
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politics. Let us understand postanarchism as a kind of deconstruction. 
Deconstruction is, for Derrida, a 'methodology' aimed at interrogat
ing and unmasking the conceptual hierarchies, binary oppositions 
and aporias in philosophy - its moments of inconsistency and self
contradiction. This is an operation which takes place on the horizon 
of the 'closure of metaphysics' (la cloture de la metaphysique), and its 
purpose is to reveal what Derrida terms the metaphysics of presence 
that continues to haunt philosophical discourse. In undermining this 
metaphysics of presence, a deconstructive reading shows that no 
concept is a self-contained or self-sufficient unity: its identity is always 
dependent on another term which is disavowed, and whose presence 
at the same time destabilises the dominant term.3 Yet, as Derrida makes 
clear, deconstruction should not be thought of as a simple transgres
sion of philosophy: 

There is not a transgression, if one understands by that a pure 
and simple landing into a beyond of metaphysics ... Now, even 
in aggressions or transgressions, we arc consorting with a code to 
which metaphysics is tied irreducibly, such that every transgres
sive gesture reencloses us - precisely by giving us a hold on the 
closure of metaphysics - within the closure. But, by means of the 
work done on one side and the other of the limit the field inside 
is modified, and a transgression is produced that consequently 
nowhere is present as a fait accompli. 4 

Similarly, postanarchism is not a transgression or a movement beyond 
the terms of anarchism; it does not leave anarchism behind but, instead, 
works within it as a constant engagement with its limits, invoking a 
Illoment of an outside in order to rethink and transform these limits. In 
doing so, it modifies the discursive field of anarchism without actually 
abandoning it. 

Chiefly, postanarchism interrogates the metaphysics of presence that 
continues to haunt anarchism; it seeks to destabilise the foundational
ism on which the discourse of classical anarchism rests. Its deconstruc
tiVl' tools ,Hl' p()ststrllcturi1list th()ught and clements of psychoanalytic 
till" lIY; I ools through wh ieh I dl'w I()p ,1 critique of essentialist identities 
dlld til'I'P olll(llogil'dll(llllld,ili(IIlC" As I will show, sOllle of the central 
1'.tIt')',llIi('c, ,lllllll.tilllC, III ,1.1c,',i",t1 .IIl,lIl·hisl thought ,He based on pre
·,II]IIIII',ltillllC, ",ill!il ,'.Ill Iltl l'lil~',"1 ],(' tlll'llIl'til',tll\' Siistdilll'd. These 
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include: an essentialist conception of the subject; the universality of 
morality and reason, and the idea of the progressive enlightenment of 
humankind; a conception of the social order as naturally constituted 
(by natural laws, for instance) and rationally determined; a dialectical 
view of history; and a certain positivism, whereby science could reveal 
the truth of social relations. These ideas derive from the discourse of 
Enlightenment humanism, which the anarchism of the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries was very much influenced by. My claim is that 
these ideas no longer have their full force; that they arc part of a certain 
epistemological paradigm, a certain way of thinking and seeing the 
world which is increasingly problematic and difficult to sustain. This 
is not to say that the Enlightenment is out of date, but rather that its 
central tendencies must be reconsidered. 

However, the postanarchist critique of foundationalism docs not 
mean that we must abandon the politics of emancipation and the prin
ciples of liberty and equality which motivate anarchism. Quite the con
trary. I simply contend that anarchism today does not need these deep 
foundations in human nature and moral and rational enlightenment to 
advance a radical politics and ethics of equal-liberty. 

If we explore this aporetic tension between politics and anti-politics as 
it applies to anarchism, we see that the moment of politics generates a 
number of conditions for anarchism. Politics suggests, for instance, some 
sort of engagement with relations of power. Following Michel Foucault's 
insight that power relations arc both pervasive and constitutive of social 
identities, practices and discourses, politics - even radical politics - is an 
activity conducted within a field structured by power. However, although 
we can never transcend power entirely - because there will always be 
power relations of some kind in any society - we can radically modify 
this field of power through ongoing practices of freedom. Furthermore, 
all forms of radical politiCS - especially anarchism, which claims that 
power and authority are unnatural and inhuman - must contend with 
the possibility of the subject's psychic attachment to power, a desire 
for authority and self-domination that was revealed by psychoanalysis 
from, Freud to Reich. Therefore, if the problem of voluntary servitude 
_ so often neglected in radical political theory - is to be countered, the 
revolution ag;.linst power ,1Ild ,HII horilv Illusl involve a Illicro-political 
revolulion which 1,1I,I'S pl,H'I' <11 1111' levl'l (It 1111' <-;Uhjl'c\'S dl'sin'. Also, 
l'lllphd<-;i<-;ill)~ Ill!' P( lliti('dllll( llllt'llt ill .ll1dllhi<-;111 \V( alid .11 Ii 1111 till' idl'd of 
((llltill)',('llt\ .llltl till' ('\('II\. l.ltllt'l th.III.l 1('\'(llllti(II1.lI\ Ildlldti\'I' (h,tl'! 
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mined by the rational unfolding of social relations or historical laws. 
Revolutions and insurrections - even those which seek the abolition of 
the state - are political events which must be made; spontaneity requires 
conscious organisation and political mobilisation. 

Where the political pole imposes certain limits - the realities of 
power, the dangers of voluntary servitude, and so on - the anti-political 
pole, by contrast, invokes an outside, a movement beyond limits. It is 
the signification of the infinite, of the limitless horizon in which eve
rything is possible. This is both the moment of utopia, and, in a differ
ent sense, also the moment of ethics. As I have suggested, anarchism 
has an important utopian dimension, even if the classical anarchists 
themselves claimed not to be utopians but materialists and rationalists. 
Indeed, some utopian element - whether acknowledged or not - is an 
essential part of any form of radical politics; to oppose the current order, 
one inevitably invokes an alternative, utopian imagination. However, I 
will try to formulate a different approach to utopianism in this book: 
the importance of imagining an alternative to the current order is not 
to lay down a precise programme for the future, but rather to provide a 
point of alterity or exteriority as a way of interrogating the limits of this 
order. Moreover, we should think about utopia in terms of action in the 
immediate sense, of creating alternatives within the present, at local
ised points, rather than waiting for the revolution. Utopia is something 
which emerges in political struggles themselves. 

Ethics also implies an outside to the existing order, but in a differ
ent sense. Ethics, as I understand it here, involves the opening up of 
existing political identities, practices, institutions and discourses to an 
( )ther which is beyond their terms. Ethics is more than the application 
of moral and rational norms - it is rather the continual disturbance 
of the sovereignty of these norms, and the identities and institutions 
which draw their legitimacy from them, in the name of something that 
exceeds their grasp. Importantly, then, ethics is what disturbs politics 
frolll the outside. Here I shall develop an 'an-archic' understanding of 
t'thics th,ll I derive, in part, from Emmanuel Levinas. 

Tilt' point is, however, th,lt politics cannot do without anti-politics, 
dllli \'in' Vl'lSd. Till' Iwo Illllsl go together. There must always be an 
.tllti pillitil'.tl (Illhid(', <1 llt()pidn Ilwllll'nl of rupture and excess which 
di<-;tlltil<-; till' lilllih (If pilliti(<-;, Ih' l,thil,;ti Illonll'nt cannot be eclipsed 
h' till' Illllitil.11 dilllt'll'.ltlll, 11 til (.til it Ill' <-;1'll.t!.tlt'd frolll it ,1S some like 
( .ttl c.;(itillitt 11.1\'('111.11111.11111',1 It tllt'll' i', ttl 11(' .1 ('(IIlt'l'llt (If til!' politicd!, 
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it can be thought only through a certain constitutive tension with 
ethics. At the same time, anti-politics needs to be articulated politically; 
it needs to be put into action through actual struggles and engage
ments with different forms of domination. There must be some way 
of measuring politically the anti-political imaginary, through victories, 
defeats and strategic gains and reversals. So while anti-politics points 
to a transcendence of the current order, it cannot be an escape from it 
_ it must involve an encounter with its limits, and this is where politics 
comes in. The transcendence of power involves an active engagement 
with power, not an avoidance of it; the realisation of freedom requires 
an ongoing elaboration of new practices of freedom within the context 
of power relations. So we can say that there is a certain paradoxical 
inextricability between the political and the anti-political moment in 
anarchism; a certain productive tension that postanarchism uses to 
formulate new approaches to radical politics. 

THE AUTONOMY OF THE POLITICAL 

Indeed, in working through the aporia between politics and anti
politics, postanarchism gestures towards a new understanding of 
'the political'. Here Chantal Mouffe provides a useful definition of the 
political, distinguishing it from politics: 

By 'the political', I refer to the dimension of antagonism that is 
inherent in human relations, antagonism that can take many 
forms and emerge in different types of social relations. 'Politics', 
on the other side, indicates an ensemble of practices, discourses 
and institutions which seek to establish a certain order and organ
ize human coexistence in conditions that are potentially conflict
ual because they are affected by the dimension of 'the political'.s 

So, in this conception, the political might be seen as the repressed 
unconscious of politics - the dimension of antagonism and conflict at 
the heart of social relations - that threatens to destabilise the estab
lished political order, and which must, therefore, be domesticated. 

Mouffe's conception of the politic<ll dimension as the realm of antag
onism and conflict derives from Sdlmitt's formulation of the political 
rel,ltion in krll1s of tl1l' Iril'nd/l'IH'Il1\' ()1)J1()'-.iti()n."TIH' l'\iskntial tlHeat 
p()sl'd to.l l'l'li.lin 1)()litic,d id('nlil\' h' 1111' I i)',11 I! , III 1111' ('111'111\" .I Ihn'.lt 
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which presupposes the possibility of war, and which unites a collec
tive association in opposition to this enemy, is what distinguishes, for 
Schmitt the political relationship from other relationships, such as 
economics, religion, morality and ethics. 

This understanding of the political is fundamentally opposed, in 
Schmitt's account to liberalism, which is an attempt to evade or 
disavow the political dimension. According to Schmitt liberalism is an 
anti-politics: in its distrust of the state it negates the political, displac
ing it with civil society, the sphere of individual private interests, law, 
economics, morality and rights: 

there exists a liberal policy in the form of a polemical antith
esis against the state, church, or other institutions which restrict 
individual freedom. There exists a liberal policy of trade, church, 
education, but absolutely no liberal politics, only a liberal critique 
of politics. 7 

A similar critique is made by Schmitt of anarchism, which is also seen 
as an anti-politics that opposes the political state in the name of an 
intrinsically benign human nature: 'Indigenous anarchism reveals that 
the belief in the natural goodness of man is closely tied to the radical 
denial of the state.'!; 

How should a postanarchist approach respond to Schmitt's chal
lenge? Does the opposition to the state, which is at the very core of 
anarchism, consign it to an apolitical liberalism, in which the sphere of 
individual interests eclipses the political dimension? My argument, to 
t he contrary, is that postanarchism provides us with a new conception 
of the autonomy of the political, which transcends both the Schmittian 
<lIld liberal paradigms. 

The politics of postanarchism goes beyond the Schmittian concep
t ion in insisting that the appropriate domain of politics is not the state, 
but autonomous spaces that define themselves in opposition to it. For 
Schmitt, the nation-state is the primary locus of politics because it is 
the sovereign sUlk which decides on the friend/enemy distinction. 
floWI'VI'I, from <1 postan<1rchist perspective, the state is actually the 
Oldl'l of dl 'poli I il'is.!t ion: it is I he st rue! lire of power that polices politics, 
II'glll.lIillg, 1'()lltlollillg and Il'pn'ssing the insurgent dimension that is 
PI()IWI 10 I Ill' polilil',d; it i<;" 1()I!',I'ttill!', oj till' conflict ,1Ild antagonism 
"I I Ill' """'(' (11 ih ()\\'II l(lIll1d,lfi(lIl"'. 'hi ... !'Iiliqlll' (Ii I Ill' l'ill'lIl11sniption 
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of the political within the state order applies also to Mouffe, who, 
although seeming to embrace the idea of antagonism and disruption, 
particularly with her idea of agonistic democracy/ confines this conflict 
implicitly to the national state framework. My contention would be 
that the democratic agonism, which Mouffe locates within the state as a 
conflict over the boundaries of inclusion and exclusion, actually realises 
itself only in opposition to the state. Thus, to speak of the autonomy of 
the political, as Schmitt and Mouffe do, necessarily invokes the idea 
of the politics of autonomy: the idea that politics seeks to define spaces 
of autonomy from the state, spaces in which people can determine their 
own lives, free from the looming shadow of Leviathan. Postanarchism 
points to a different conception of the autonomy of the political, one 
that turns on its head the neo-Hobbesian, as well as Jacobin, tradi
tions of political thought, for whom the political is nothing but the 
affirmation of the state. 

Furthermore, postanarchism resists the Schmittian hyperpoliticisa
tion of politics, which seeks to evacuate ethics from the political domain. 
As I have said, politics has always to be thought of in relation to ethics, 
as that which disturbs the sovereignty of politics (as well as the poli
tics of sovereignty). Indeed, the moment of ethics acts to restrain the 
imperium of politics, the filling out of the ontological space by politics 
- something which leads not only to nihilism, but also to a paradoxical 
depoliticisation, as if politics expands everywhere to the point where it 
loses any sort of meaning. There can be no pure or total politics; or if 
there can, it can only have disastrous consequences. The intensifica
tion of the political threatens to produce a closed, claustrophobic, even 
totalitarian space in which politics itself disappears. Paradoxically, then, 
the autonomy of the political depends not on its separation from the 
ethical domain but on its constant engagement with, and openness to, 
it. The postanarchist conception of the political emphasises the neces
sary and constitutive ontological gap between politics and ethics. Just 
as Schmitt believes that the political space of the nation-state acts as a 
katechon or restrainer to the global imperium of a new liberal regime 
of humanitarianism and international law, III I would argue that ethics 
-which embodies an anti-politic;ll (r;ltlll'r th;m ;lpoliticdi) dimension
acts as a btl'chon to polit ics. 

Ilmv('vcr, its ,lilt i .lllt hI lrit,lri.l11 i11l111lisl' ,llld its r('tlls.]I of t h(' puri
fil',dilill II( IHllitil'-., dIH", 1111\ 111.1"1' IH1',I.III,llllii'-.lll lilWI.lli'-.lll. \Vhilc 
IH1',I.II1.IIIII1'>l1I 1'lIlllllIl',I"',I", .I 11'11.1111 1l1l11lH'1I1 III ,11111 IHllilit'·" .111\1 
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while it shares with liberalism a suspicion of state authority and an 
insistence on individual freedom, it cannot be equated with liberalism. 
From a postanarchist point of view, liberalism does indeed subordinate 
the political to the orders of economics, morality and law - it leads to 
a certain depoliticisation, in which the political moment of action and 
contestation is swallowed up by the private interests and market pre
occupations of civil society. Indeed, the problem with liberalism is that 
it naturalises society as a domain of individual freedom and market 
exchanges, without recognising the constraints that the latter impose 
on the former. Liberalism also subordinates the political domain to 
notions of universal human rights and humanitarianism. Schmitt was 
entirely right to be suspicious of such notions, saying that they conceal 
a new form of imperialism. ll At same time, one could say that liberal
ism is not anti-political enough in the sense that it is not sufficiently 
opposed to the state. Liberalism's paean to individual freedom is con
tradicted by its acceptance of the state as the guardian of this freedom. 
So liberalism, from a postanarchist perspective, is neither sufficiently 
political, nor sufficiently anti-political. 

It is obvious here that I am using the terms political and anti-political 
in a radically different sense to Schmitt. As I have said, I disagree with 
Schmitt in seeing the state as the privileged site of the political: the 
political is the constitution of a space of autonomy which takes its 
distance from the state, and thus calls into question the very principle 
of state sovereignty. At the same time, the notion of the anti-political 
refers to the moment of both ethics and utopia, in which the boundaries 
of our political reality are challenged. And in this sense, the anti-political 
also implies a form of political engagement. One of the problems with 
the standard conceptions of the autonomy of the political - not only 
Schmitt's and Mouffc's, but also in a different sense, Hannah Arendt's l2 

- is that they forget, or actively disavow, this anti-political dimension. 
Anti-politics should not be confused with an indifference to politics, with 
d quiet passivity or a turning away from political engagement. Rather, it 
should be seen as an active refusal of the limits of what is in the name of 
Whd t could be - ,md th is is, of course, a high ly political gesture. I see anti
plllitil's .IS till' llIlCOnsciof(s of politics, ;lnli, in this sense, any conception 
III 11ll' pllliticdl Illll'-.t illl'llIdl' till' ;lIlti political and must wrestle with 
til\' 1).lldd'l\i"l1 1l'I,ililll1 l1('t\\'I'I'11 till's(' Il'rIllS. This is wI1\' anarchism 

\\lill'-.I' Iltllilil·'-. II! dilli 1",lili," i'-. 11'lldl,!\,d "\plil'it hy 11ost:lIldrchism
,',i\,'" II', 11\'\\'.1 II" 11I1I1,tlil III Id lilt' ,11111"111111\ III III\' 1"llilil·,11. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK 

In the chapters that follow, I shall elaborate a postanarchist approach 
to the political through an exploration of anarchism and its place within 

political theory. 
Tn Chapter 1, I revisit the classical anarchism of thinkers like Godwin, 

Bakunin, Proudhon and Kropokin, examining the key elements of their 
political philosophy: the rejection of the state and centralised political 
authority; the scepticism about democracy, the social contract and other 
legitimating discourses of the state; and the critique of property and 
inequality. I argue that anarchism's central political and ethical impulse 
is the desire for equal-liberty, in which the two principles of equality 
and liberty - which in liberal theory are often separated or seen to be 
in tension with one another - are, for anarchists, inextricably bound 
together, animating and giving meaning to one another. Furthermore, I 
show that classical anarchism is based on a certain conception of society 
and the social principle as inherently natural and rationally ordered, 
in opposition to power and authority, which are seen as unnatural 
and morally corrupting, and whose intervention disrupts the natural 

functions of society. 
Chapter 2 explores certain problems with this conceptualisation 

of social relations. I engage in an interrogation of the Enlightenment 
humanist paradigm in which classical anarchism is conceived, showing 
that the deep ontological foundations which form the basis of its phi
losophy - foundations in human nature, scientific enquiry, and the 
immanent rationality and morality of a free-formed social body - are 
ultimately problematic and unstable. Here 1 develop a concept of 
an-archy from Levinas, as well as the Heideggerian thinker, Reiner 
Schurmann: an-archy points to the disturbance and ultimate impos
sibility of stable ontological foundations, including those of anarchism 
itself. I suggest, however, that this an-archic moment - which is also 
the moment of ethics - is not ultimately inconsistent with anarchism, 
and that anarchism can be re-artiC1Jlated through an-archy in order 
to develop new, postanarchist understandings of political subjectivity, 
power relations, ethics, insurrectionary politics ,1l1d utopia. 

In Chapter :1, I rl'-l'x,lmirll' thl' dl'h.ltl' lwtwl'l'n ,m,nchistll and 
Marxism. I ,ngul' th<lt ,mdtchisr11 ptl)\'idl'''.l11 ,lill'rIl,lIiVI' tlll'ilr\' ilf st<lte 
pilWl'r, illll' th.lt "1'1'" tilt' ',1.111'.1" .l1.11)',I'I\' .11Itl)III)I1I1)1I" pI liit ic,li ditlll'll 
"il)11 th.lI i" 111)t It'tllll'',II' tll.1 11.1',', .111."\,',1', III tIl tilt' tll"llill.lllt Illlll'" 
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of production. This alternative conceptualisation of the state - along 
with different approaches to questions of class, the vanguard party and 
technology - led, during the nineteenth century, to a major dispute 
between anarchists and Marxists over revolutionary strategy and politi
cal organisation, a controversy that has become more significant today 
with the exhaustion of the Marxist-Leninist project. Here I develop a 
(post)anarchist approach to the autonomy of the political, contrasting 
this with various post-Marxist and neo-Schmittian perspectives which, 
I argue, do not adequately address the problem of state sovereignty. 

Chapter 4 takes up this notion of politics outside the state, showing 
the relevance of this idea to continental radical thought today. The 
purpose of this chapter is, therefore, to situate anarchism within debates 
among continental thinkers such as Alain Badiou, Jacques Ranciere, 
Slavoj Zizek and Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri. I will show that 
many of the themes and preoccupations of these thinkers - with a 
politics beyond the state, political subjectivity beyond class and political 
organisation beyond the Party - reflect an unacknowledged anarchism. 
I show, furthermore, how anarchism can make important interventions 
around these questions. It is here that I argue that radical politics today 
should be conceived of in terms of rupture with the existing order, 
rather than emerging as an immanent dimension within it. However, 
the politics of the 'event', which this notion of rupture implies, should 
be conceived of in ways that avoid the violent, terroristic and poten
tially authoritarian revolutionary forms of the past. 

In Chapter 5, 1 engage in a different set of theoretical debates - on 
this occasion with contemporary anarchist theorists, whose thought, I 
argue, displays a continuity with classical anarchism. Indeed, despite 
their substantial differences, Murray Bookchin and John Zerzan arc 
united in their rejection of postmodernism/poststructuralism, and rely 
instead on an essentialist ontology. In pointing out the limitations 
of their approaches, I seek to develop further the idea of a politics of 
anarchism - or a postanarchism - that does not base itself on essential
ist identities, processes of dialectical unfolding or on a certain organic 
concept ion of t he social body; rather the possibilities of radical transfor-
1l1<ltion should bl' Sl'en ,1S contingl'nt moments of openness that break 
with thl' idl'.l III <l n.ltlll.lll\' dl,tl'llllilll'd order. I also engage here more 
Itl I I\' with till' tjllt,,,tillil IlII,thil';, Il'Slltlllding t() the charge that postan
.lllili"lll, \\hil h dr,I\\" .I 11'11.lill illlllll'lll'I' frilill till' l'xisll'llti,llist phi-
11",1'1,11\ II! \1.1\ <-;111111'1, .111111\1111'. tIl Ilillili'dll III ll'I.Iti\'islll. I I I IIlstnll'l 
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a different conception of ethical action and practices of freedom that 
are no longer reliant on fixed identities and universal moral categories. 
Here the question of utopia becomes important, but in a new sense: no 
longer as prescribing a programme of revolutionary political change, 
or as an idealisation of a future, post-revolutionary society, but as a 
moment of rupture and heterogeneity. 

In the final chapter 1 explore these utopian moments of rupture and 
contestation as they emerge on the terrain of radical politics today, 
particularly in struggles against globalised capitalism. I argue that these 
diverse movements of resistance - indigenous groups, anti-capitalist 
networks, environmental activists, anti-war movements and so on - are 
ultimately struggles for autonomy; they open up new political spaces, 
characterised by 'anarchist' forms of organisation, which are outside 
the ontological order of state sovereignty, even if they impose demands 
upon the state. Furthermore, they can also be seen as symptomatic of 
the current regime of 'post-politics' and its democratic deficit; in devel
oping new, decentralised and non-authoritarian political practices and 
decision-making structures, these movements and struggles invoke a 
new' anarchic' understanding of democracy which is no longer tied to 
the sovereign state order. My argument here, and indeed, throughout 
the book, is that not only does anarchism form the horizon of radical 
politics today in its maximisation of the politics and ethics of equal
liberty, but that it also forms the ultimate horizon of democracy itself. 

Notes 

1 Indeed, anarchism has at times been characterised by a kind of radical anti
theory. Errico Malatesta, for instance, saw anarchism as the direct practice 
of insurrection, and was critical of attempts to turn it into a theoretical and 
scientific project. See his critique of Kropotkin in Errico Malatesta: His Life 
[1 Ideas, Vernon Richards (ed.) (London: Freedom Press, 1993), p. 41. 

2 I owe this term to Benjamin Noys. See 'Anarchy-without-Anarchism' 
(October 2(06), available at: http://1eniency.blogspot.com/20091ll6/ 
anarchywithou tanarchism. h tm I. 

3 See Jacques Oerricia, Positions, trans. Alan Bass (Chicago, IL: University of 
Chicago Prcss,1971), I'. 0:,7. 

4 [)crrida, Posit iOl/s, p 12. 
:; ('h,lIlt<11 M'lllii,', '/"lit' / )1'11/01 rllti, /'lInll/O\ (1,1 IIldllll' \'t'I'-,1 1, 21)()()), 1

'
, II) I. 
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7 Schmitt, The Concept of the Political, p. 70. 
S Schmitt, The Concept of the Political, p. 60. 
9 See Mouffe, The Democratic Paradox. 
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10 See Carl Schmitt, The Nomos of the Earth in the International Law of the Jus 
Publicum Europeaum, trans. C. L. Ulmen (New York: Telos Press, 2003). 

11 Here Schmitt invokes Proudhon's aphorism, 'whoever invokes human
ity wants to cheat' (The Concept of the Political, p. 54). Indeed, Schmitt is 
entirely right to point out the very illiberal forms of politics that liberals 
have historically supported (see p. (9). 

12 See Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago, IL: University of 
Chicago Press, 1958). 



Chapter 1 

THE EUTHANASIA OF GOVERNMENT1
: 

CLASSICAL ANARCHISM RECONSIDERED 

In his seventeenth~century radical pamphlet, The New Law of 
Righteousness, Gerrard Winstanley declared war on the political and 
social arrangements of his time. In the name of an intransigent liberty 
and equality, he denounced the injustices of political authority, the 
iniquities of private property and their ideological support in the 
Church. Such pernicious institutions and mystifications must submit to 
a more fundamental and universal law - the law of equity - and would 
be swept away before a new communist vision of society: 

When this universal law of equity rises up in every man and 
woman, then none shall lay claim to any creature and say, This is 
mine, and that is yours. This is my work and that is yours. But eve~ 
ryonc shall put their hands to till the earth and bring up cattle, and 
the blessing of the earth shall be common to all; ... There shall be 
none lords over others, but everyone shall be a lord over himself, 
subject to the law of righteousness, reason and equity, which shall 
dwell and rule in him, which is the Lord.2 

The law of righteousness was sanctioned by Cod, but would be 
implemented directly by the people. Real equality and liberty - each 
implicated in the other - would be realised in utopian experiments in 
common ownership and communal life and work, in which neither 
private property nor government authority would be recognised.' It 
was only in such an environment tilelt lihert\' could hl' illl,lgineLi, that 
each could be lord over him or h(,lsl'lf. It \\'.]<; I)I11\' in ,l <;11l'il'I\' of 
non dOlllin<ltion ,lnd l'qll.liit\' th.1I 11ll' WIllIl)',<; 11\ lilt' \\'Iliid \\'IHild he 
ri)~h!l'd, .llhlll1.lIll](' 1I1illl'Illll.1i ,IIl'.1111.d lilt' Iittl' .,,"1111111111\ \\"Hilt! 11(' 
11,,111',1,,1 
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This radical vision can be seen as part of what might be termed an 
'anarchist invariant'. From the millenarian movements and heretical 
sects - the Anabaptists of Munster, the Taborites of Bohemia - in the 
Middle Ages, to the peasant rebellions across Europe in the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries, to the sailors of Kronstadt and the libertarian 
collectives of Spain, to the Zapatistas and the anti~capitalists of our 
time - we see imagined and enacted a heretical politics. This is a politics 
of insurrection in which is asserted a desire for total emancipation from 
political authority. While this revolt sometimes expressed itself in the 
language of religion, it was usually of the antinomian kind - in other 
words, it rejected the formal laws and established practices of religion, 
advocating instead individual freedom and self~expression.4 It is anar~ 
chist because it expresses the aspiration for life which is not organised 
by central government, law, private property or formal religion, and in 
which social arrangements can be established voluntarily and without 
coercion. Because it rejects the principle of government and political 
authority, such a politics is precisely heretical- it goes against the entire 
tradition of politics and political thought that maintains that we cannot 
do without sovereignty. 

This book is an exploration of anarchism as a political heresy, as a 
heterodox political philosophy and praxis animated by an insurrection~ 
ary desire, a utopian energy and a fundamental rejection of political 
authority. This anti~authoritarianism sets anarchism apart from most, if 
not all, other political philosophies. In this sense, it cannot be reduced 
to a combination of liberalism and socialism, even though it draws upon 
and radicalises elements of these doctrines. While anarchism would 
seem to share with liberalism an insistence on individual freedom and 
sl'lf~determination, it exposes in this the very inconsistency of liberalism 
itself: individual autonomy cannot be realised in conditions of inequal~ 
ity, nor under the dominion of private property. Nor can it be realised 
through the state and law. While liberalism has always claimed to be 
t Ill' standard bearer of individual liberty, it has also been an ideology 
of security: individual liberty must be guarded and protected, fenced 
off from the ,1ppctites and aggressive drives of others, and this security 
C,ln he provided onl\, by ,1 sovereign state and through the application 
()f Idw, Whill' for lihlTdl<-;, lihl'rl\' IllUSt COIlll' with security, for anar~ 
dlish, <;l'l'uritv is .tlW,l\'<; 111 )<-;1 ill' III lihl'rt\': security is a Illask for political 
dl )Illill.ll il )11; il 1.1kl'S 1111 ih I )\\'11 II )}~il .llld dl'\'I'lllPS its own prerog,ltivl's, 
It'}',.lldll'<;<; Id lilwl,tI ,ill'( k·, .111,1 Il,tI.\I" 1'<;, 11,,11'1'11, illdi\'idll.tllihl'rl\' ,ltlt! 
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state security arc ultimately irreconcilable and antagonistic principles. 
1t could be argued that this contradiction within liberal political ration
ality is being ruthlessly exposed today as the modern state securitizes 
itself in the name of the 'War on Terror'. 

As for socialism, a tradition to which anarchism is in some respects 
closer, it has at times sacrificed liberty to the principle of equality. 
Anarchists share with socialists the desire for economic and social 
equality, but not at the expense of individual freedom and autonomy. 
There have always been authoritarian and centralist tendencies in 
socialism - from Marx's and Engels' willingness to usc and intensify 
state power in the revolutionary period, to the' democratic centralism' 
and vanguard politics of Lenin, to the statist and parliamentary fetish 
of reformist socialists and social democrats. As we shall see, the main 
objection that anarchists make to socialism - in both its revolutionary 
Marxist and democratic variants - is that it often neglects the dangers 
of political power and state authority. And what an ignominious end 
for socialism today! After the collapse of the state Communist project 
in the Soviet Union and elsewhere, and after the withering away of the 
welfare state model in the West, the so-called socialist parties of today 
have nothing better to do than reconcile themselves with the require
ments of the global market. It might be noticed that in this they seem 
to take considerable relish. 

So, while anarchism resonates with certain aspects of liberalism and 
s( )cia I ism, it is also a distinct tradition of political thought - one that will 
be elaborated further in this chapter. At the same time, T want to suggest 
that anarchism can be seen as the ultimate horizon of all forms of radical 
politics. What I mean by this is that because anarchism combines liberty 
and equality to the greatest possible degree, it serves as an end point 
or limit condition for the politics of emancipation. All forms of radical 
politics - including most revolutionary forms of socialism and Marxism 
- aspire, consciously or unconsciously, whether realised or unrealised, 
to a kind of anarchism - even if understood only in the utopian sense. 
For instance, the postrevolutionary societies depicted by Marx and even 
Lenin - communist societies of abundance ,md freedolll, liberatl'd from 
forced work, property and cl'ntr<llisl'd governlllent, where 'the free 
developnwnt of cilCh is the c()nditi()n for thl' frl'l' dl'vl'I()j1nll'nt ()f <111'0; 
- ,He prl'cisl'l\' dndrchi<;t c,(ll'il'til'C" dllli .Ill' \irtll,I1h indistingllishdblc 
fr()1ll Illdll\' Ilt till' dc,pil,ilillilC, Id ,111.1Ithic,t thill\.-I'IC, ,1I11111'\'I)\tltillndril'<;, 
lIlt' 11'II'hl,ltillil h\ Ilq',I'I" Ilt tIlt' l.Jtilt,1I ,lIlti til'II'lltl,III',I'ti dl'lllIH'ldt'\' 
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of the Paris Commune of 1871, is mirrored in the admiration for the 
same event expressed by anarchists like Bakunin and Kropotkin, even 
though the interpretations differed (for Engels it was the first example 
of the 'dictatorship of the proletariat'}' whereas for Bakunin it signified 
something different, an anarchist social revolution). I will explore the 
relationship between anarchism and Marxism later on, as well as the 
question of radical democracy, to which anarchism has a necessarily 
ambiguous relationship. But we can say at this stage that the radical 
and decentralised democracy invoked at times by the Marxist tradi
tion, points towards, and seems to aspire to, a form of anarchism. Marx 
claimed in his early writings that 'democracy is the solved riddle of all 
constitutions'; and that 'all forms of state have democracy for their truth 
and that they are untrue insofar as they are not democracy'? Can we 
not say the same about anarchism? Perhaps, in other words, anarchism 
itself is like democracy in this sense - a sort of excess or limit condition 
which is, at the same time, the ultimate truth of all radical politics, the 
ground from which it springs and the final standard from which it is 
judged. Can we can say that just as democracy is the solved riddle of 
all constitutions, that anarchism is the solved riddle of radical politics? 
Can we say that just as all forms of state arc untrue insofar as they are 
not democracy, that all forms of radical politics (and, indeed, all forms 
of democracy) arc untrue insofar as they are not anarchy? 

T will elaborate and justify these claims as the book progresses, but 
what I want to hint at here arc two possible readings of anarchism - two 
interpretations that arc intertwined and yet, as we shall see, arc also 
to some extent in tension. Anarchism will be seen, first, as a certain 
political and theoretical tradition - not a doctrine or dogma, because 
it is too diverse and heterogeneous for that, but a body of thought and 
praxis which is united by certain principles, which has its key thinkers 
and activists, which has a unique history, which has its debates and 
controversies and which makes certain political, philosophical and 
ethical claims. Secondly, I will try to arrive at a broader and more tran
sccndl'nt reading of anarchism - an anarchy-beyond-anarchism if you 
like. This will be not so much an alternative theory of radical politics, 
hut r<ltber <l kind of inte1Tog<1tion of anarchism itself, a deconstruction 
of ih disl'llrsiw limits <lnd <In investigation of its ontological founda
t iOIl", This .J1l.J1l'lw ht,\,( lilt! ,1I1.J,dlislll (or post,lllarchism as it will 
(IJllll' tIl Ill' Il'lIlll't!) will 11(' .Itl1l'lllt,til"t1 ,lilt! critic.J1 w()rk c()nducted at 
tl1l' lilllih Id ,111.lllhic,1l1, 11111' th,iI \\llllIlt'IJlI)(JI,ill' illC,i~~hh (It 1m different 
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thinkers and perspectives not commonly associated with the anarchist 
tradition. However, 1 want to stress that this alternative critical reading 
does not have the intention of dismissing anarchism; on the contrary, 
it seeks to radicalise it, to broaden its scope and expand its possibilities, 
as well as to update it and make it more relevant to the radical politi
cal struggles of today. My contention, then, is that anarchism is more 
than a political and philosophical tradition - it also constitutes a uni
versal horizon of emancipation which all forms of radical politics must 
necessarily speak to if they are to remain radical. Anarchism, in other 
words, contains a beyond, a moment of its own transcendence, when it 
exceeds the discursive limits and ontological foundations within which 
it was originally conceived and opens itself up to a multitude of dif
ferent voices and possibilities. Once again, this is not to suggest that 
anarchism has been in the past a closed, dormant doctrine. On the con
trary, it is because anarchism has been so heterodox and so resistant to 
doctrine - more so than most other political and theoretical traditions 
- that it remains contemporary and open to innovation. 

DEFINING ANARCHISM: EQUAL-LIBERTY 

There are numerous ways of defining anarchism - most see it as anti
statism or as a general scepticism towards political authority.K It is 
certainly true that for the anarchist a minimum basic requirement is 
that state authority justifies its own existence in more convincing terms 
than it currently does; it cannot be simply assumed, and cannot plausi
bly claim to be based on mystifications like the social contract. Nor can 
it be legitimised through democracy, as we shall see. However, what 
r think is more fundamental to anarchism is the idea of equal-liberty 
- a proposition through which all forms of domination and hierarchy 
come under interrogation. Equal-liberty is simply the idea that liberty 
and equality are inextricably linked, that one cannot be had without the 
other; that, in Bakunin's words: 

I am free only when all human beings surrounding me - men and 
women alike - are equally free. The freedom of others, far from 
limiting or negating my liberty, is on the contr,lrY its necessary 
condition and confirlll<lti()f1. I l1l'c()nH' rl"\'l' in the true s('nsl' only 
by virtue of till' lihl'!t\' ot (ltlll'ls, S(l Illtl!'h C,(l th.1I till' gl('.1I1'r tlw 
numhl'r or In'l' IW(ll)I(' C,tlll'llIIHlill)', Ill!' til!' .\('('llI'l .llld )~I!"lkl 
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and more extensive their liberty, the deeper and larger becomes 
my Iiberty.4 
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This generous formulation of equal-liberty does not see another's liberty 
as potentially threatening but, rather, mutually enhancing. Nor does it 
see equality and liberty as two opposed or ultimately irreconcilable prin
ciples, or as imposing limits upon one another - as tends to be the case 
in the liberal understanding. On the contrary, the radical formulation of 
equal-liberty sees these two principles as part of the same category of 
emancipation: a person cannot be fully free unless others around him 
or her are equally free; moreover, one cannot be said to be emancipated 
unless this freedom is accompanied by equality, which, from this per
spective, is not confined to formal or political equality, but includes all 
forms of social and economic equality. Equal-liberty, therefore, not only 
combines these two principles so that they mutually resonate; it also 
situates them in a social or collective context in which one is forced to 
consider the conditions of others around one. 

It is in this sense that the radical reading of equal-liberty differs 
markedly from the liberal reading. The liberal understanding of equal
liberty generally derives from the nineteenth-century thinker Herbert 
Spencer's law of equal freedom, that states that 'Every man has the 
freedom to do all that he wills, provided he infringes not the equal 
freedom of any other man.'lO The principle outlined here is that we all 
have an equal right to be free, and, therefore, that no free action should 
constrain or limit the freedom of another. This laissez-faire doctrine 
might in some ways be seen as a healthy corrective to over-bearing, 
over-legislating governments today that harass us with all sorts of 
petty, excessive and draconian laws and restrictions. Indeed, Spencer 
advocated in his early writings a form of libertarianism which says that 
,111 government institutions must be subordinated to the equal-liberty 
principle, and that therefore we have the right to simply ignore and 
disobey the state when its directives would lead to a violation of this 
principle. II Morcover, this doctrine of equal-liberty should obviously be 
supporll'd dS a bare minimum condition for politics. However, when it 
is I'X<llllilll'd more closely it reveals sevcral shortcomings: mainly that 
1'l\lIdlit\' is se('n ,1S being seconddry to liberty. This is not only in the 
SI'Il"I' thdt ill Sj11'1H'1'l"'S fmlllllldti()Il, l'ljLl<llity is narrowly understood 
dC, I( lllll." ('qll.dit\' kqll,dil\' (ll lights, 11');<11 l'ljlldlitv and the equal 
"'"illl t(l 11(111 iI1h'lh'I\'IH('), thtl" (,\ .. ltldiI1)~ hl\l"dl'l .. I"ims for social 
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and economic equality; 12 but also that there is seen to be an internal 
tension between liberty and the equality of liberty, a tension in which 
liberty itself must take priority. In other words, for Spencer, the threat 
that equality - even the very narrow equality of liberty - can pose to 
liberty is seen to be more serious than the threat that liberty can pose 
to equality, and therefore the principle of equality must be subordinate 
to that of liberty. 1 3 

This is not to suggest that liberalism always sacrifices equality to 
liberty; and, indeed, thinkers like Rawlsl4 and Dworkin have obvi
ously made important contributions to the theorisation of a liberalism 
that accommodates certain forms of social and economic equality. 
However, the general problem with liberal conceptions of equal liberty 
is that they usually presuppose and are imagined within a capitalist 
market - one whose inequalities can perhaps be ameliorated through 
social democratic measures, but never entirely overcome. Furthermore, 
liberalism always presupposes a state: whether it is the minimal and 
non-interventionist state of Spencer or Nozick, or the distributive state 
of Rawls, the state is always there to protect liberties or to provide social 
goods. Liberalism, from its inception, has always been a state project: 
from the protecting and securing Hobbesian state, to various concep
tions of the 'night-watchman' state, to modern socially liberal states, 
to the contemporary neoliberal 'competition' state. This is because the 
liberal notion of equal-liberty is always premised on the individual, 
the individual whose liberties must be reconciled with, or protected 
against, those of other individuals; whose liberty must be traded off 
against equality; or whose disadvantaged status or bad luck in life must 
be compensated for through social welfare measures. This is problem
atic for two reasons. First, as Todd May points out, the subject in this 
paradigm is positioned as a passive recipient of either state protec
tion or redistributive rights: there is no notion of the subject seizing, 
constructing and organising for him- or herself, in collaboration with 
others, egalitarian and libertarian social arrangements. l,) Secondly, 
what is largely absent in the liberal tradition is any real conception of 
collective liberty or autonomy, not necessarily in the sense of the right 
to self-determination for certain minoritv groups in society, but more 
broadly conceived as a collective H'<llis,llioll of liberlv: one in which 
liberty can be sh,Hed wilh()lIl hl'ing diminic.;Jwti; in whit'll Ihl' lil1l'rlv 
of one is onl" illl.l}~in.lhll' ill Illl' l'l1l11l'\1 01 Illl' lihl'rl\' (ll ,111; ,1Ild ill 
wililh lillI'rl\' 1l111',1 l(1I1ll' 11111 lll1k \\,1111 Illlln,1i ('qll,liil\' (.,1 liI"'II,,)' hill 
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with social and economic equality. It is at this point that the difference 
between liberty and equality becomes indistinct, one term merging into 
the other. Because liberalism is based on the sovereign self-interested 
individual, it does not have the conceptual language to think in these 
terms - it sees only a competition of liberties that must be balanced 
with one another. Unlike anarchism, it cannot imagine liberty as a 
collective entity, as a social being. 

We need, then, an alternative theorisation of equal-liberty, one 
that goes beyond the limits of the liberal formulation. A more radical 
understanding of equal-liberty would see it as a kind of open-ended 
horizon that allows for endless permutations and elaborations, so that, 
for instance, political equality is meaningful only with economic equal
ity; civil liberty makes sense only if it also comes with political equality; 
economic equality is desirable only if it is accompanied by civil liberty 
and full political equality, and so on. Here Etienne Balibar provides a 
more productive formulation of equal-liberty, seeing it as central to the 
very autonomy of politics: 

The proposition of equal liberty as stated in revolutionary terms, 
has a remarkable logical form which has, since the Greeks, been 
termed as clegkhos or, in other words, a self-refutation of its nega
tion. It states the fact that it is impossible to maintain to a logical 
conclusion, without absurdity, the idea of perfect civil liberty based 
on discrimination, privilege and inequalities of condition (and, a 
fortiori, to institute such liberty), just as it is impossible to conceive 
and institute equality between humans based on despotism (even 
'enlightened' despotism) or on a monopoly of power. Equal liberty 
is therefore uncol1ditionalY' 

We see here that the link between liberty and equality is not only 
eslablished politically, but has a kind of logical coherence which is best 
understood negatively. In other words, on a more superficial reading, 
liberlV and equality would seem to be mutually limiting concepts - so 
Ih.!1 Ihl' more liberty one has, the more one poses a potential threat 
III Ihl' libl'rlv llf 01 hers; and thai equality (particularly social and eco
nOlllic) wililisudliv CllllW dl lill' l"pl'nse of, or at least endanger, indi
\'itill,li lihl'!'I\', Yl'l, IlI1 Ihis 11)(111' I.ltiil'.lll'l',lding, Ihl' equation is turned 
.Illllll1d .... () lil,1I 1'.Ilil I'IIIHII'I(' 1,('(llllll' .... 1(1}~il',lil\' incollsisil'nl ll'iil/(llif 

I Ill' ollll'1 
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I would suggest that this radical understanding of equal-liberty is 
the one that is closer to the political ethics of anarchism. 17 Indeed, we 
might say that anarchism provides the fullest development and 
the most radical expression of equal-liberty, one that transcends both 
the socialist and liberal traditions: for anarchists, quite simply, equality 
and liberty cannot be fully implemented or even logically conceived 
within the framework of the state and political sovereignty. This is not 
only because the state violates and impinges upon individual liberty 
- through all sorts of laws and coercive and violent measures - but 
also because it violates equality, creating a concentrated monopoly 
on power, claiming sole legitimacy and authority, as well as support
ing unequal class hierarchies, inequalities of wealth and economically 
exploitative practices. Political authority, therefore, denies both liberty 
and equality. This argument becomes evident in Bakunin's critique of 
the democratic state, which he sees as a contradiction in terms because 
it conceives of a democratic equality of rights within a sovereign state 
framework: 

[E]quality of political rights, or a democratic State, constitute in 
themselves the most glaring contradiction in terms. The State, or 
political right, denotes force, authority, predominance; it presup
poses inequality in fact. Where all rule, there are no more ruled, 
and there is no State. Where all equally enjoy the same human 
rights, there all political right loses its reason for being. Political 
right connotes privilege, and where all are privileged, there privi
lege vanishes, and along with it goes political right. Therefore the 
terms 'democratic State' and 'equality of political rights' denote 
no less than the destruction of the State and the abolition of all 
political right. IX 

In other words, the equality of political rights entailed by democracy 
is fundamentally incompatible with political right: the principle of 
sovereignty which grants authority over these rights to the state. At its 
most basic level, political equality can exist only in tension with a right 
that stands above society and determines the conditions under which 
this political equality can be exercised. l)olilil'<lll'lju~llilv ~lIld indeed 
democr,lCY - if t,lken seriousl\, ~1I1d undl'lsl()od r.ldil·.lll\" C.lll onl\, 1lll'~1Il 
Ihe dbolilioll of sl.lll' "()\'l'll'iglll\', Th,lI i" \\'h\' .I11.1I(hi"h \\,,1111 10 Sl'l' 
Ill)1 "i1l1111\'.1 s(wi('I\' (lll'~'"dil,lli.l11 ('('(111<111111 .lIlt! ',(HI,d .I11,lIl)~('II1l'llh, 
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but also to sec these arrangements achieved by the people themselves, 
without coercion and without the need for centralised political author
ity. 

CRITIQUE OF GOVERNMENT 

Anarchism is, as T have said, a broad and diverse philosophical tradition 
with a long history - libertarian ideas stretch back as far as Taoism in 
third-century Be China.l~ However, in the context of this discussion, I am 
interested in a more recent collection of ideas, those which were part of 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century radical thought; ideas which were 
influenced and conditioned by the Enlightenment, and inspired by the 
French Revolution. This is the body of thought commonly referred to 
as 'classical' anarchism, and is characterised by thinking which is more 
systematically and consciously anarchist. It should be noted, however, 
that classical anarchism is not defined by a particular historical period 
but, rather, as we shall see, by a certain rational-humanist paradigm 
of thought: a paradigm which frames not only the discourse of anar
chism but also other radical political discourses and theories as well; a 
paradigm which is, moreover, to some extent still with us, although its 
cracks have been showing for some time now. Therefore, in the classical 
anarchist tradition I would include thinkers such as William Godwin, 
Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, Mikhail Bakunin and Peter Kropotkin.2o What 
follows below will by no means be a comprehensive survey of all these 
thinkers, but rather an attempt to highlight certain key themes that are 
common to them, and to explore the ontological and epistemological 
foundations of their political philosophy. 

One of the central themes of classical anarchism - and, indeed, of 
anarchism generally - is the rejection of the idea of government21 and 
the contention that life can function perfectly well without it. This is the 
most radical claim that anarchists make, and it is what distinguishes 
dnarchism from most other political philosophies, even radical ones. 
Indeed, one could say that the idea of government, the idea that we 
must h,lV(, some illstitution like the state which is sovereign, is one of 
Ihl' mosl h~lsic .lnd fUllli<lIlll'lltdl assumptions of political thought. The 
l"l'1l11,1I ('I.lilll Ill.ldl' hv Ihl'orists of sovereignty, from Jean Bodin and 
Ilohhl'S I11Illll);11 10 ('.111 Schlnill, i" 111;)1 polilics ~lS ~l collective activity 
l.lllll( 11 I.I"l' 1,1,ln' (lllhid(' ,I ',1.11<' I I ,II I ll'\\'( 11" ,1Ild is 1lll"lIlingll'ss without 
',(l"('II'i,',III\', \\,illll1111 ~',t1\t'''III1<'III, \\(' .Ill' l(lld, "(H'il'I\' WOldd f.lll.lp,nl. 
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The nightmare of the anarchic state of nature, whose insecurity is so 
intolerable that we rush headlong into the protective arms of the sov
ereign, is something that has haunted, and continues to haunt, political 
philosophy. The fear of anarchy and insecurity is a powerful political 
force and rhetorical device, something that legitimises state author
ity irrespective of its abuses. The fear of terrorism, the fear of crime or 
'illegal' immigration, fear of 'financial anarchy' on Wall Street: for all 
these fears - fears which an anarchist analysis shows arc actually fos
tered by government - the only remedy is seen to be government itself. 

Anarchists have a very different view: government is seen not 
only to be unnecessary, but as actually having a pernicious, corrupt
ing and destructive influence on social relations. In the words of the 
eighteenth-century thinker, William Codwin, governments 'lay their 
hand on the spring there is in society, and put a stop to its motion,.n 
In other words, governments interfere with society in destructive and 
artificial ways, disrupting its natural processes and arrangements. Twill 
say more about this picture of social relations as self-regulating later, 
but the central idea here is that society has no need of government: 
government is an encumbrance upon society, regulating the lives of 
people excessively, exploiting and oppressing them, stealing their 
resources, limiting their freedom, and disrupting communal practices, 
arr<mgements and ways of life that they have fostered organically. 

For anarchists, government and the state are an unbearable imposition 
on both the individual and society as a whole. For Godwin, government 
authority interferes with the individual's right of private judgement, 
which for him is the essential right, forming the basis for individual 
virtue. We cannot hope to arrive at a more virtuous existence unless we 
can make our own decisions freely on the basis of our own moral and 
rational judgement. This - and not any external compulsion - should 
be the only thing that determines our actions and that can legitimately 
impose obligations upon the individual. Any interference with this right 
is something that diminishes the sanctity of the human being. That is 
why this right of private judgement should translate into civil affairs 
as wel1 as simply matters of individual conscience; indeed, the two 
domains arc inseparable.2> However, this right to freely form one's own 
opinions and to shape the conditions in which Olll' lives, dlw<lYS runs up 
against the 'brute mdchine' of govelllnwnt: '" I hdVI' dl'epl\' reflected", 
SUppOSI', "upon tlw Ildtllll' ot \'illlil', ,Ill" .1111 ('llll\'illl'l'" lildt .1 Cl'r!.lin 
Ilf'lH'I'I'dill~~ is illl'llllllll'1l1 1 'Ill 1I1 111l', 11111 I Ill' ",II1)~111.l1l, ',l'l'Pl 1I Il'd h' .111 
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act of parliament, assures me I am mistaken"'.24 Thus, the imposition of 
obligations that contravene private judgement is something that does 
a profound violence to the individual. Similarly, for Bakunin, that self
proclaimed fanatical lover of liberty, political authority and freedom are 
irreconcilable: political institutions arc 'hostile and fatal to the liberty 
of the masses, for they impose upon them a system of external and 
therefore despotic laws' .25 For anarchists, the very principle of political 
authority violates that of individual freedom and must, therefore, be 
abolished: liberty can be realised only when the individual is no longer 
governed by external political institutions. 

How this idea jars with conventional politics today! For all the (neo) 
liberal rhetoric of individual responsibility and personal freedom, 
things seem to be going in precisely the opposite direction, with more 
and more government constraints being placed upon individuals, more 
regulations, more intrusive surveillance measures and the general 
intensification of state power. The spaces for individual autonomy - if 
things like personal privacy, self-determination, civil liberties and free 
political expression are any measure - seem to be shrinking rather than 
expanding. Whether such restrictions go under the name of security, 
or the 'prevention of harm', or discouraging 'anti-social' behaviour, 
there seems to be a passion for authority and an intense distrust of 
individual freedom and self-determination. The individual is seen 
as a potential source of harm or risk; a site of constant crisis which 
must be guided, protected, regulated, monitored, secured and secured 
against. Tocqueville's description of the despotism of nineteenth
century American democracy, in which an immense and protective 
P( lwer stands above people and keeps them in perpetual childhood and 
servitude2h 

- seems to apply ever more so today. 
Furthermore, government and the principle of political authority 

interfere with freely formed social relations. The individual liberty that 
illldrchists celebrate does not exist in a vacuum, but emerges, as we 
hdVl' seen, in relations with others and presupposes the equal freedom 
of ot hers. What anarchists object to is the way that governments act to 
ll'I*'sS dny expression of collective liberty, and inhibit the emergence 
of dul(1Il01ll01lS soci<ll <lrr<lngclllcnts and communities. For instance, 
Kllll'()lkin describcs how in sixlecnlh-century Europc, independent 
l'lllilil's SUdl .IS guilds, 11l'1' .lssll('i,lIiollS, vilbge communitics and 
ll11'di('\',l1 ('ilil", sl.lrll'd III hI' 1.11..('11 ll\'l'l" ,lIld displilced h\' iln incrc<ls
Illgl\' 1('llll.lIis('d .llld ,d",lllllll'.1 <,1.111' .11'1',11.11 liS .I l'IlH'('SS whil'h W<lS 
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accomplished through violence rather than consent, and led to the 
annihilation of these autonomous social entities.27 It was this process of 
state capture which, moreover, fostered more hierarchical and unequal 
forms of society, and led to a domination by political, religious and eco
nomic elites. The political domination of the state interferes with the 
principle of sociability and mutual assistance, which Kropotkin believed 
was immanent in social relations and implicit in nature - evidence of 
which he found in all sorts of cooperative and voluntary associations 
that existed in society.2~ So, for anarchists, not only do the state and 
centralised government suppress or prevent the emergence of autono
mous self-organised communities - the state cannot tolerate even the 
slightest chalJenge to its sovereignty - but they also have a distorting 
effect on social relations, generating and actively sustaining hierarchi
cal social structures. The unequal relationships entailed by capitalism 
and the reign of private property - the tyranny of the capitalist over the 
worker, the tyranny of the rich over the poor, the domination of the prin
ciple of capitalist accumulation and modern technology over the natural 
environment2Y -can survive only with the active support and intervention 
of the state. The 'free market' is not self-regulating, as the right
wing libertarians contend]1I - this is simply an illusion. Rather, the 
market is of necessity constantly propped up by the state - witness 
the recent massive government bail-outs of the banking sector - and 
protected and sustained through state coercion and violence. The 
process that Marx termed 'primitive accumulation', to refer to the violent 
integration of societies in different periods into capitalist relations, 
accomplished with the support of state power, is being repeated today 
in the process that we refer to as economic globalisation. Once again, 
state force - used against indigenous people, workers, environmental 
activists - is a crucial element. For anarchists, then, the state is destruc
tive of organic social relations, suppressing its egalitarian and libertarian 
energies. To quote Bakunin: 'the State is like a vast slaughterhouse and 
an enormous cemetery, where under the shadow and the pretext of this 
abstraction (the common good) alJ the best aspiratioJls, all the living 
forces of a country, are sancti mOJliously i m III ob tl'd and i ntcrred'. J I 

I.FCITIMISINC I'OWI," 
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to justify itself. Anarchists I'l'ject, for instance, notions of the social 
contract, which they regiml as ideological mystifications. The social 
contract, for Bakunin, was illl 'unworthy hoax' and an 'absurd fiction' 
- a cheap trick that has been foisted on people to make them believe 
the state to be legitimate and based on their consent. The contradic
tion in social contract theories detected by Bakunin, was that while 
they painted a picture of people in a state of either primitive savagery 
or egotistical competition, at the same time they claim that people 
suddenly have the foresight to come together to form a rational collec
tive agreement. 32 The origins of our supposed consent to government 
are highly dubious and paradoxical, then, and Locke's notion of 'tacit 
consent']3 is even more suspect. Rather than having given our consent 
to government and freely sacrificing our liberties, anarchists claim that 
government has been violently imposed upon us through conquest, 
or through various kinds of trickery, deceit and political fraud. The 
perfect liberty and equality that Hobbes found in the state of nature, 
and which he saw as so destructive of human coexistence, are precisely 
the conditions which anarchists see as the basis of ethical community
conditions which have been obscured beneath the looming shadow of 
Leviathan. Rather, the violent state of nature, based on egotistical com
petition, exists now, and has been fostered by the state and capitalism. 
For anarchists, then, consent or social contract explanations of the state 
and political obligation have no credibility, and are simply ideological 
masks which we must peer through to sec the real workings of power 
illld the true visage of the sovereign. 

Indeed, one might say that these ideological masks are wearing a 
little thin these days. With the current era that is defined by the global 
'War on Terror' - a war that continues in the post-Bush era - the trap
pi ngs of consent, democratic accountability and liberal checks and 
balances seem to have fallen away, and what is revealed increasingly is 
naked power. Where was the 'consent of the governed' when millions 
marched against the impending war in Iraq in 2003, only to be met 
with the utter contempt of their political elites? Where was the liberal 
nolioll of limited governlllent and the protection of rights when there 
hdS b(,(,11 <111 unprecedellted expansion in the powers of the state over 
II1\' l'ili/l'll, wh('n th(' m()st bdSic civillihnties have been eroded, when 
()r1\' 1'.111 1)(' .IITI'sfl'd .!Ild irl1jllis( )11<'11, in S(JIll!' cases for an indefinite 
1"'li<ld, \\'ili1()111 1'\('11 kll()\\III~: III\' I\'.lS()1l wIn', wlWIl lib(,I'LlI dl'mo
<'1.111, ',1.11,", l'I.I,li,,' l<llllill', \\11<'11 ~',()\1'I11111\'11'" ()I"'111\' IiI' I() Ilwir 
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people, when the old doctrine of divine right is invoked once again to 
justify war?:l4 Liberal-democratic states founded, supposedly, on the 
consent of their people and on the requirement to protect their rights, 
seem to have turned upon their own people - perversely in the name 
of guaranteeing their security - and have become all but indistinguish
able from authoritarian police states. Indeed, the claim that political 
elites make about the open, free and democratic nature of their socie
ties, in contradistinction to those of Iran and elsewhere, becomes less 
and less convincing. So we see, then, the paradox of security that is 
central to justifications of state sovereignty: the logic of security - origi
nally imagined to protect liberty - becomes so all-encompassing that 
it ultimately turns against liberty itself. From an anarchist perspective, 
the notion of the state of exception - characterised by Schmitt as an 
extraordinary situation in which constitutional rule is suspended35 - is 
the very truth of the state, no matter what its constitutional arrange
ments are. Indeed, one might say that the state of exception, embody
ing the hyper-politicised 'total state' - so far from being opposed to 
liberalism as Schmitt believed - is actually the permanent underside 
of liberal societies, an underside which is now becoming increasingly 
explicit. 

What is central to the anarchist critique of the state is that the state 
embodies a certain structure and logic of domination regardless of the 
fom. it takes; that, in other words, all states are in essence the same, 
whether they are monarchical states, authoritarian states, workers' 
states or even democratic states. The form a particular state takes is 
simply a kind of disguise which masks its drive to domination, or at 
best articulates it in a slightly different way. Therefore, for Kropotkin, 
'there are those who, like us, see in the State, not only its actual form 
and in all forms of domination that it might assume, but in its very 
essence, an obstacle to the social revolution'.36 Indeed, this was at the 
heart of the theoretical and political dispute between anarchists and 
Marxists during the nineteenth century: anarchists accused Marx of 
neglecting this central truth about political power, and claimed that the 
workers' state would simply perpetuate state domination. I will go into 
this in greater detail in a subsequent chapter; the point here is that, for 
anarchists, at the heart of illl Stilll'S, no Illiltll'r how they ilrl' constituted, 
there is the same sO\,l'rl'igll 11lillCipll' ,1Ild, tIH'I!'iol!', til!' SdllH' politicLlI 
illl'qlldlit\' dlld till' C,dllll' IlI( lll'l't (d illtillill' 1'\PdllC,i( ll1. 
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DEMOCRACY AND THE STATE 

Formal democracy does not change this. Formal democracy is simply 
another ideological trapping, another guise, another regime through 
which state power is expressed. Therefore, democracy in itself cannot 
serve as a legitimate justification for state authority. It is not that a 
democratic state would not be in itself preferable to, say, a monarchical 
state - although Bakunin believed that essentially there was no dif
ference, and that democratic states may possibly be more pernicious 
because they more effectively disguise power37 - but that mechanisms 
of universal suffrage and elected representation do not, in fact, guar
antee equality and liberty and, indeed, often act to deny them. Notions 
of democratic accountability and the government representing the will 
and interests of the people, is simply an illusion which masks the absolute 
gulf between the people and power.3" For example, our contemporary 
situation is characterised by a strange reversal in the status of democ
racy. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, when campaigns for 
democratic suffrage where underway, the demand for democracy was 
perceived as a genuine threat by political elites, who were reluctant to 
grant even the most basic democratic rights. Today, however, the situa
tion has been almost entirely reversed: political elites seek to outdo one 
another in their claim to be democratic and answerable to the people, 
trumpeting their democratic credentials. The people are encouraged, 
exhorted to involve themselves in democratic processes, to get out and 
vote; we are bombarded with what are seen as amazing democratic 
innovations, such as e-democracy and e-government, which are sup
posedlyall about making government more accessible and accountable 
to its citizens. Democracy, moreover, is seen to be the only legitimate 
political system, to the point where wars are fought supposedly to 
spread democracy. Democracy, in other words, is virtually forced down 
(lur throats. At the same time, there has never been such resounding 
cynicism about democrClcy, such high levels of voter disinterest, such a 
sense of disillusionment about the efficacy and adequacy of democratic 
mechanisms and processes, such an Cllienation from formal politics.3~ 
Wh,lt docs this pilradox tell LIS ilbout the nature of democracy today? 
l)l'lll()lTdC" hdS gOlll' frolll \ll'ing something which challenged the 
PO\\/I'I ot 11 ( dit iedl ,1Ild ('l(}110lllil' l'li!!'s, to sOllwtiling which now 1cgiti
Illic,l'C, tlll'it tlill', III (dlll'1 \\(lId,., I Ill' P()\\l'!" ()f l'litl's is tod;1\' expressed 
.tll(1 111"tilil'd 1111(1l1~',h d('IIIII( I.J( \, \\'l1lll1 ic, Illl'lic,I'I\' \\11\' Ilwl!' is thic, 
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insistence on democratic involvement and the virtues of the Western 
democratic model. Voting has become a symbolic act which legitimises 
political power, and a change of government, as the elite theorists have 
always told us, is a game of revolving oligarchies ~ something which 
is more evident now when there is no longer any real ideological dif
ference between major political parties.411 Indeed, one could suggest, 
without too much exaggeration, that Western, supposedly plural, 
democracies are effectively one-party states in which there are com
peting factions who vie for power, yet who all subscribe to the same 
economic and security agenda. 

So, from the anarchist perspective, democracy is a system that both 
disguises and legitimises power, thus sustaining political and economic 
inequality. This is not to diminish the importance and achievements 
of democratic struggles during the nineteenth century, or even those 
of contemporary times (such as Burma, China and Iran, for instance); 
struggles which were and are essentially an expression of the popular 
demand for equal-liberty against power. It is, however, to suggest that 
there is a kind of underside to democracy: it is a mechanism through 
which collective movements and struggles are co-opted into the 
structures of the state through the category of citizenship. 

Central to anarchists' scepticism about democracy, moreover, is 
the critique of representation: both in terms of the extremely limited 
and inadequate fashion in which current parliamentary arrange
ments represent the will of the people, and in the more general sense 
that the idea of representation itself inevitably distorts this will. This 
is why anarchists are opposed not only to representative democratic 
assemblies, but also to revolutionary vanguard parties which claim to 
speak for and represent the interests of the people. This was a major 
point of contention between anarchists and Marxists and Leninists. For 
anarchists, the emphasis is on the direct expression of the popular will, 
which is why anarchist revolutionary tactics tend to stress spontane
ous revolt, self-organisation and direct action. To speak for people, 
to claim to represent their will and interests, establishes an unequal 
power relationship over the people. Moreover, representation always 
binds democracy to the state ~ it is a way of channelling the will of 
the people into state structures: this applies not only to mass political 
parties, but also to the rl'v()luti()n<ll"\' v<lllgll<lrd P,lIt\' whidl .lilllS t() t<lke 
over state POW(T, ,1Ild th.lt .Ill.lI,'hisfc; S('I' .IS ,I I1lil1i st.l((- ill \\'.Iitillg, 
Th.lt is wll\', fill' l'!lllldllllll, II'P"'SI'Ilt.lIi\I' !~II\'I'lllllll'llt IS.I 'PI'IPI'tll,d 
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abuse of power for the profit of the reigning cast and the interests of the 
representatives, against the interests of the represented'.41 

This position on democracy becomes more ambiguous, however, 
when we consider the question of radical democracy. Even though this 
form of decision making is more direct and egalitarian, removing, or at 
least more tightly controlling, the relationship of representation, anar
chists have remained sceptical of radical democracy, pointing out the 
dangers of majoritarianism and the tyranny of the majority. Anarchists 
are not Rousseauians and, indeed they point to the authoritarianism of 
the General Will to show that democracy ~ even if it is direct ~ is not 
guarantee of liberty, and often entails the unjust sacrifice of individual 
rights and dissenting minority voices to the will of the majority. It 
might be argued that anarchists do not seek a democracy but, rather, 
an aristocracy of all, where the liberty and autonomy of each is fully 
and equally respected. Indeed, Uri Gordon has argued that anarchism 
entails an entirely different form of politics that is based on consensus 
building rather than democratic decision making.42 

At other times, however, anarchists have been more favourably dis
posed to democracy: Godwin considered it the best of existing systems, 
not only because it presupposed political equality, but also because 
~ unlike more authoritarian systems ~ it granted to the individual a 
moral and rational autonomy, the ability to make decisions for him
or herself, that in turn fostered more open and cooperative relations 
between people.43 Bakunin admired the radical democracy of the Paris 
Commune, and claimed, furthermore, that because democracy denotes 
government of, by and for the people, that we are all democrats. 44 

Moreover, it is hard to imagine an anarchist society which would not 
involve some form of democratic decision making: here I think it is 
more accurate to see consensus-style decision making as an exten
sion of democracy, rather than being qualitatively different from it. 
Democracy, as I sec it, docs not mean simple majoritarianism; what is 
much more fundamental to democracy is not majority rule, but rather 
the questioning of all forms of political power and social hierarchies 
,1Ild t he assertion of collective autonomy or equal-liberty. So there is 
sOlllet hing ill till' del1locr,ltic prolTlise which always exceeds the limits 
III its ClIITl'llt <1rticubtiolls, s()l1ll'lhillg which suggests an open horizon 
III politic.!1 I'Xp,'rillH'llt<1tioll ,1I1d ,'lldll'sS drticulations of equal-liberty 

ill \\'hidl, IIII' il1st,lIH'", illdi\'idll,t! lih,'rt\' ,1Ild thl' right to dissent arc 
0\" 111111h.l 1).Ilt III till' 1.t1l!·.II.t!~I· III dl'lIlIll'I.lI'\'.ls is plllitic<11 I'qll'llitv. 
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Furthermorc, as I will try to show, dcmocracy does not ncccssarily bind 
us to the statc, but can bc imagined outside it and as working against it. 
So the relationship betwccn anarchism and dcmocracy is onc of funda
mcntal and ncccssary ambivalcnce;45 dcmocracy, radically conceived, 
is anarchy. Anarchism seeks an ongoing democratisation of society, of 
power relations: it always secks more dcmocracy, and at the same timc, 
democracy of a different kind. It points to a beyond of democracy, which 
in itself is part of thc democratic promise. Bakunin perhaps puts it best 
when he says that although anarchists must support democracy, they 
must also find the tcrm insufficient.4i' 

PROPERTY AND EQUALITY 

For anarchists, if democracy is to mcan anything, then it must go 
bcyond political equality and involve full social and economic equality; 
it must be the motor that generates different articulations of equal
liberty. There can be neither equality nor liberty under the current 
conditions of capitalism and the tyranny of private property - not only 
does the concentration of property in the hands of an elite in effect deny 
property to a majority of people, it also reproduces relations of social and 
political domination in which those without property are subordinated, 
and through which they are deprived of liberty. The subordination of 
the worker to the boss is as much a relationship of political domina
tion as it is one of economic exploitation. Moreover, unequal relations 
of property always ncccssitate a strong and authoritarian state, a state 
which acts in the interests of the wealthy and economically powerful, 
and which perpctuates the conditions for their ongoing cnrichment and 
accumulation of power; although, as we shall see later on, there is an 
important difference between the anarchist theory of the state and the 
Marxist class analysis of the state. Godwin had no doubt about the arti
ficiality of property and inequality: in other words, the way that it was 
actually propped up and supported through the intervention of political 
institutions, without which it would collapse.17 Furthcrmore, property 
and inequality - and particularly the dcsire for luxury and superfluity
had a corrupting influencc on social relations as well ,1S on individual 
subjcctivity. It was the source of lllorC)1 corruptioll, nimilldlitv ,1Ild 
especially servility: '( )hc;erw till' P,llll)(,l, id\Vllill)', with ,lhjl'l'I vill'lll'c;c; 
UPOIl his rich hl'lll'fdct()], "I)('('(hll'"'' \\ith "1'1l'"lIi(III" (>I 1',ldtitlldl·. 'I.': 

Illtil'l'l!, it i" till' '''Il('1 t.1l II' III 111111',li( (.'1' .III.! (1·,il'Il!.JlI<>l1 \\111(11 1(I"tl'I" 
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selfishness, jealousy, greed and idlcness amid ignorance and poverty, 
thus sowing the secds of social division. Moreover, for Godwin, accu
mulatcd wealth was always bascd on the most brutal cxploitation of 
labour, something that was affirmed by Proudhon in his famous slogan, 
'Property is Theft'.511 Although Proudhon allowed for limited posses
sion of property, sceing it as important to one's security and liberty, 
he remained opposed to large accumulations of wcalth, claiming that 
thcse were precisely what endangered security, equality and Iibcrty. 

Anarchists, therefore, want to sec the limitation of private propcrty, 
and the transformation of property relations so that they are no longer 
exploitative. There have been numerous proposals and formulas for 
this: from the mutualism of Proudhon, in which workers would retain 
possession of the means to their labour and would organisc economic 
exchanges based on voluntary contracts; to the collectivism of Bakunin, 
in which wages would reflect the amount of work done; to Kropotkin's 
communist formula for wealth distribution on the basis of human 
need. 51 Even Godwin, who was opposed to the idea of any sort of 
coercive socialisation of wealth, believed that society would eventually 
be rational and enlightened enough to agree to a voluntary transfer of 
wealth and a morc equal distribution of property.52 The relative equali
sation and democratisation of wealth and propcrty is thus scen as an 
important component in the liberation of society from both economic 
inequality and political domination. 

THE REVOLT OF SOCIETY AGAINST THE STATE 

Anarchists rejected other forms of domination apart from property and 
statism, including religion, patriarchal relations (Proudhon was the 
exccption herc), tcchnology and scicntific elitism. Indecd, it is perhaps 
more accuratc to scc classical anarchism as a critique of the relation
ship of domination gencrally, rathcr than just a critique of thc state. 
However, for anarchists, thc statc is not simply a political institution or 
series of political institutions, nor is it simply the sitc where power rela
tions ,lrl' at their most concentrated and one-sidcd; it is also a series of 
<lIT,l11genll'nts ,111d hierarchies which, to speak in Delcuzo-Guattarian 
t('IIllS, 'overcodl's,c,1 ot her c;ocidl reldtions. In other words, thc state 
ic; ,Ill dhst 1,]('1 11rilll'il)II' of dllt horit\, ,1Ild domination - a rationality of 
P()\\'lT which "1l"LliI1", 1'\·l'11 C(lIl"titll!!''', ()tlll'] n'l,lIi(lIlc;hipc; of domi
I1dti(lll ill "()Cil·t\'. II i·, .1111](1',1 .1', II Ill\' l1il'I.llchil·,lI .lllti dlltllllriLlri,lll 
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structures of the state provide a kind of model for other social, eco
nomic and personal relationships, allowing them to be articulated in 
unequal ways. It is difficult, then, in the anarchist conceptual analysis 
to see a particular relation of domination in isolation: it is something 
that can be understood only in relation to the state which sustains it. 
That is why the focus of the anarchist political critique tends to be on 
the state, why anarchists seek the abolition of the state above all else 
and why anarchists see as achievable a society without a state: a society 
of decentralised, free communities. Central to anarchism, therefore, is a 
revolt of society against the state, a revolt of the 'social principle' against 
the political principle of power. Society and humanity cannot hope to 
flourish unless they are liberated from the state. As Kropotkin says: 

Either the State will be destroyed and a new life will begin in thou
sands of centers ... or else the State must crush the individual and 
local life, it must become master of all domains of human activity, 
must bring with it wars and internal struggles for the possession 
of power, surface revolutions which only change one tyrant for 
another, and inevitably, at the end of this evolution - death.54 

What is presupposed here is a sort of moral and conceptual division 
between society and the state, between humanity and political power, 
<l kind of Manicheanism: society, which is oppressed, distorted and cor
rupted by the operation of political power, will rise up against the state, 
and, upon the state's destruction, free and egalitarian relations will be 
,Illowed to flourish. This division between social life and the political 
(Irdl'r is evident, for instance, in Bakunin's conception of the difference 
\wtween the natural laws of the material world - the laws which affirm 
(Iur place within the natural social order - and the artificial authority of 
man made laws and institutions that characterise political power, and 
th,lt ,let as a constraint upon our freedom.55 In other words, there is a 
division between a kind of organic natural order - which is fundamental 
til S( leidy - and an artificial political order - the order of power, political 
IIlstitutions, laws zmd so on - that is alien and hostile to society. This 
Il"tllrdl order is rational and contains the founli<1tiolls of Illordlity; the 
Clldl'r of politicdl power, on till' othl'r h,lIld, is violent, irrdtion<11 ,1Ild 
1I111110rdl. It is not simpl\' Ih,lI, dS Ihl' (lid c,d\'ill~~ ~~IH'C" 1111\\'1'1' 1'llITLIpts, 
bill Ih,ll pillitil',d 1111\\'1'1 dic,lllIh ,lIld C,llIltitil'C, \\'h,1I \\Illtld IlllH'IWisl' Ill' 
111'1' hlll11.l11 Id.ll II 111', 
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Classical anarchism can therefore be described as an anti-politics: 
anarchists call into question the principle of state sovereignty and refuse 
to see participation in formal structures political power as a means of 
achieving social change. It is in this sense that Bakunin distinguished 
between political revolution and social revolution: the latter sought 
not only to collectivise economic relations, but also to abolish political 
power, in contradistinction to bourgeois social democrats, Marxists and 
Leninists who wanted to engage with and use political power to further 
their ends. The anarchists were different because they sought the total 
abolition of politics. 56 

THE RATIONAL SOCIAL OBJECT 

This idea of anarchism as an anti-politics is not as straightforward as 
it sounds, however, and, as I shall show in later chapters, it is open to 
a number of different interpretations. Even for Bakunin, anarchism 
was still a politics and, indeed, in the same passage in which he talks 
about the abolition of politics, he also talks about the 'politics of the 
Social Revolution' and discusses the politics of the International 
Workingmen's Association. s7 It is clear, then, that the anarchist desire 
to abolish politics simply suggests an alternative form of politics, one 
that is equal-libertarian and anti-authoritarian. 

At the same time, anarchist anti-political politics is based on a 
certain conceptualisation of social relations. Central here is the idea, 
already introduced above, that society is constituted by self-regulating 
natural mechanisms, relations and processes that are rational and that, 
if left alone, allow a more harmonious social order to emerge. This 
idea, which is part of an Enlightenment-based rationalist and human
ist discourse that influenced other political philosophies as well, can 
be seen in a number of different aspects of classical anarchist thought. 
For instance, Bakunin, as we have seen already, posited the idea of 
'immutable' natural laws and processes, whose truth would be revealed 
through science, zl1ld whose unfolding determined social progress and 
the intl'lIectu,ll, moral and material development of humanity. As part 
of <1 critique 01 religious idealism, he proposes a scientific-materialist 
<ICCllllnt ()I 111<1I1'S dl'Vl'lol)l1ll'nt: 

Il.l\'ill~', ..,1111\\,11 how idl',dic,111, c,t.lrlill~~ wilh till' .1hsurd idl'ilS of 
(;IHI, iI1l111(lft.1Iilv .llld lilt' ',11111, lilt' 0l"i...:iI1111 tl('('dlllll III illdi\'idlldls, 
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and their morality independent of society, inevitably arrives at 
the consecration of slavery, I now have to show how real science, 
materialism and socialism - the second term being but the true and 
complete development of the first, precisely because they take as 
their starting point the material nature and the natural and primi
tive slavery of men, and because they bind themselves to seek the 
emancipation of men not outside but within society, not against it 
but by means of it - are bound to end in the establishment of the 
greatest freedom of individuals and the highest form of human 
morality. 51' 

Bakunin's political thought can be seen as a scientific-materialist phi
losophy combined with a dialectical view of historical development. 
A similar idea might be found in Godwin's rationalist anarchism, in 
which social improvements and the emergence of a more just and 
equal society is closely bound up with the progress of science, as well 
as with the inevitable development of people's moral and intellectual 
capacities. 59 

This positivist philosophy is further emphasised in Kropotkin's 
theory of social relations as being based on an innate tendency towards 
mutual aid and assistance, which we have inherited from the animal 
world and which is a major factor in evolutionary survival. In his critique 
of what he sees as a crude interpretation and application of Darwin 
to a 'survival of the fittest' model of social relations, Kropotkin argues 
that it was actually Darwin who first discovered an instinctive sociabil
ity in animals of the same species, a tendency towards cooperation 
rather than competition.hI! Moreover, this 'permanent instinct' towards 
mutual aid was also carried through into human society, and could be 
found in numerous cooperative organisations, voluntary associations 
and mutual assistance societies which operated without any involve
ment from the state - the Lifeboat Association, trades unions, social 
and sporting clubs and so on. Indeed, this social principle - the princi
ple of cooperation, solidarity and mutuality - could be traced through
out human history, existing in a permanent tension with increasingly 
centralised political institutions. Kropotkin believcd that this social 
principle would eventually prevail over the state, and forlll the social 
and dh ica I basis for a Ill()rt' COOpl'rdt ivl' socil't v formed through volu n
tary dITilllgl'll11'llts, Illdl'I'd, till' \'I'I"\' flllllld.ltioll'-o I)f .lll.lrl·hist l,thice; iln' 
til hi' fOlllld ill thie; e;illll'll' hillll)):il".d !.lel III 1l11ltll.d .I'-o'-oi'-ot.II11'I': ill e;tnl): 
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gling to survive, people must work and cooperate with one another out 
of necessity, and this forms the basis of our notions of morality, justice 
and altruism. Thus, as Kropotkin says: 

Nature has thus to be recognized as the first ethical teacher of man. 
The social instinct innate in men as well as in all the social animals 
- this is the origin of all ethical conceptions and all the subsequent 
development of morality,61 

It is important to realise that in making arguments such as this, anar
chists do not have a one-sided or naively benign concept of human 
nature. 62 However, even though there are also egotistical aspects of 
human nature which have the potential to work against the principles 
of sociability and cooperation, the point is that for anarchists, people 
are intrinsically and organically part of a social whole, and that their 
cooperative instincts tend come to the fore in this social context. There 
is a kind of social essentialism here, the idea that society embodies a 
rationality and a morality which is immanent, whose laws and proc
esses are scientifically observable; a logic (of collectivity, sociability) that 
is unfolding and emerging in opposition to the logic of power. Thus, this 
rational social object forms a kind of moral pivot in the anarchist argu
ment against political power: society contains, as we see, the seeds of 
its own emancipation, as well as the potential to organise itself without 
political power. It also provides the basis for the anarchist understand
ing of equal-liberty: freedom understood collectively and realised on 
the basis of an essential human commonality between people, forming 
the foundations for solidarity and community, 

ANARCHISM AND UTOPIANISM 

This particulm conception of social relations provides the founda
tions for a future anarchist society. Anarchists were always wary 
dbout laying down precise blueprints for future social arrangements, 
l'lllphilsising instead revolutionary spontaneity and free acts of crea
lion, At the Sdllle time, however, there is a definite utopian tendency 
in c1dssicll ilililn'hislll il l'l'rtilin vision of a society without a state, 
d socil't\' hdSl'd Oil frl'l', vOllllltdlY ilIT<lIlgel111'nts and deccntralised 
'-ollli.lI e;tllll'tllll''-o, l\.Ikllllill, will) Idl()\\'l'd i\1;l!"x in nitil'ie;ing the utopian 
'-o11l'i.lIi'-oh, him'-oI'I! P1I111I)',I'd.l "Illll't\' I)! 1'()III'eli\'I'e; hd'-ol'd 1)1l work, from 
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which class structures would be absent, in which scientific education 
would become available to all, and in which the care of children would 
become a communal responsibility. Proudhon believed that a federalist 
system in which relations were to be based on mutual contracts, would 
be the best way of preserving liberty and security; whereas Kropotkin 
went into considerable technical detail about how agriculture and 
industry would be organised, and how produce would be distributed.6J 

Godwin, as we have seen, believed in the progressive perfection of 
human society through education and intellectual improvement. 

Contrary to what many critics have argued, however, anarchism is not 
necessarily more utopian than other political philosophies - all political 
theories and projects have a utopian moment, based on certain pre~ 
conceptions about either human nature or social relations.fA To project 
any sort of ideal vision of what society could look like or what human 
relations could be, and to seek to implement either revolutionary or 
reformist programmes in the achievement of this end, is a utopianism 
- and could apply just as easily to liberalism, with its idealised free~ 
market exchanges, utility~maximising models of rational behaviour or 
'original positions', as it could to anarchism. Moreover, there is nothing 
wrong with utopianism as such - a utopian moment is central to all 
radical politics - although I will propose an alternative understand~ 
ing of utopianism in later chapters. The utopia of classical anarchism, 
however, emerges as the result of this immanent social rationality that 
I have described. This is not to say that, for anarchists, a society without 
political authority would emerge inevitably; more so than most radical 
political philosophies, anarchism emphasised spontaneous human 
action and the urge to rebel. However, this revolutionary transforma~ 
tiem to a Iibertarian~egalitarian society is seen as part of an immanent 
social process that is determined - or at least conditioned - by either 
natural laws, the dialectic, the progressive enlightenment of mankind, 
or the realisation of our innate sociability. 

In this chapter I have argued that anarchism is an insurrectionary 
political philosophy driven by a desire for unconditional equal~liberty 
- a desire which calls into question all forms of political authority, 
social hierarchy and economic inequalitv. In this sense, ,marchism 
is the ultimate horizon for radical politics. Ilowever, thl' politics ,1Ild 
ethics of classical ,1IlClfchic;m l'elll he lIndl'fc;t()(ld olll\' withill Cl cert<lill 
l~nlighll'nnll'llt f,lIioll.llic;1 hlllll.111ic;1 p.1I.ldi}',lll, Ih,1I \\·hit'll .... lIPI)(l .... I'C; 
11ll'11' Itl hI' .111 tlhj('l·li,·(' 1IIIIh III .... (H·i.t! Il'I.1I","" Ih.11 I'. ',III'I'I(· .... c;(·d h\' 
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power and yet will be revealed; a rational and ethical potential within 
the human subject that is discovered in his or her relations with others. 
There is a certain narrative of liberation here, in which society rebels 
against power, in which humanity rebels against politics. In the next 
chapter I shall show that there arc certain problems with this discourse, 
problems which make it necessary for us to rethink key aspects of 
classical anarchism. 
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Chapter 2 

CROWNED ANARCHyl: TOWARDS A 

POST ANARCHIST ONTOLOGY 

In the previous chapter, anarchism was described as a revolutionary 
anti-politics that rejects political, social and economic domination and 
hierarchy in the name of an unconditional principle of equal-liberty. 
However, this position presupposed a certain organic vision of social 
relations and a notion of rational enlightenment, which served as the 
moral pivot against the distortions, obfuscations and injustices of polit
ical power. Anarchism, therefore, bases its critique of political authority 
on moral and rational foundations that derive from a social essence or 
being which is objectively understood. Whether this is understood in 
terms of the individual's progressive enlightenment, or the determina
tion of material forces by historical laws and dialectical processes, or 
the discovery of man's innate sociality through the principle of mutual 
aid - there is the idea of a moral and rational basis to social relations, 
a natural foundation that is obscured by the workings of power and 
religion, yet which can be revealed through scientific enquiry. 

Classical anarchism is, therefore, a political philosophy that is framed 
within an Enlightenment rationalist-humanist discourse. Central to 
anarchism is the idea of rational progress, the unfolding of an imma
nent social logic, and the emancipation of the subject from external 
constraints and oppressions - motifs which are incorporated also into 
liberalism and Marxism, albeit in different ways and with different 
emphases. While anarchism, as I have suggested, is the most radical 
of these political philosophies· and in its trc,ltll1l'llt of political powcr 
certainly the most sophistic,ltcd - it nCVl'rtlll'lcss sh,lrl's with them ,111 

indebtedness to Enlighkl1ml'nt thought. 
The problem is, how('I'('t, t h.lt .lsl1('('h 1)1 t Ill' 1':l1li~~hkI1I1H'nt Pdt;] 
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It is not so much that ideas of emancipation and rational enlightenment 
have been relinquished, but there is a certain scepticism regarding their 
universality, that is, the sense in which they are understood by every
one in the same way. Yet it is not my intention here to call for an aban
donment of the Enlightenment, or to pronounce its death sentence. On 
the contrary, a certain fidelity to key elements of the Enlightenment is 
more important now than ever. Rather, the Enlightenment paradigm 
must be reconsidered; its discursive limits must be interrogated. That 
is precisely what poststructuralist thinkers like Derrida, Lacan, Lyotard 
and Foucault have tried to do. It is entirely incorrect to say that post
structuralist thought is anti -Enlightenment. Rather, it sees the attempt 
to transcend the limitations of Enlightenment thought as being part of 
the very project of the Enlightenment. Central to the Enlightenment, in 
other words, is a critical reflection on its own limits. The Enlightenment, 
as Foucault showed with respect to Kant, embodies a critical ethos and 
the free and autonomous usc of reason - something that can work 
against other rigidifying tendencies within Enlightenment thought. It 
is this ethos which allows us, as Foucault says, to refuse the 'blackmail 
ofthe Enlightenment': 

Yet that does not mean that one has to be 'for' or 'against' the 
Enlightenment. It even means precisely that one must refuse 
everything that might present itself in the form of a simplistic and 
authoritarian alternative: you either accept the Enlightenment and 
remain within the tradition of its rationalism ... or else you criti
cize the Enlightenment and then try to escape from its principles 
of rationality ... ' 

Instead, we must conduct, through precise historical inquiries, an 
exploration of the limits of our present, the conditions in which we live, 
conditions which are still determined by the Enlightenment. We must 
bl' aware, as Foucault says, of the historicity of the Enlightenment, and 
the sense in which the Enlightenment is an event and a complex and 
Ill'tcrogellcous set of processes, transformations, discourses, institu
tions ,md pr,lctices which constitute us as subjects, as well as providing 
conditiolls ,md possihilities for our escape from subjectification. For 
this 1l'.lS()Il, we must ,d"l) il1kITIlg,ill' the historical link between the 
Ll1li~~hl('llllH'11t .llld IlllIll']lli,.t11 I It 1111.111 ism is the discourse which has 
iIllJlIl"('" 11'1!.lil1 i"I'lllilll", .111" I 111l',II,lillh ''11011 "" ill till' 11.11111' of f\1;m, 
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The Enlightenment - in the radical sense that Foucault conceives of it
is what allows us to explore the limits of this figure of Man and to gain 
greater autonomy from it. 

It is exactly in this spirit of critical interrogation - this double move 
within and against the limits of the Enlightenment - that 1 would like 
to approach the question of the ontological foundations of classical 
anarchism. To unpack the Enlightenment, to explore its limits, is to 
not to jettison it but to radicalise it. In the same way, to interrogate 
the Enlightenment foundations of anarchist thought, to explore the 
limits of its humanism and rationalism, is not to abandon anarchism 
or even to transcend it - it is rather to move within it, being faithful 
to it, but to expand its terms and radicalise its possibilities. In this 
chapter, T would like to explore the possibilities of an anarchism that 
takes a certain distance from the rationalist-humanist foundations 
according to which it was classically theorised. This would mean a 
move beyond the ontological terrain of classical anarchism, particu
larly its organicist vision of social life and its essentialist conception of 
the human subject. To accomplish this move, I will be drawing upon 
a series of thinkers and approaches not commonly associated with 
anarchism, although I shall try to point out their ultimate continuity 
with it. 

POSTMODERNITY AND THE CRITIQUE OF 
FOUNDA TIONALISM 

The general interrogation of ontological foundations - the questioning 
of their coherence, unity, stability, universality and so on - is part of 
what is often referred to as postmodernism or the postmodern condi
tion. 1 will not spend much time defining postmodernism - inasmuch 
as a general definition of postmodernism can be offered - or in describ
ing the different ways in which it is understood in art, architecture, 
literary criticism, cultural studies, social theory and so on. Nor do I see 
postmodernism as providing, in itself, a sufficient way of thinking about 
politics. Rather, I am interested in understanding the implications that 
postmodernism - as a certain cultur,ll and philosophic<ll condition - has 
for anarchism: to what extent dol'S post I1wdl'rnislll ,lll()\v us to rethink 
and, indeed fiJrc(' us to r('t hink, ('('rtdill ('I(,ll](,llts of ,Indrdlislll) 

It is illljl(;rt,lIll I(l "In'ss ,II 11](' (lllh('1 111.11 l'Il"lllllldl'lllislll is nol dn 
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modernity behind and entered a new historical era. It is more accu
rately seen as a kind of critical reflection upon the limits of modernity, 
and a moment of transcendence which is, at the same time, within 
modernity. Moreover, as Cianni Vattimo argues, the reason why think
ers like Nietzsche and Heidegger do not propose a way of' overcoming' 
modernity is precisely because to do so would be to affirm the very logic 
of development that is central to modernity.4 In other words, the most 
effective way of transcending modernity is not to propose a moment 
beyond it, because this simply invents a new set of foundations, and 
conforms to ideas of progress, telos and origins that are central to the 
modern experience. Rather, it is to engage in a critical deconstruc
ticm of the very idea of foundations, without proposing a new set of 
foundations in their place. 

Let us take as an example the status of knowledge: rather than the 
progressive development and expansion of systems of knowledge 
based on scientific observation, a postmodern approach would unveil 
instead a clash of interpretations, a series of struggles over meaning 
and knowledge. The hegemonic claims of knowledge, the claims to 
universal truth made by scientific discourses in particular, are thus 
undermined. Knowledge cannot be disassociated from power and 
power struggles, and therefore its proclaimed neutrality and universal
ity is a fiction. Postmodernity can be seen in terms of a certain approach 
to knowledge: it takes its distance from grand narratives, from the 
notion of a scientifically verifiable objective truth and from the idea that 
the world is becoming more intelligible through advances in science. 

This theme is taken up by Paul Feyerabend, who proposes an 
'anarchist' approach to scientific knowledge. His argument is that the 
methodological rules imposed by science are ultimately arbitrary and 
historically contingent, that they are not based on any firm claim to 
truth. Indeed, many of the most important scientific discoveries - the 
Copernican Revolution for instance - were only possible through a 
breaking, whether intentional or accidental, of existing methodological 
rules." This tells us that the authority of scientific knowledge, based on 
rigid rules of enquiry - which determines what knowledge is included 
()J excludl'd - is on Illuch sh,lkier ground than it would like to admit. It 
i" Illuch 1ll()J(' productiv(" <lccording to Fcyerabcnd and, indeed, much 
l'II)"I'r 10 Ill\' Irllih III "cil'lltili( l'llllllir\', to take an Ill1llrchist view of 
"cil'IlI'I': tl l <jll(,,,til 1I1 til<' ,llltiI, 1I1t\' .Illd I(')',ililll.lc\' 01 sci('nlific knowledge, 
.Illd til ],11"1" iI" 11l('tllll.!"I")',I' ,Ii 111i(", 111111'1'11. II<' linds ill'\tr.l(lrtiin'IIY 
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that anarchist political thinkers - and here he cites Kropotkin - while 
questioning all forms of political authority, uphold unquestioningly the 
epistemological authority of science and, indeed, base their whole phi
losophy on its rather uncertain claims.6 Why should the same freedom 
of thought, speech and action, and the Sdme scepticism about authority 
that anarchists demand in the field of politics, not also translate into the 
field of scientific inquiry? 

Similar attempts to unseat the authority of existing systems of 
knowledge can be found in a number of fields: for instance, in math
ematics, with C6del's 'incompleteness theorem', which points to the 
inadequacy and incompleteness of the axioms making up any given 
branch of mathematics; and in structuralist and particularly poststruc
turalist theories of language, from Jakobson to Barthes, Derrida, Lacan 
and Kristeva, where there is no necessary correspondence between 
linguistic signs and external 'reality', and where the structural rela
tionship between signifiers is itself unstable and incomplete. It is this 
project of questioning the consistency, stability and totality of founda
tions - foundations of knowledge, science, experience, identity - that 
is central to the postmodern condition. And it is this theoretical move 
- or series of moves - that allows for a critical engagement with some 
of the central categories of classical anarchist thought: in particular, its 
positivistic faith in scientific enquiry to reveal the workings of the social 
world, and its incorporation of humanist ideas about the discovery of 
a human essence and the progressive enlightenment of the subject. As 
we shall sec, these are the foundational categories that are increasingly 
problematic and difficult to sustain in the wake of postmodernism. 
Postmodernism, therefore, throws down a challenge to anarchism: if 
you are anarchists, then you must at least question your own foundations; 
you must question the authority not only of the state and capitalism, but 
also of the systems of knowledge and thought and the stable identities 
upon which your anti-authoritarian political project is based. In other 
words, for anarchism to be consistent, it must also engage in - or at 
least consider the implications of - an epistemic and ontological anar
chism. I do not want to suggest, however, that such a project is alien or 
hostile to anarchism, that it involves the imposition of an unbearable 
demand from outside its own terms. I\a I her, I would ,1rgUl' I hal I he 
anti-authoritarian dhos of <11l<1rdlie;m I h<11 (If d pl'rl11 <1 1ll'1l I sue;pi 
cion tmv,nds aUlhoril\, ('(lIlldilh ,lin'dti\' I Ill' I)(l""ihilil\' (11 Ihie; e;nrl 01 
dl'C(1Ile;lrucli\'I'111Il\'I', 
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AN-ARCHY: ANARCHISM WITHOUT FOUNDATIONS 

What does it mean to think anarchism without firm foundations? We 
know that classical anarchists based their critique of power on certain 
ontological foundations - such as human essence, a certain view of 
historical development (whether dialectical, materialist or evolution
ary) and a rationalist vision of social relations - which were seen to be 
part of a natural order outside the world of power. Tn other words, even 
though political power distorted and repressed the free development 
of social forces, even though it thwarted the full expression of man's 
moral and rational capacities, these forces and capacities were part of 
an ontological order that was exterior to power; an order determined by 
natural laws or biological and evolutionary tendencies, that unfolded 
in a rational way and provided the point of departure for a critique of 
power. Querying such foundationalism might involve showing that 
social relations are opaque, unstable and even antagonistic, rather than 
transparent and immanently harmonious; or unmasking the much 
more ambiguous relationship between power and the human subject. 
These are points which will be explored later. Crucially, though, the 
critique of foundations opens politics to the moment of contingency, 
to the uncertainty of - not complete groundlessness - but ever-shifting 
grounds? What this theoretical move allows us to do is to think anar
chism in a different way. It allows us - indeed compels us - to cast doubt 
on the stability, totality and coherence of its ontological foundations, 
This is not to suggest that the anarchist project can no longer be moti
vated by principles and ethics, or by the critique of power and the idea 
of the emancipation of the subject and communities. This would be to 
make anarchism nihilism, a move that [ would oppose. Rather, what I 
am suggesting is that the deconstructive strategy outlined above would 
mean that the rational and moral foundations of anarchism arc never 
completely naturalised or essentialised, that they arc never graspable 
by us in their totality. 

It is here that I would like to develop the idea of an-arc!zy, which T 
understand <:IS a kind of ontological anarchism.R In other words, an
ill1ilrchy implies the notiol1 of a critique or questioning of the authority 
01 ol1tologicill fOUlllbliol1s, il/(Illdillg tlIose of anarchism itself. What I 
W.11l1 10 suggesl hen' is IIH' idl'.1 01 il tr,lIlscl'lldental moment within 
.11l.111'hie;lll ihl'lt: lil.11 1111'1(' I", wilhil1 1111' poll'l1li,llily of ,1Ilarchism, 
.111 .111 .11(h\' Ih.1I ('\(('('.1-• .111.1 11.l1\"('('llIle; it. II IIn",/; 1'.111 hI' seen <1S 
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an overall rule or guiding principle (something like the first truth, or 
rational principium), then an-archy can be defined as the absence of 
this rule. According to Reiner Schurmann, the 'withering away' of 
arche is related to Heidegger's idea of the closure of metaphysics, the 
dissolution of the epochal rules that sruide actions in different his
torical periods. It is this weakening of determining rational principles 
for action that Schurmann terms the 'anarchy principle'. Unlike in 
metaphysical thinking, where action has always to be derived from and 
determined by a first principle, '''anarchy'' on the other hand always 
designates the withering away of such a rule, the relaxing of its hold'.'! 
Importantly, Schurmann explicitly distinguishes his notion of 'anarchy' 
from anarchism: 

Needless to say, here it will not be a question of anarchy in the 
sense of Proudhon, Bakunin and their disciples. What these 
masters sought was to displace the origin, to substitute the 
'rational power', principiurn, for the power of authority, princeps 
_ as metaphysical an operation as there has been. They sought to 
replace one focal point with another. 111 

In other words, the classical anarchists sought to do away with politi
cal power; but as we have seen, their critique of power was based on 
certain rational and natural principles, a certain conception of human 
nature and natural social relations, which power violated, disrupted 
and imposed itself upon. Furthermore, the system of state power and 
authority would be overcome and in its place would emerge a much 
more rational form of social organisation. Thus, unnatural political 
authority was counterpoised to the legitimate authority of natural laws; 
irrational political authority would be replaced by rational social author
ity. From the perspective of the 'an-archy principle', this is to simply 
replace one mode of authority with another (the political authority of 
the state with the scientific authority of reason) and, therefore, one 
foundation with another. By contrast, for Schlirmann, 

The anarchy that will be at issue here is the n,lI111' of <l history affect ~ 
ing the ground or found,ll ion of <let ion, d h isl (lr\' wlll'rl' I he bed rock 
yields and where il IWCOllH'S oh\'iolls I hdl 11ll' 11lir1cipll' of colll' 
~i()n, he il <l1l1IH1lil.lli.ll1 (ll 'l.lli(1I1.d', i·, Ill) I('")~('I .1I1\'lhiI1)~ 111(1\(' 
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We can see here the anti-authoritarian potential of this an-archic 
deconstruction of anarchism: it implies a questioning of the authority of 
any guiding principles or foundations, even if they are employed in an 
anarchist critique of political authority. Such principles or foundations 
are thus deprived of normative power, and they can no longer easily 
serve as a natural basis for the establishment of a new system of rules 
and institutions, even if they are those of an anarchist society. Yet far 
from being hostile or inimical to anarchism, I interpret the an-anarchy 
principle as being thoroughly compatible with the anarchist ethos of 
permanent suspicion towards authority. Indeed, it may be seen as an 
extension of it - it poses an ethical challenge to anarchism to examine 
the potential authoritarianism of its own philosophical foundations as 
well that which may be inherent in the vision of the anarchist society 
that will replace the state. 

So, even though an-archy is not a political principle in itself - rather 
it is an ontological principle - it nevertheless has important political 
implications, particularly for an anarchist politics. Indeed, according 
to Schiirmann, 'anarchy' is what makes it impossible to sustain the 
idea of domination: anarchy is precisely what destabilises any idea 
of a natural inequality between people that forms the justification for 
political or economic oppression. Such domination is based on the 

'original hubris' of the attempt to subordinate being to principles.12 

Moreover, for Schurmann, anarchy gives us a new understanding 
of freedom, which he describes in terms of an action without arche or 
rational principle, 'acting "without a why"': 'a life "without why" cer
tainly means a life without a goal, without telos ... '13 I am slightly less 
convinced by this idea, however. It is not that 1 believe that we need 
telos or ultimate goals in order to act, but that this conception seems 
to leave out the question of ethics. Surely action, and particularly anti
iluthoritarian action, must at least engage with ethics; surely, it must 
be informed by some sort of ethical position. r am not suggesting that 
Schtirmann's formulation of anarchy amounts to a nihilism, but rather 
thill it is insufficient in itself as a way of thinking about political and 
l'I h iC,ll action. I ndeed, I would prefer to see anti -authoritarian action 
.IS .let ing wit I! <l whv. But what is this 'why' and how does it emerge? 
Wl' hel\'(' dln',ldv eSl.lhlislll'd Ihf()llgh the an-anarchy principle that 
.ll'l i( 111 l'elll III 1 I( 111) ~l 'I 11(' e.( '( '11 .1" I 1( 'i Ilg gll ided bv deep foundations or an 
11\'('1.111 1,lIi('Il.11 111ilHil'Illll1 ,,".1lhie. ie. \\'h.11 S(hllrllldlln is gelting ,11 
wilh hi" Ilcl\ic'll (,I ,lllll1)', '\\111","1 \\'h\" 11('\\'('\'('1,1111'1(' .11(' (lllH'r \\.1\'S 
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of conceiving of ethics, other ways of thinking about the reasons why 
we should act in a certain way. 

ETHICAL ANARCHY 

This is where the thinking of Emmanuel Levinas becomes important. 
For Levinas, the ethical terrain emerges through an encounter - or what 
he calls an assignation - with the other. This encounter is with the other 
in his or her sheer exteriority. It is, moreover, something which is deeply 
unsettling to the ego because the other cannot be reduced to our rational 
idealisations or assimilated into our structures of consciousness, so 
conditioned are they by logos and rational thought. Thus, the encounter 
with this outside produces something akin to an obsession, a disequi
librium or delirium. Indeed, for Levinas, the encounter is an-archical in 
the sense that it unsettles the 'sovereignty' of the self-transparent, self
coinciding ego. This anarchy, for Levinas, though, is not the same as 
disorder or chaos; rather it leads to a kind of 'persecution' or radical sclf
questioning, an interrogation of one's own self-contained sovereignty: 

But anarchy is not disorder as opposed to order, as the eclipse of 
themes is not, as is said, a return to a diffuse 'field of conscious
ness' prior to attention. Disorder is but another order ... Anarchy 
troubles being over and beyond these alternatives.14 

Levinas' idea of anarchy thus goes beyond the binary of order/disorder, 
which has so often served as a justification for unlimited state sover
eignty. Indeed, Levinas suggests to us that the disorder of the 'state. 
of nature' is always a certain construction of the political order itselt 
_ another order which functions as the ontological supplement to the 
order of the state. For Levinas, then, anarchy means something differ
ent: it refers to the sense in which we are disturbed by the encounter 
with the other. Moreover, this is an ethical moment because it imposes 
upon us a radical responsibility for the other. 

The anarchy of the encounter is not a momcnt of freed 0111 conceived 
in the strictly individualist sense: for Lcvin<1s, this is no frcl'dol11 <1t <111 
because it often 1c<1ds t() <1 kind of illlpl'ri.1lisl Sllhjl'l'livil\', ,md Ihlls 10 
the dOl11in<1tion of I Ill' 01 1ll'I,I' Il1lll'l'd, ill I his l'Ill'(lllllll'l, Ihell' is ,I 'sllh 
stitution' ill whil'h (llll' Il( l\\' ('\ie,\c, I hi< lll}',h ,lilt! I( 11 111<' (11 IWI, .11111 hell' 
11ll' lil11ils (11 (111<"e, 11\\11 It!t'lllil\' .11<' blllk('11 IIJ' 1111\\('\('1, whil(' Ihie, 
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destabilisation of one's identity through a sense of radical responsibility 
to the other might sound like the very antithesis of freedom, Levinas 
contends that it allows a freedom of a different kind: 'Substitution frees 
the subject from ennui, that is, from the enchainment to itself, where 
the ego suffocates in itself due to the tautological way of identity ... '111 

The freeing of the self from the self is really a getting away from essence; 
essence is not the basis for freedom - as it is claimed in the humanist 
tradition - but a limitation on it. For Levinas, then, 

Essence, in its seriousness as persistence in essence, fills every inter
val of nothingness that would interrupt it. It is a strict book-keeping 
where nothing is lost nor created. Freedom is compromised in this 
balance of accounts in an order where responsibilities correspond 
exactly to liberties taken ... Freedom in a genuine sense can only 
be a contestation of this book-keeping by a gratuityY 

So, what is being proposed here in this liberation from essence, is a form 
of freedom which goes beyond the usual liberal formulation in which 
the individual's freedom is selfishly and jealously guarded, where it 
is balanced against responsibilities, where it is measured against the 
freedom of the other, as if in a zero-sum game - where the liberty gained 
by one is the liberty lost by the other. Tn the liberal paradigm, as we have 
seen in Chapter 1, freedom is often conceived in terms of a contestation 
between individual wills, so that not only is the liberty of one a potential 
threat to the other, but that the equality of the other is also a potential 
threat to liberty. This encourages a kind of book-keeping mentality, a 
constant and obsessive cost-benefit accounting of the freedom one has, 
or thinks one has, in a perpetual state of fear and competition with the 
other. By contrast, the more 'genuine' freedom that Levinas proposes 
through his idea of anarchy is one that is closer to the equal-libertarian 
ethos of anarchism. Here, an individual's freedom is thinkable only 
through the freedom of others; freedom is relational and communal 
- it is not something jealously guarded by the individual against other 
individu,lls, but shared freely and revelled in (a 'gratuity' as Levinas 
puts il). It implies Ll spendthrift's approach to freedom. It is a kind of 
)',l'lll'rOtlS l'Xel'SS I h<11 spills owr I he edges of individual self-interest. 
Th,II ic; \\'11\' Ihie, lihl'I.lli( III d( I('e, Il( 11 l'llll'rge from one's own 'essence' or 
1111111 ,Ill (lIll(ll(l~',\' I', II i", 1,111l<'1,.I die,\'II1Cill)', (nlm oneself Ihrotlgh the 
('IHlllllll('1 \\'ilh \\'h,1I 1',1111"'1'\1' Ill', III 11<'1 lhtl," ('\'('I\'d.l\' l'XI1l'li('lll'(', 
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The anarchical encounter is not a relationship between self-contained 
selves, but between singularities which are open to one another. 

So, far from being a purely individual experience, the sort of anarchi
cal ethics being proposed here is one that is relational and, therefore, 
political- albeit not in an obvious sense. It is political because it makes 
one consider oneself in relation to others, and it promotes a form of 
freedom which, as I have suggested, can be experienced only in relation 
to others, not in the sense of contestation or competition with others, 
but rather in the sense of community and solidarity with others. For 
Levinas, 'The unconditionality of being hostage is not the limit case of 
solidarity, but the condition for all solidarity.'lL) 

The Levinasian conception of anarchy provides us with a new way 
of thinking about ethics and politics; or, to be more precise, a new 
way of thinking about the relationship between ethics and politics. As 
Miguel Abensour shows, ethics, understood in the Levinasian sense, 
is what cannot be reduced to politics. Indeed, it points to a kind of 
'metapolitics' which is a departure from politics and a move towards 
the Other: 'It is as if the effect of metapolitics is to call to our attention 
an underneath (cn-der.;a) that permits a leave of politics and that opens 
a passageway beyond politics.'20 Anarchy, then, points to a kind of gap 
between ethics and politics. Here we see, once again, that anarchy is 
what goes beyond classical anarchism. Indeed, for Levinas, classical 
anarchism establishes a new archC in place of the old; it established the 
principle of rationality - the rational organisation of the social order 
- in the place of the irrational political authority of the state. Levinas' 
understanding of anarchy is prior to this anarchism, and points once 
again to the idea of the disturbance of ontological foundations: 

The notion of anarchy as we are introducing it here has a meaning 
prior to the political (or anti-political) meaning currently attributed 
to it. It would be self-contradictory to set it up as a principle (in the 
sense that anarchists understand it). Anarchy cannot be sovereign 
like an arche. It can only disturb the State - but in a radical way, 
making possible moments of negation witizollt any affirmation. 
The State then cannot set itself up as a Whole. But, on the other 
hand, anarchy can be stated.:'1 

Soanarchy is not ill ilsl'lf.l ]ltllitil'<;; it dtll'<; I1tlt Illtl]ltl<;('.l ]l.lltinli.ll ftll"lll 
of soci<11 tllg,lIli<;dtitl!l, I1tl! t'\'t'l1 ,111\' <;]l"ttiit Iltlittit,t1 <,II.lIt')',\'. 1\.11111'1, 
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it is only what disturbs the state from the outside. Indeed, anarchy is 
that which disturbs any political order. However, this does not mean, 
as Abensour shows, that anarchy is apolitical or has no relevance to 
politics: 

an-archy disturbs politics to the point where we can speak of the 
disturbance of politics ... To separate an-archy from sovereignty, 
to separate it from a principle does not mean that an-archy doesn't 
affect politics or leaves it unchanged by abandoning it to its own 
determinations. 22 

So, an-archy is not a politics on its own, and certainly cannot serve as a 
sovereign principle of social organisation. But this does not mean that 
it has no political effects. It is a kind of ethical distance from politics 
which nevertheless disturbs the political order, opens it up to the Other 
that exceeds it, and this, from my point of view, is the political gesture 
par excellence. 

This understanding of an-archy - as the distance or oscillation 
between ethics and politics - is particularly useful for rethinking anar
chism. 1 am certainly not saying that an-archy should replace anar
chism, or that anarchism should give up its political aspirations. Rather, 
that an-anarchy keeps alive the very necessary tension or moment of 
suspension between ethics and politics, preventing one from being 
eclipsed by the other. Tn this sense, it is the very condition for doing 
politics in an ethical way. An-archy, as I see it here, is what opens 
political practices and discourses to an ethical questioning as to their 
own limits, exclusions and authoritarian potentiality. So, rather than 
saying that ethics should replace politics, I see one as being the supple
ment of the other. Tn the same way, 1 would suggest that an-archy, in 
the different senses described above - not only in the Levinasian sense, 
but also in the very different Heideggerian sense (as elaborated by 
Scht.irmann) - should be seen as the supplement of anarchism. It refers 
to the moment within anarchism that at the same time transcends and 
('X('('('d5 it, allowing for a radicalisation of its terms and possibilities. 

1\1,:11 IINKINC ANARCHISM 

1111111' <;l't'litlll.l]Jtl\'l', I 11.l\'t' t'\llltllt'd 1\\'(1 diffl'l"l'll! figlln's of ,1I1-anmchy, 
11Illil tll \\'l1itil t'II)~.l)',t' 111.1 tJlIt",lltlilill)~ tll tlilltll(I)',ic,t1ltllllld<llioIlS ,1Ild 
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universal guiding principles, and which provide us with alternative -
and I think more radical- conceptions of freedom and ethics. Both give 
us a new way of approaching anarchism, allowing us to reflect more 
carefully on its limitations. They move us to re-situate anarchism -
and indeed radical politics generally - no longer on the basis of 
founding principles or human essence, but rather through a kind of 
ontological gap or disjuncture: the withdrawal of arche or ultimate 
grounds, in Schurmann's case; and, for Levinas, the radically asym
metrical and destabilising encounter between the Self and the Other, 
as well as between politics and ethics. Both moves, as we have seen, 
are anti -sovereign: they destabilise the foundations and consistency of 
sovereign identities and the power relations based on them. However, 
neither version of an-archy provides in itself a sufficient way of think
ing about politics. Rather, as I have argued, they should be seen as ways 
of supplementing anarchism as a political philosophy and practice. 

It is here that 1 shall put forward a few tentative proposals that would 
contribute to a reworking of anarchist politics along the lines of the 
post-foundational an-archy 'principle' outlined above: 

(1) Is there all anarchist subject? The classical anarchists had a mostly 
essentialist view of the human subject: the subject had certain rational 
and moral tendencies - an innate sociability, for instance - which, 
while constrained by power, would flourish with his or her emancipa
tion from power. Thus, the revolution of humanity against power, and 
the possibility of voluntary social cooperation and harmonious coexist
ence after the revolution, were based on these essential characteristics. 
As I pointed out in Chapter 1, this is not to suggest that anarchists were 
naive about human nature, acknowledging as they did the egotism 
and desire for power that at times corrupted and distorted our more 
cooperative and rational instincts. But the point is that in the context of 
relations with others, and given the right social conditions, the instincts 
for moral action and rational cooperation would take precedence. 
However, if we arc to question this moral and rational foundation for 
human existence, then can we still speak of an anarchist subject in this 
way? To raise this question is not, ()f course, to deny the possibilities 01 
moral or rational action - there would be no hopc of <l rddic<ll politil's 01 
emancipation if Wl' WCn' to do so. Thl' p(lil1t ic" I.1tIH'r, Ih,1l \Vl' l',1I1I1(11 
nl'Cl'ss<lril\' <lSSlIllll' 1]).11 1'.11 i( 1I1.d ,111\11'1 hil'.!1 ,Hilt '11 II >111\'C, In 1111 jll lsil i\'l' 
jlrojll'rlil's \\'hilh ,111' 1'C,',('11Ii.d III II1\' c,ld'jl'( 1<>1 ,11(' Ildl\'lI'lll ill C,IHi,d 
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relations. Rather, a post-f()undational approach would offer a more 
contingent and situated view of political and ethical agency. 

As part of this, the very idea of human essence must be re-examined. 
Here the thought of Max Stirner becomes crucial. As I have argued 
elsewhere, Stirner occupies a pivotal place within the anarchist tradi
tion: he engages in an epistemological and ontological anarchism which 
breaks in a radical way with the conceptual categories and foundations 
of classical anarchism, particularly its reliance on humanist notions 
of essence.23 Central here is his project of overturning Feuerbachian 
humanism: as Stirner alleged, the figure of Man, which Feuerbach put 
in the place of God, was simply a reinvention of God and a reaffirma
tion of the religious illusion in the new disguise of secular, rational 
humanism. Stirner showed that Feuerbach had merely endowed Man 
with a God-like divinity and thus invented a humanist religion in place 
of Christianity: 'The human religion is only the last metamorphosis of 
the Christian religion.'24 The new human religion is alienating because 
it creates an abstract notion of human essence to which we as indi
viduals must conform. Essence is an ideological illusion, an abstract 
spectre to which individuals arc subordinated. Human essence, along 
with other abstractions like rationality and morality, become part of a 
spirit world of ideolOgical 'spooks' or what Stirner calls 'fixed ideas': 
that is, impossible ideals that are alien to us, yet which we are expected 
to live up to because they are now believed to be an intrinsic part of 
US. 25 These 'fixed ideas' govern our thoughts and desires, imposing 
on us impossible demands, enclosing the uniqueness of the individual 
within a rigid generality. So, for Stirner, there is no essential truth to the 
human subject or to social relations more broadly. 

If we take Stirner's critique on board, we must accept that essence 
cannot serve as an effective basis or stable ontolOgical ground for politi
cal action, as it did for the classical anarchists. And yet this docs not 
ml'an we cannot act politically. Indeed, for Stirner, it is precisely the 
removal of this apparition of human essence that allows the individual 
II) aet freely and, indeed, to recreate himself as he or she chooses: 

I Oil Ill\' P,lIt start from 11 presupposition in presupposing myself; 
hut Ill\' prl'supposilioll dOL'S Ilot struggle for its perfection like 
'f\1.1Il strugglill~~ lor his IWI!I'l'Iill11', hut onlv serves nw to enjoy it 
.tlltl l'IIIlSl11l1\' il .. 1 till 111,1 l'II'C,l1J'll(ISI' lll\'sl'lf, hl'l\llISI' I <lllll'ver\, 
1l11111l1'111 jlhl IltlC,ilill!', III I 1(',IIIIl)~ 1l1\'c,('11 .'" . 
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Stirner's radical egoism does not entail, as many have suggested, a 
liberal individualism defined by self-interest, but rather a form of exis
tentialism where the ego is a kernel of nothingness out of which dif
ferent articulations of freedOlTI and even ethical action can emerge, and 
through which all stable identities are disrupted. 

(2) The desire for authority. The crucial question raised by Deleuze and 
Cuattari - 'how can desire desire its own repression ... ?'27 - confronts 
all radical politics with a central ambiguity. The classical anarchists 
were not unaware of this problem; indeed, Kropotkin attributes the rise 
of the modern state in part to people becoming 'enamoured of author
ity' and to their self-enslavement to increasingly centralised systems 
law and punishment.2:-1 However, this problem, while acknowledged, 
was not sufficiently addressed or theorised in anarchism. Yet, it creates 
certain obvious difficulties for anti-authoritarian politics, unsettling the 
notion of the moral and rational agent who revolts against an immoral 
and irrational power. Indeed, it would seem that in our contemporary 
societies, rather than there being a general desire for insurrection and 
freedom from power, there is rather a desire for more control, more 
surveillance, more police powers - a passion for authority, and a resent
ful intolerance of the freedom of others, which leads to a dependence 
on and, indeed, a demand for all kinds of state intervention. Living 
in a state-dominated society certainly fosters an abrogation of indi
vidual responsibility and a disdain for freedom, but perhaps there is a 
deeper psychological attachment to power that must be more closely 
investigated. 

it is here that psychoanalytic theory can provide some clues. Freml 
believed, for instance, that a desire for authority could be found in the 
psychodynamics of groups, which formed themselves around the figure 
of the Leader - the substitute father with whom the members of the 
group identified as an 'ideal type', and through whom the libidinous ties 
which hold the group together are formed.2~ This sort of psychol()gic~li 
dependency on power - something that was also explored by freud() 
Marxists like Wilhelm Reich ,11- meant that the possibilities of emancipd 
tory politics are at times compromised by hidden ,1uthoritarian desin",,; 
that there was always a risk of Cluthorit,lri,m ,md hicr,nchiC<ll pr,lCtin''> 
and institutions l'merging in post re\'olutiolldl\' S{Il'il'lics, I'll\' cCI111.11 
pl'lce of Ihe suhject ill p{)lilil's, philo'-,{)Illl\ i·, 1\111 dhdlldolWd IWII', 
hul ('{ lI111)lil'.lft'll. 1\.ltlil.lIll< dil il.1I JlII )jl'lh, II II III',I.II\< I', Iid\'l' II) 1'1 lIlIl'lld 
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with the ambiguities of human desire, with irrational social behaviour, 
with violent and aggressive drives, and even with unconscious desires 
for authority and domination. This is not to suggest that psychoanaly
sis is necessarily politically or socially conservative. On the contrary, T 

would maintain that central to psychoanalysis is a libertarian ethos, by 
which the subject seeks to gain a greater autonomy (from authoritar
ian leaders and the groups constituted around them), and where the 
subject is encouraged, through the rules of 'free association', to speak 
the truth of the unconscious.:>l To insist on the 'dark side' of the human 
psyche - its dependence on power, its identification with authoritar
ian figures, even its sadistic and aggressive impulses - can serve as a 
warning to any revolutionary project which seeks to demolish political 
authority: how can we be sure that the revolt against power will not simply 
reproduce it in another form; can a revolutionary politics at the same time 
work against our hidden desires for domination?32 Psychoanalysis by no 
means discounts the possibility of human emancipation, sociability and 
voluntary cooperation; indeed, it points to conflicting tendencies in the 
subject and in social interactions between the desire for harmonious 
coexistence and aggressive desires for power and domination. It never
theless serves as a warning to radical politics about the difficulties asso
ciated with dislodging these more aggressive and authoritarian drives 
simply through a transformation in social and political conditions. In 
other words, the revolution must go I all the way down' to the psyche. 
Indeed, as Judith Butler contends, the psyche - as a dimension of the 
subject that is not reducible to discourse and power and which exceeds 
it - is something that can explain not only our passionate attachment to 
power and to the modes of subjectification and regulatory behaviours 
that power imposes on us, but also our resistance to them: 

Thus the psyche, which includes the unconscious, is very different 
from the subject: the psyche is precisely what exceeds the impris
oning effects of the discursive demand to inhabit a coherent iden
tity, to become a coherent subject. The psyche is what resists the 
regularization that Foucault ascribes to normalizing discourses.]] 

(i) WIlllt i,~ 1'(J(p('I'7 lImp dOl'S it ollt'mtl'? The point made by Butler, nev
l'rllwll'ss p{)illt<-; III d 1,(,11.lill I {)llIplil'il\' or particip,ltion of the subject in 
PI)I\'l'!. II .I11.l1('IIislII i',.1 1'1111111" .q~.IiI1<;1 POWl'I,.lIl .lIl!i p{)lilics, then 
IIIl' 1'llIlIllll'\If\' III JlIII\I'1 11,i.lll<lJl·, III l'IIIIIl'IIIPIlJ.II\' '>lll'il'lil'<;, .lIld 11ll' 
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way that power is reproduced by the subject 'unconsciously' in every
day practices, is something which must be properly considered. When 
the classical anarchists in the nineteenth century called for the over
throw of the state, they had in mind a relatively crude apparatus; that 
is, the Prussian or Tsarist authoritarian state: 'pneumatic machines' 
as Bakunin described them, with their bureaucrats, policemen, sol
diers, gaolers, executioners and priests. We must admit that this state 
still largely exists today - perhaps without the priests, and with more 
sophisticated technologies of control - yet with the same centralising 
and expansionist tendencies, the same bureaucratic elitism and heavy
handedness, the same coercive and intimidating presence and the 
same contempt for ordinary people. 

Yet as Foucault points out, if it is power that we are concerned with 
then its presence and operation are far more ubiquitous and pervasive. 
Power becomes coextensive with all social relationships and is not 
reducible to the state, even though the state is the site where power is at 
its most concentrated, excessive and brutal. In other words, we can no 
I( lllger imagine a clear conceptual distinction between society and the 
state, between humanity and power, as power is reproduced through 
l'vcryday relationships and practices - such as educating, healing, gov
l'rllillg - and through a variety of social institutions (power for Foucault 
WdS to he seen as a 'mode of action' upon the actions of others rather 
I h<11l <1S a property of centralised political institutions34). if power is seen 
ill I his way, it is more problematic to think in terms of a revolt of society 
<lgdinst the state. It is, however, incorrect to say that Foucault rejects 
I hl' notion of the state, even though he has at times questioned its unity 
i1l1d coherence as a political institution. 35 Indeed, many of his analyses 
- of state racism, biopolitics, liberalism/neoliberalism, security and dif
ferent rationalities of government - took the problem of the state and 
sovereignty as central. However, the key point that can be taken from 
Foucault's general approach to power is that there is a much closer and 
more paradoxical interaction between the state and society than clas
sical anarchists imagined; that the problem of power goes 'all the way 
down' into civil society, and any sort of emancipatory transformation of 
social rebtions must start with a transformation of power rebtiolls al 
,111 l'vl'ryd,lY micro level. 

Y('t Icoll\('lld Ihdl I hi ... l'mphdsis Oil I Ill' milTll 11'\'1·1.11 which POWl'l 
llpl'I<lI('c; dill'S 11111, .I'" 111.111\' l'lilil'c; h<l\'(' .dll')~l·d, Illll\('ll11il1l' 1111' pllS 
... ihililil· ... llfl.ldil.d 1'1111111" ()11 Ihl' 1'llllll.II\', 1'llll'h.l'.I"II1)~ 1111' l111dlipl(', 
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local and everyday acts of resistance allows us to think radical politics 
in a much more tangible way, rather than waiting for the great revolu
tionary event. It is simply that, for Foucault, power is never something 
that can be entirely transcended: there will always be power relations 
in society; power is implicit in all kinds of social practices and interac
tions. The intractability of power does not mean, however, that we 
cannot strive for and establish a series of power relationships that are 
less dominating than those that we currently have, and that allow for a 
much greater degree of equality, autonomy and reciprocity. This is why 
we should pay close attention to Foucault's distinction between power 
and domination: 

one sometimes encounters what may be called situations or states 
of domination in which power relations, instead of being mobile, 
allowing various participants to adopt strategies modifying them, 
remain blocked, frozen ... In such a state, practices of freedom do 
not exist or exist only unilaterally or are extremely constrained and 
limited. 36 

In whatever social relationships we develop - even anarchist ones 
- there will always be power at some level; yet here power relations 
would (presumably) be more fluid, reciprocal and egalitarian. What 
we must watch out for is the risk of domination emerging, something 
that is always possible due to the instability and uncertainty of power 
relations. 

It is for this reason that I argue that Foucault is a kind of anarchist 
- even though he would almost certainly have refused this label - and 
that the central ethos of his thinking is an anti-authoritarian one, one 
that incites us to be perpetually on our guard against the ever present 
possibility of domination. As Foucault says: 'My point is not that 
everything is bad, but that everything is dangerous ... If everything 
is dangerous, then we always have something to do. So my position 
leads not to apathy but to a hyper- and pessimistic activism.t17 Rather 
I him provid i ng concrete a Iternativcs, however, Foucault's thinking 
l"i1ll ill' described ill tl'rms of <1 continual problcmatisation of existing 
pI.1clin·s ,1I1d inslitutiolls, Ilis plllject is onl' of exposing the contin
);el1l'\' ,1I1d dlllilldlilll'C;C; of llUI ('lIIH'nl SOCidi illTilllgel1ll'nts, the ways 
1111'\' .1 Ii' (·c;I.1hlic;lll'd Ihlllll~'.h Illullil'l(' dlll11il1<llillllC; ,md exclusions. 
;\1 111l' 11l'.1I1 Id 1'11\\'1'1 Il·I.tlltlil' . .I1111111 ... lilulillllC; i ... .t ... lluggl(· Ih.11 hds 
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become sedimented. [n unmasking the conflict and war at the base of 
sovereign social and political institutions - the 'blood that has dried on 
the codes of law' - Foucault unsettles the very principle of sovereign 
authority. Indeed, Foucault may be seen, like the anarchists, as an anti
Hobbesian: the state is established not through a rational agreement, 
but through war and violence. JS 

At the same time, Foucault's anti-authoritarianism poses certain 
problems for classical anarchism. When, for instance, Foucault's cri
tique of institutions is applied also to the discourses and modes of 
rationality - pointing to the way they operate to legitimise these insti
tutions - certain blindspots are revealed in the positivist and ration
alist approaches of classical anarchists like Kropotkin and Godwin. 
Hegemonic discourses of rational truth, science and even morality have 
to be seen, in themselves, as political institutions with potential1y dom
inating effects. Moreover, their hegemony is often chal1enged by what 
Foucault refers to as an 'insurrection of subjugated knowledges' - the 
stubborn refusal of scientifically disqualified discourses (those of the 
psychiatric patient, for example) to be silenced. Jq From this perspective, 
it is rather more complicated to assert scientific and rational knowledge 
against the distortions and mystifications of political authority. While it 
is always necessary to speak truth to power, we must at the same time 
be aware of the potential power-effects of this truth, and the exclusions 
which made it possible. 

(4) What is revolution? What form should resistance take? However, this 
scepticism about the project of liberation does not mean that insur
rections and forms of resistance against power are impossible. It is 
rather that the idea of a revolution, as a totalising, al1-encompassing 
phenomenon which reverses power everywhere, al1 at once, must be 
questioned; we cannot simply assume that the subject always refuses 
power, or refuses it in a uniform, total sense. As Foucault says, 'there is 
no single locus of great Refusal, no soul of revolt, source of all rebellions, 
or pure law of the revolutionary'.411 Yet resistance occurs: people resisl 
power all the time, in various ways and, moreover, the operation or 
power always produces its own localised forms of resistance. 11 Cenl'r,ll 
insurrections against structures of power C<ln cl'rl<linl\' ()ccur, but Ihe\' 
Lire not immanent within soci<ll rl'ldli()n'>, d'> 1111' .lll.lllhi'>h helieved. ;\11 
insurrection is s01ll1'lhill~~ Ih,lIl11lhl hl' C(III,,1111l It'd (1111 III 1111' 1l1lillipl(', 
I(l(',lli'>l'd ll''>i'>t.lI11'('" Ih,iI I. d'd , 111,H'I' (111,111 ('\('1\'\,1\,11,1'01', 111 "tH'il'I" 
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It is here that we can assert with the Situationists the 'revolution of 
everyday life'. For Guy Debord, although classical anarchism made a 
valuable contribution to revolutionary thought and practice by insist
ing on the revolutionary destruction of state power - in contrast to the 
Marxists - it also fell into the trap of seeing the Revolution as a kind of 
totalising end point, a grand overturning of existing SOCiety that must 
be achieved all at once; in this sense it disregarded important ques
tions of method and organisation. This led to a kind of simplification 
and absolutism in its revolutionary politics: 'the doctrine requires no 
more than the reiteration, and the reintroduction into each particular 
struggle, of the same simple and all-encompassing idea - the same end 
point that anarchism has identified from the first as the movement's 
sole and entire goal'.42 Instead, we must recognise that insurrections 
against power are more fragmented and uncertain, emerging from 
different points, and often subject to strategic reversals. 

For Raoul Vaneigem, the revolution was multiple and everydLlY - it 
was something that occurred at the level of individual subjectivity and 
was based on lived experiences. It was a release of the excess energy 
invested in everyday actions, driven by the creative and poetic power 
of our imaginations. While the theme of revolutionary spontaneity is 
shared here with the anarchists, Vaneigem argues that the revolution 
cannot be founded on a unified communitarian project that is imma
nent in society - rather it is individual and often fragmented. Nor can 
it be founded on the idea of a natural order. 41 Rather, what is acknowl
edged here is the idea that the natural order is never outside power, 
and is always mediated socially and through power. In the same way, 
the individual is implicated at an infinitesimal level in the reproduction 
of power and social hierarchies through everyday interactions, through 
partiCipation in the society of the spectacle, through work, consump
tion, and, importantly, through conforming to the identities and roles 
which power has conferred upon us. We thus willingly participate in 
our own domination and alienation in return for partial compensa
tions - our very own place in the hierarchy of power: 'This is why some 
<lgree so readily to be governed. Wherever it is exercised, on every rung 
()f the Idddcr, power is pdrtial, not absolute. [t is thus ubiquitous, but 
evel ()pel) to ch<lllengl'.'11 hll this n',lSOIl, the revolution against power 
111l1st ,i1'>O he <l revollltio\1 .t~~.ti\1"1 idl'ntil" ,md roIeS:;l process of radical 
'>llhjl'l'Ii\'i",IIi(lIl h\'\\'hilh \\(' \\'(>lk (1111"1'"'1''' llllt (It I Ill' hind otp()\v('r. 

111"11111'llitll1.ll\ Illllllit" 11111',1, flil,It'IIlII', t.lkl' Ill.1t(' ,i1'>1l .II Illl' 
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molccular lcvel of thc subjcct: qucstioning the subject's involvcment 
and complicity with thc powcr that dominatcs him or her through fixed 
idcntitics and places, and which is sustaincd by cvcryday practiccs, In 
other words, thc aim of insurrections must be not only to transform 
one's immediate surroundings and social rclations morc broadly, but 
to work at the level of thc individual psyche; indced, the two projects 
are inscparable, Foucault, for instancc, explored ethical strategies and 
'practiccs of freedom' which were aimed at increasing one's autonomy 
from power.45 It is with its focus on the transformation of the individual 
- the revolt of the self against fixed idcntities - that Stirner saw in the 
insurrection something vitally different from the traditional politics of 
revolution: 

Revolution and insurrection must not be looked upon as synony
mous, Thc former consists in an overturning of conditions, of the 
established condition or status, the statc or socicty, and is accord
ingly a political or social act; thc latter has indecd for its unavoid
able conscquence a transformation of circumstances, yet docs not 
start from it but from men's discontent with themselvcs, is not an 
arnwd rising but a rising of individuals, a getting up without regard 
to the arrangements that spring from it. The Rcvolution aimed at 
ncw arrangcments; insurrcction leads us no longer to let ourselves 
bc <lIT<lngcd, but to arrangc ourselves, and scts no glittering hopes 
on 'institutions', It is not a fight against thc cstablished, sincc, if 
it prospers, thc established collapses of itself; it is only a working 
lorth of mc out of thc estabiished,4A 

Radical political action must not be aimed only at overturning estab
lished institutions like thc state, but also at attacking the much more 
problematic relation through which thc subjcct is enthralled to and 
dependcnt upon power. The insurrcction is, therefore, not only against 
cxternal opprcssion, but, more fundamentally, against thc self's inter 
nalised domination, 

THE QUESTION OF UTOPIA 

Thc points raiscd ab( lYC ,111' not ult im<lll'lv ilK( lI1sis\t'llt wit h anarchism, 
,dth(llIgh thl'\' d(l 11l't"I'ssitdll' d rcthinkill)~ (1\ ',(llll!' (II til!' ('(lll('('ptll,d 
(,1Iq~()lil's (II ('Ids',ll,d .1IIdHilislll. 1'\01 slltHd.l 11\('\ 1,\, IIIh'II'H'h'd ds.1 
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condemnation of classical Jnarchism as utopian, or as a rcjcction of 
anarchism's utopianism in the name of somc 'reality' principle, On the 
contrary, r see thc utopian momcnt of anarchism as a vital dimension 
of any politics that takes emancipation and radical transformation as 
central: this is not only to say that all forms of radical politics havc a 
utopian aspect, but also that the vision of a society without government 
has to bc taken as thc ultimatc cthical and political horizon of any radical 
politics worthy of its namc, While classical anarchists professcd to be 
anti-utopians, thcre is neverthcless a strong utopian current in thcir 
thought, and they proposcd a numbcr of visions of what a future anar
chist society might look like: societies based on decentralised structures 
and frcc and voluntary social arrangements, Indeed, Kropotkin believed 
that 'No dcstruction of the cxisting order is possiblc, if at thc time of the 
overthrow, or of the struggle leading to the overthrow, the idca of what is 
to takc the place of what is dcstroyed is not always prcscnt in the mind,'47 
Whilc I havc argucd abovc that power relations will ncvcr be cntirely 
eliminated, and that anarchists must always be aware of the potential for 
new forms of domination that can emerge in any form of social arrange
ment - even in libertarian ones -1 would also suggcst that Kropotkin is 
correct in stressing the nccd for some sort of alternative vision of a social 
order in motivating political action against the current order. 

Howevcr, it may be morc productive to think about utopia in a 
slightly diffcrent way, Rathcr than utopia bcing seen as a blueprint for 
a future post-revolutionary society, as a sct of proccsses and organi
sational measurcs to be implemcnted as part of a revolutionary pro
gramme, utopia might be scen as a (non)place of alterity - in other 
words, as a momcnt of extcriority which, like the Other in Levinasian 
ethics, punctures and displaces the cxisting sovereign order. Thc place 
of utopia - which is also a non-place, a futurc that is yet to be creatcd, 
and no doubt ncvcr will bc creatcd in exactly the way it is cnvisagcd - is 
something that allows us to distance ourselves from thc existing order, 
to sec its limits; to undcrstand that it can be transcended, that therc 
;11'(' alternative and vastly better ways of living onc's lifc, As Abensour 
drgu('s, utopia should be secn as a way of inciting desire - thc desirc for 
somet hi ng ('Ise, for SO III !'! h i ng ot her than what wc currcntly have: /1s it 
n( lt I)r()p('r to utopid to J1r( lPOSI' .1 new way of procecding to a displace-
11I('lIt of (pllilt is ,1I1d \\'h.1I S('('lllS t(l go without s<lYing in the crushing 
Ildlll!' (11 "n',liil\''' ."1'; \\'(' .11(' Illl'olwd 1I1ldl'!" tlw weight of tlw currcnt 
(1Id(T, \\'hi(11 It'lls II', Ih.1I till', I'· (11I1 11·.dil\', th.1I \\'h.lt \\,(' h,1\'I' 1l!l\V is 
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all there is and all there ever will be. Utopia provides an escape from 
this stifling reality by imagining an alternative to it; it opens up differ
ent possibilities, new 'lines of flight'. In this way, reality is shaken up 
and destabilised. Therefore, the potency of utopia lies not in providing 
a way of ordering society after the revolution, but in disordering society 
as it exists today, in providing a point of rupture in existing social rela
tions, introducing into them an clement of radical heterogeneity. The 
point about utopia, then, is not that it is a specific place that we get to, 
but rather a non-place that unsettles the consistency of all places. This idea 
of dreaming what is different should not be dismissed as an apolitical 
fantasy; on the contrary, the desire for a different reality, for differ
ent and unrealised ways of life, is something that draws attention to 
I he limits and inadequacies of current institutions, and thus provides 
.1 point of radical critical reflection on them. As Abensour shows, the 
utopian drive - what he calls 'persistent utopia' - intersects with the 
desire to think democracy differently, to realise democracy beyond 
I Ill' state, which is precisely the project of anarchism: 

The two in fact have proximate emancipatory projects: on the side 
of democracy, the establishment of a collective power, a politi
c'll community whose nature is permanent struggle against the 
domination of the powerful; on the side of utopia, the choice of 
,1ssociation against hierarchically structured societies based on 
d()mination.4~ 

Central to utopia, then, is a critique of domination: a politics of non
domination; not in the sense of providing a precise recipe for building 
a society in which domination is absent, but in the sense of allowing us 
to think outside domination, to think the outside of domination. 

POST ANARCHISM: THE POLITICS OF ANTI-POLITICS 

This new understanding of utopia gives us also a new way of thinking 
about anarchism itself. What I have been hinting at throughout this 
chapter is the idea of an anarchic moment of transcendence that gIll'S 
beyond the limits of .1ll.Hchism, and at Ihe S,lI1H' lime emerges tnllll 
within il <Jnd is C<)tnj1dlibl<' wilh ils 'lIlli dulllnrit.lIi,lI1 elhos. The dll 

.lrd1\' j1rilll'iI111' IIl,1I I h.I\'I' 1'\j1I(}f"ed imj1lil, .... .l IlillI'.Ii l'Il~;.l~',I'Ill<'1l1 wilh 
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be seen as a politico-ethical (or 'metapolitical') supplement to anar
c~ism, sO.n:ething that works persistently at its limits, maintaining a 
kmd of cntlcal distance from it, while at the same time being motivated 
by the same anti-authoritarian ethos of anarchism. 
~a.t thi~ an-archic anarchism points to is a politics of postanarchism, 

whIch ImplIes, as I have said, a moment beyond anarchism that is at 
the same time part of anarchism. To formulate postanarchism more 
precisel~, o~~ could say that it refers to the threshold between politics 
and antl-polztzcs. Postanarchism is both an anti-politics and a politics. 
As I suggested in Chapter 1, classical anarchism, in its rejection of the 
sta~e. and politi~al r~~resentation, saw itself as a movement against 
~olItlcs - ~n antl-pohtlcs. However, in its desire to do away with poli
tICS, claSSIcal anarchism was also constructing a politics - it involved 
movement~, organisations: strategies, programmes, ways of mobilising 
people agamst the state, Ideas about the structure of future societies 
and so on. All of this implies a politics, even if it is aimed at the aboli
tio~ of poli~ics. Postanarchism plays upon this paradoxical position in 
whIch class~cal ana:chism found itself, highlighting its moment of aporia. 
Postanarchlsm affIrms the anti-political moment of anarchism - it 
a.ffirms its. rejection of the state and its suspicion of political representa
~Ion, and It endorses its fundamental ethical critique of political power 
In the n.ame of an unconditional equal-liberty. At the same time, pos
tanarchlsm also affirms the political moment within anarchism: that 
is, the sense in which it must nevertheless engage with the realities 
of power; the extent to which revolutionary projects are complicated 
by the way that the subject who is to be liberated is at the same time 
caught up in diffuse networks of power; and the extent to which we can 
no longer rely on a series of ontological foundations (such as human 
essence, social objectivity, and rational and scientific discourses) to 
provide us with a pure point of departure from which to critique the 
workings of power. 

T~is is where the question of utopia becomes important: postan
ar~'hlsm shares with anarchism its anti-authoritarian goal of a society 
WIthout power. Indeed, it intcl1sifies this dream, seeing as its fundamen
t,ll aspiration, even ethical injunction, the transcendence of power. It 
<llw.1\'s w,mls mort' freedolll, 1ll()IT equality, more democracy. It reignites 
Ill\' hope tor I he ell'rn,d ('Ollllllllllil\'. II dreams the same millenarian 
dn'.II11e;.Ie; Ih(lsI' IlI'll'lil.Iilllll\'I'IIH'llh 1>1 Ill<' Middle Ages, the libertar
i.lll \\'(lI~I'l"'" till'.Il1l<' 1>1 Ill<' ( 111111111111.11<1 .... , Ihl' li\1ert.lri,lIl c()mlllunisl 
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dreams of Marx himself - the dreams that, in fact, we all have of a society 
in harmony with itself, without violence and compulsion, where full 
autonomy resonates with full equality, where no one rules over another, 
where there is no more power or domination or exploitation, where the 
lion lies down with the lamb, like a garden of earthly delights before the 
intervention of an alienating and ferocious God. Such an impossible 
yet insistent desire has to be seen as the driving principle and eternal 
horizon ofradical politics, especially anarchism. Postanarchism is in this 
sense an active anti -politics of utopian desire. On the other hand, pos
tanarchism implies an awareness of the intractability of power, the need 
to engage with specific and local sites of power without a pure place of 
critique, the uncertainty and contingency of any political enterprise, the 
difficulties involved in mobilising people and building political move
ments, and the sense in which political projects and utopian aspirations 
are subject to dramatic reversals, setbacks and may even contain the 
seeds of a new kind of authoritarianism. This is not to say that the latter, 
political aspect of postanarchism is more 'realistic' than the former 
anti-political aspect: I have already pointed to the way in which the 
constraints of 'reality' must be questioned in the name of other pos
sibilities, and that this questioning is entirely realistic. What is central 
to the political side of postanarchism is more an emphasis on limits and 
boundaries. So, we can say that postanarchism embodies, in this way, 
both the moment of a limitless horizon (the dimension of anti-political 
utopian desire) and the constitutive limit (the dimension of politics). It 
is thus an anti-political politics, and enshrines a necessary and constitu
tive tension, or aporetic moment, between these two poles. 

This chapter has attempted to reformulate anarchism along post
foundational lines, and has, through a series of theoretical moves and 
philosophical strategies, arrived at postanarchism as a politics of anti 
politics. Following chapters will seek to elaborate a politics of postanar
chism which can intervene in both contemporary political situations ,b 

well as contemporary debates in political theory. Chapter 3, however, 
will be devoted to further exploring the implications of a politics of ant i 
politics through an engagement with Marxism. 
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Chapter 3 

AN INFANTILE DISORDER1
: ANARCHISM AND 

MARXISM 

The Russian anarchist, whose pseudonym was Voline, recounts a 
meeting with Trotsky in New York in April 1917. Both men were dis
cussing revolutionary conditions in Russia at the time. After listening 
to Voline's warning about how the Bolsheviks would, once in power, 
start persecuting the anarchists, Trotsky replied in reassuring tones of 
comradely conviviality: "'Can you really, for a single instant, entertain 
such nonsense: left-wing socialists in power turning their guns on 
the anarchists! Come, come, what do you take us for? Anyway, we 
are socialists, comrade Voline. So we are not your enemies ... ".' Two 
years after this encounter, in 1919, Voline finds himself arrested by the 
Bolshevik military authorities, who notified Trotsky by telegram, asking 
what should be done with him. Trotsky replied in his telegram: 'Shoot 
out of hand. - Trotsky.'2 Fortunately, for Voline, he was not shot, due to 
intervening circumstances that he does not elaborate on. But this anec
dote illustrates, in darkly comic tones, the fraught relationship between 
the authoritarian and libertarian strands of revolutionary politics - Cl 
conflict which goes back to the old debates between Marx and Bakunin, 
the conflict which split the First International in 1872 and whose impact 
on radical politics has never ceased to reverberate. 

Tn Chapter 2, I developed a concept of postanarchism as an articu la
tion of a post-foundational approach to anarchist theory. I suggested 
that postanarchism occupied a certain terrain at the threshold of politicc; 
and anti-politics, combining both the utopian desire to do away with 
all political structures based on power, with the aWClrl'neSS at the sam\' 
time of the realities of power and the constitlltiw limits of politil"<Ji 
action. In this sense, post,lIl,uchismllllows LIS to il1\'I'c;lig<ltc thl' I1dlllf(' 
of the politic,ll in <l Ill'\\' dlllllll1ilJlIl' Wd\', III Ihi" Ih,q'il'1 I \\'ill 1'\1'111I1' 
posLlIl,lrchic;Ill'c; ("Illlllihlllillil III Illir lllldl'I',Lllldlll)', ,,11111' I'lllilil',tI 1,\' 
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re-examining the relationship between Marxists and anarchists, uncov
ering the genealogy of their dispute over problems of power and state 
authority. As we shall sec, this dispute is central to contemporary con
siderations of the political, largely because what is commonly invoked 
in the notion of 'the political' is the question of power and place of state 
sovereignty. Moreover, not only does the anarchist critique of Marxism 
contribute to debates around the 'relative autonomy of the state', but 
it also allows us to reflect more precisely on the mystery of state power 
today: what is this creature, the state; what role does it play in society; 
and what is its relationship to the economy? Indeed, one could say that 
in the light of both the so-called War on Terror and the current 'crisis of 
capitalism', it is the state itself that is emerging as the central problem 
for radical politics today. 

MARX AND THE ANARCHISTS 

In 1872, after the rift in the International Workingmen's Association 
between the followers of Marx and the followers of Bakunin, the latter 
wrote a letter to the newspaper La Liberte in which he expounded the 
matter which so 'profoundly separates' the libertarian socialists from 
the marxians: 

Our reckoning is that the, necessarily revolutionary, politics of 
the proletariat should have as its sole and immediate object the 
destruction of States ... Nor can we comprehend talk of freedom 
of the proletariat or true deliverance of the masses within the State 
and by the State. State signifies domination, and all domination 
implies subjection of the masses, and as a result, their exploitation 
to the advantage of some governing minority ... The marxians 
describe to quite contrary ideas. As befits good Germans, they 
worship the power of the State, and of necessity also the prophets 
of political and social discipline ... The marxians acknowledge no 
other emancipation than the one they expect from their so-called 
people's State (Volksstaat).J 

I-'IlI' B<l kll n i 11, theil, t hI' l1l<li 11 di ffcrl'ncl' between his position and that 
ill M,lIx, Fngelc; ,1Ild I ,.1 c; ... ,11 II' .1llll ilther ',llIthoritarian socialists', is over 
llli' qlll, ... lilllllll hll\\' ,1 ... IIII,lii ... 1 11'\llllllillll ... llIllild dj1j1rtldch the probicill 
111 ... 1.111' 1"1\\'1'1: 111I .111.11, III'.\-', IIii' 1l1.l ...... I'c; 1'.11111111 hi' lilwl,lIed thlillll~h 
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the state because the state always entails domination, and, therefore, 
the state should be destroyed as the first act of revolution. For Marx, 
on the other hand, the state must be taken over and used as a tool of 
revolution - a position that, according to Bakunin, would lead only to 
a perpetuation of state power. This radical divergence in revolution
ary theory would have major implications for radical politics. To fully 
understand its consequences, however, we must investigate more 
carefully the parameters of the disagreement. 

CLASS INTEREST OR RELATIVE AUTONOMY? 

The central question that is at the root of this controversy is the extent 
to which the state can be explained as a mechanism of class interest and 
domination. There is no doubt a real ambiguity here in Marx's thought, 
and I believe that Nicos Poulantzas is correct in his assessment that 
Marx neglected the problem of state power in its specificity because his 
main theoretical preoccupation was with the capitalist mode of produc
tion. Thus, the political dimension of state power is often reduced in 
Marxist theory, and in much of Marx's own analysis, to an effect of the 
capitalist economy.4 

However, the precise way in which the capitalist mode of produc
tion determines the state is far less clear in Marx, and he tended to 
waver between two positions. The first was that the state was simply an 
instrument of the bourgeoisie as the economically dominant class, and 
directly reflected their interests. This position is expressed in its clearest 
and most succinct, if unsophisticated, form in The Commllnist Manifesto: 
'the executive of the modern state is but a committee for managing 
the common affairs of the bourgeoisie'.s The other dominant position 
in Marx's thought is one that seems to allow the state a much greater 
degree of autonomy from class interests. This alternative position call 
be found in Marx's work, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, 
where he describes a coup d'etat in France in 1851 in which state forces 
led by Louis Bonaparte seized absolute power, achieving not only .1 

considerable degree of independence from the bourgeoisie, but oftl'll 
acting directly against its immediate class interests. Nevcrtlll'lcss, till" 
Bonapartist state served the long- term in tcresh ()f the cdpi t,ll ist S\,ste111 , 
even if it of tell dcted ;l"diIlSI Ihl' imllll'Lii;lte illl\'l"('Sfc; ,lIld will ()f til\" 
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a concrete instance of the capitalist state, but was actually the constitu
tive theoretical characteristic of it. 7 That is to say, the conception of the 
state as relatively autonomous from bourgeois class interests was the 
very truth of the state under capitalism, and, in opposition to Ralph 
Miliband who insisted on the direct influence of the bourgeoisie on the 
capitalist state - pointing to the class background of those who made 
up the personnel of the state - Poulantzas argues that it is precisely 
the distance of capitalist state from direct bourgeois interference that 
enables it to more effectively serve its long-term economic interests. 
For Poulantzas, then, the state has to be thought of as an autonomous 
series of relations and institutions, one that has its own internal unity 
and logic, and yet which acts to sustain the capitalist system by main
taining an equilibrium between different forces and providing a central 
organising structure for social relations.s 

THE ANARCHIST THEORY OF THE STATE 

Anarchists also argue that Marx, and indeed the majority of the Marxist 
tradition as a whole, neglects the autonomy of political power and 
particularly the power of the state. Bakunin claimed, for instance, that 
Marxists pay too much attention to the forms of state power while not 
taking enough account of the way in which state power actually oper
ates, and its structural predominance in society: 'They (Marxists) do not 
know that despotism resides not so much in the form of the State but in 
the very principle of the State and political power.'Y Tn other words, by 
focusing on the class character of political power - that is, the way that 
the state is either the political instrument of the bourgeoisie or simply 
serves bourgeois interests - Marx ignores the way that the state itself, 
as a structure of domination and sovereignty, has its own specific logic 
of self-perpetuation and expansion which is above and beyond class 
interests. That was why, for Kropotkin, we must look beyond the bour
geois form that the state currently takes under capitalism, and recognise 
that it is an autonomous structure of power and domination which 
will always act as an obstacle to revolution. lII The state, in other words, 
('ollstituil's its own locus of power: it is not merely an instrument or 
l'xpression ()f cbss power; nor is it simply the political expression of the 
cdpil.llisl Illod(' Ill' prodllt'fi()n. 1\,1111('1', sldtc p()wer has its own organis
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Marxist approach to the state is that the latter tends to regard the class 
nature of the state as the source of its domination, whereas the former 
sees the state as dominating no matter which class is in control of it. 

Let us examine more closely the state's relationship to capitalism 
and class in the anarchist analysis. While there are certain parallels 
between the Marxist and anarchist approaches to the state under capi
talism, there are also important differences. As in the Marxist analysis, 
anarchists argue that the state operates to sustain the capitalist mode 
of production - it provides an environment, both coercive and regula
tory, in which the bourgeois can continue to exploit the worker, thus 
perpetuating capitalist accumulation. However, this does not mean 
that the state is simply an epiphenomenon of capitalism, and certainly 
not an instrument of bourgeois class interests: behind the bourgeois 
accumulation of capital is the statist project of the infinite accumula
tion of power. In other words, rather than seeing the state simply as an 
instrument of capitalist accumulation, it may be the other way round -
capitalism is a way for the state to accumulate power; relations of state 
power intersect with, intensify, and in turn are intensified by, relations 
of capitalism. So, rather than economic forces determining political 
forces, as in the Marxist analysis, the relationship between the political 
and the economic is more complex, and may indeed work the other 
way round. Alan Carter puts the question: 

But what is to stop us entertaining an alternative account: namely, 
the superstructure selects specific relations of production because 
they are functional for that superstructure? An authoritarian 
post-capitalist state might, for example, choose managerial rela
tions rather than support factory committees, because the former 
enable a surplus to be extracted, which the state requires to 
enforce its rule (as opposed to allowing the proletariat to consume 
its own produce ... ).11 

So the problem, according to Carter, is that Marxists, because of thl'il 
economic reductionism, are unable to realise that the state alwdYs ,H'jc, 
to protect its own interests, dnd that this imperative will be no less tIll' 
case in a post capitalist society. ;\s <l structure of power, the St,l\(' 11.1" 
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might be capitalism, but, under a different set of circumstances, it might 
even be socialism. 

If we look at the so-called neoliberal 'rollback' of the state in many 
societies from the early 198()s up until just recently - something that 
might superficially suggest that the state is entirely beholden to bour
geois economic interests, up to its own 'withering away' under capi
talism - what we find is just the opposite. So far from there being a 
minimisation of state power, there was an infinite expansion of it, par
ticularly in its security, surveillance and war-making functions (while 
its welfare functions shrank). The quasi-libertarian rhetoric of 'getting 
government off our backs' hid precisely the opposite phenomenon: a 
state that was not only more yjolent and coercive, but also more intrusive 
and interventionist, regulating social interactions and indiyjdual behav
iours through a form of state-market disciplining. The 'nanny state' that 
the conservative tabloids in the United Kingdom like to condemn - not 
without justification - is only the other side of the neoliberal state: it 
is a way of trying to iron over the social dislocations and antagonisms 
wrought by the neoliberal market through a fetishisation of some vague 
ideology of 'community', one that is under threat from all sorts of 'anti
social' behayjours and 'unhealthy' lifestyles - a discourse that legitimises 
more disciplinary, coercive and surveillance power for the state. So, far 
from being a withdrawal of the state, neoliberalism implies a much more 
complex interaction between the state and society, a more intensive 
state regulation of social interactions and moral behayjours that takes 
place at a molecular level. Neolibcralism has nothing to do with classical 
notions of laissez-faire, but is a political rationality that seeks to construct 
social relations and individual behaviours according to a market logic; a 
project which implies not the reduction or minimisation of state power 
but precisely the opposite. Foucault's extensive analyses of neoliberalism 
as a rationality of government show precisely that the 'withdrawal of the 
state' from society is at the same time a project of the state itself, a new 
way of articulating its power. As Thomas Lemke says in his synopsis of 
Foucault's lectures on neoliberal governmentality: 

;\s reg,mis the shift in dl'lilllitdtion between the state and society, 
I he studies revl'<ll t h,11 the Ill'() libl'r<ll forms of government do not 
simpI\' Il'dd til .I c;l1ill ill IIH' ,'dp,ll'il\' to <let <lW,l\' from the state 
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feature not only direct intervention by means of empowered and 
specialized state apparatuses, but also characteristically develop 
indirect techniques for leading and controlling individuals without 
at the same time being responsible for them.12 

Moreover, we can see that with the current crisis of neoliberalism, the 
state is simply re-articulating itself in slightly different way, no doubt in 
some sort of quaSi-Keynesian form, with bank bail-outs, cash injections, 
big spending packages and so on. It is not the case, however, that the 
state has now made a comeback. The state never went away. It simply 
interacted with society in different guises. For anarchists, then, whether 
the state takes a neoliberal form, or a neo-Keynesian form, or some 
other form altogether, it is always the same structure of domination 
and control, and it will always entail violence, oppression and inequal
ity. Indeed, state power has intensified and expanded in recent times 
rather than contracted, to the point where the distinction between the 
state and civil society - the conceptual distinction that was central to 
liberalism and, in a different way, to Marxism - has all but collapsed. 
The phenomenon of so-called public-private partnerships that social 
democratic governments are so keen on, the ubiquitous surveillance 
of public spaces and the expansion of biopolitical systems of control 
- biometric scanning, DNA databases, finger-printing at airports etc. -
where not even our bodily interior is any longer a private domain, point 
to the way that the state has in a sense been mapped on to civil society, 
to the extent that the two entities become coextensive. Michael Hardt 
puts this best when he refers to a post-civil condition in which 'Not the 
State but civil society has withered awayl'n The fundamental insight 
that we can draw from the anarchist analysis is that the modern state 
project is a totalitarian one. The' actually existing' totalitarian regimes 
of the early to mid twentieth century were but crude and ultimately 
unsuccessful attempts to institute what is currently being implemented 
in much more subtle and pervasive ways in contemporary societies. Our 
post-liberal and biopolitical security states are totalitarian precisely in 
the sense that we do not (yet) perceive them as such, exercising power 
through a technologically-assistcd and -technologic,llly driven web ()I 
control and surveil!dncl' th<lt pl'rlllc<l\l's socil'ty <It <1llll'\'l'ls. TIll' Ill<lnid 
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THE TRANSITIONAL STATE 

I have outlined the central difference between the Marxist and anarchist 
approach to the state. Cenerally speaking, for Marxists, what really 
counts is the capitalist mode of production and class interests, and the 
state is largely a secondary epiphenomenon of this. For anarchists, by 
contrast, the state itself is the major source of domination in society, 
or at least one that is just as important as capitalism. This distance of 
the state from capitalism is even reflected in an alternative historical 
analysis of the state. Anarchists see the state as emerging from differ
ent, non-economic factors and developments: for Bakunin, the state 
emerges partly out of religious authority; Kropotkin points to factors 
such as the historical dominance of Roman law, the rise of feudal law 
and the growing authoritarianism of the Church.14 

These differences in perspective were brought to a head in the major 
debate between Marx and the anarchists over the role of the state in the 
'transitional' period after the revolution. The controversy over whether 
the state should be abolished as the first act of the revolution, as the 
anarchists urged, or whether it should be used as an instrument of 
revolution in order to build socialism under the conditions of the 'dic
tatorship of the proletariat', as Marx and Engels believed, is really the 
crux .of the matter. For Marx, because state oppression lies in the way 
that It serves bourgeois class interests, if the proletariat - which was the 
'universal class' - were to take control of the state, it could be used as 
a neutral tool to revolutionise society. That is why, in the transitional 
period after the revolution, Marx calls for a 'decisive centralisation of 
power in the hands of State authority'.1s Moreover, Marx and Engels 
believed that 'when, in the course of development, class distinctions 
have disappeared, and all production has been concentrated in the 
hands of a vast association of the whole nation, public power will lose 
its political character'Y' The state would, after the abolition of class 
distinctions, simply become a neutral administrative apparatus in the 
service of society, and would eventually, to use Engels' expression, 
wither away. 

We Illust rellll'mbcr that Marx sharcd with the anarchists the same 
dspir,ltion Or.l sOl'il'lv of frl'l' dssoci,ltiOI1 without a stJle. However, the 
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this position was naive because it neglected the way that the state has 
its own specific logic of domination which is beyond the immediate 
control of the bourgeoisie. Indeed, the state enacts its power through 
ruling classes, which are the state's material representatives; in other 
words, a ruling class was actually essential to the state. That was why 
the state would not lose its political character simply because existing 
class distinctions had disappeared, but would, on the contrary, actually 
lead to the creation of new ruling class - no longer the bourgeoisie but 
a class of bureaucrats who would come to dominate and exploit the rest 
of society. Rather than the state withering away under communism, 
its power is intensified and it comes with a new set of class divisions. 
Bakunin's prediction of the state in the transitional period is, thus, 
rather different from Marx's: 

and finally, when all other classes have exhausted themselves, the 
class of bureaucracy enters upon the stage and the State falls, or 
rises, if you please, to a position of a machine. But for the salvation 
of the State it is absolutely necessary that there be some privileged 
class interested in maintaining its existenceY 

So Marx's vision of the state under communism as a neutral appara
tus, free from class power and at the service of society, would translate, 
in Bakunin's eyes, to a totalitarian machine controlled by a new tech
nocratic class that would exercise possibly an even greater domination 
over society than under the bourgeoisie. It is perhaps facile to say that 
Bakunin was proved right by the history of the Soviet Union - even he 
could not have predicted the monstrous nature of Stalinism and its total 
distortion of Marxist politics. And yet Bakunin does highlight accurately 
the blindspot in Marx's thought over the question of state power, the 
sense in which it can never be trusted as a neutral tool of revolution
ary politics, and that it will always seek a perpetuation of its power no 
matter what the economic and class conditions are. The problem lies in 
the way that state power corrupts the subjectivity of revolutionmies 
the way that involvement in the state creates a desire for power and ,1 
psychological bond with the structure that Olle becollles a P,Ht of: 'We 
of course arc all sincere socidlists allli revolutionist<; ,1I1d still, were Wl' 
to be endowed with p()\vel , . ' Wl' would not Ill' wlll'n' Wl' ,In' !lOW,'I," 
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state power, either in the parlialllentary sense - and this was one of the 
key strategies of the Marxist tradition - or in the revolutionary sense, 
without being corrupted by it. Indeed, the recent ignominious history 
of social democratic parties in Europe serves as just as vital a warning 
about the perils of state power as the history of the Bolshevik revolu
tion. For anarchists, then, a revolution has to be libertarian in means 
as well as ends; it must not work through state power but outside and 
against it. Marx's accusation against the anarchists, that in their refusal 
of the state they had neglected the reality of political power,lQ should 
thus be turned around: it is precisely the Marxist tradition which, in 
its economic and class reductionism, neglected the reality of political 
power by imagining the state to be, in essence, neutral when it was 
anything but. 

The controversy over the state in revolutionary politics is perhaps 
best exemplified in Lenin. His work, State and Revolution, is character
ised by a strange ambivalence on the question of the state, a tension 
between the libertarian desire for the revolutionary destruction of state 
authority, and more authoritarian tendencies reflected in the notion of 
the dictatorship of the proletariat and the revolutionary vanguard. At 
times, Lenin seems to come close to an anarchist position. In opposi
tion to what he sees as a social-democratic distortion of Marx's thought, 
he urges the violent overthrowing of state power, without which the 
liberation of the masses is impossible. 21l The state is a parasitic institu
tion of domination which is synonymous with class antagonism and 
exploitation, and which cloaks bourgeois exploitation in ideas of uni
versal suffrage. Indeed, he upbraids the more reformist-minded social
ists for misinterpreting Engels' notion of the withering away of state 
power to mean a slow, gradual and piecemeal withering away of the 
bourgeois state - whereas it is precisely the structure of the state itself 
that would be transcended under communism. Moreover, he cites with 
approval the radical democracy of the Paris Commune of 1871 as pre
cisely an instance of the overcoming of state power21 - an example also 
celebrated for the same reasons by Bakunin and Kropotkin. However, 
after indicating a commonality with the anarchist position, Lenin also 
distances himself from their desire to abolish the state immediately: 

Thl' proll't<lri<lt Iweds till' st.lil' ()1l1" fur ,1 whill'. We do not at all 
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use must be made of the instruments, means, and methods of 
state power against the exploiters, just as the dictatorship of the 
oppressed class is temporarily necessary for the annihilation of 

classes. 22 

While Lenin's position might sound reasonable - let's not rush to 
abolish state power, let's use it for a while to revolutionise society and then 
we can do away with it - the anarchist lesson is clear: this is the trap of 
political power, the temptation of every revolution. The revolutionary 
_ despite his or her best intentions - will get caught up in the cult of 
power and authority, and will come to depend on the state's mecha
nisms more and more; and we will soon find that the temporary state 
is now a permanent and increasingly oppressive presence in post
revolutionary society. The problem with Lenin is that in his polemic 
against the anarchists, he uses the argument about the withering away 
of the state as a way of justifying the concentration and perpetuation of 
state power under the dictatorship of the proletariat. To avoid the trap 
of power, anarchists believed - naively perhaps - that the abolition of 
the state should really mean the abolition of the state, not its perma
nent 'temporariness'. So, from the anarchist perspective, the Marxist 
and Leninist revolutionary strategy of seizing and utilising state power 
in the transitional period was just as flawed as the strategy of seeking 
power through parliamentary and electoral means, which Lenin saw as 
the polar opposite of his own position. Indeed, both strategies are two 
sides of the same statist coin: both strategies, despite their differences, 
work within the paradigm of the state in the sense that they both have 
as their aim the control of state power. Anarchism seeks to carve out for 
radical politics an alternative position: a politics that works outside the 
state and seeks to transcend it. 

PARTY AND CLASS 

This distinction between the libertarian, and more statist and authori 
tarian, positions becomes clearer if one looks at the roll' of the revolu 
tionary vanguard in Marxist and particularly Leninist p()litics. For MarA, 
the Commun ist Pa rty would play <l Il'<ldl'r'ih i prole in I he rl,\'()lu I i( III 
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the advantage of clearly understanding the line of march,.n Bakunin 
believed that this claim to epistemological authority was dangerous, 
that is, it would lead to em elitism of knowledge, a new dictatorship 
of scientists and savants. 21 Moreover, the military metaphor that Marx 
used to describe the role of the revolutionary party -'line of march' - is 
continued in Lenin, who makes references to 'our troops' and 'military 
operations', and, moreover, argues that the revolutionary party should, 
due to Tsarist repression, operate in secret, something that would pre
clude it from being fully democratic and transparent. 25 Moreover, Lenin 
placed a strong emphasis on party discipline and unity. Certainly, some 
degree of democratic debate and decision making was allowed within 
the revolutionary party, under the principle of 'democratic centralism'. 
However, from an anarchist perspective, the very notion of a revolution
aryvanguard is authoritarian: it embodies notions of leadership, control 
of the masses and the discouraging of revolutionary spontaneity; of 
speaking for the masses and interpreting their revolutionary desire in 
particular ways. Rather than this, anarchists focus on the spontaneous 
self-organisation of the masses, without the need for political parties of 
any kind. Furthermore, the revolutionary party - with its emphasis on 
discipline and unity, its leadership structures and hierarchical decision
making procedures and its permanent executives and bureaucracies 
- already mirrors the state apparatus that it is proposing to take over. 
This is a point made by Murray Bookchin: 

The party is structured along hierarchical lines that reflect the very 
society it professes to oppose. Despite its theoretical pretensions, it is 
a bourgeois organism, a miniature state, with an apparatus and a 
cadre whose function it is to seize power, not dissolve power.26 

We find a similar critique also levelled against the Marxist idea of 
class. For anarchists, Marx's idea that the industrial proletariat - because 
of its specific place in the capitalist mode of production - was the uni
versal and only truly revolutionary class, was actually exclusivist and 
hierarchical. II denied a radical political potential to other, even more 
subordin<1ll' classes in s()cil'lv, such as the peasantry and the lumpen
proil't;nidt cl,]'i'il''i whit'll Mdrx rl'g,ndl'd as essentially reactionary. By 
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small compared with other groups and classes in society, but it was 
also thoroughly imbued with bourgeois ethics. Bakunin believed that 
the small elite of 'class-conscious' proletarians constituting the upper 
echelons of the working class, lived in a relatively comfortable and 
semi-bourgeois fashion, and had been, in fact, co-opted into the 
bourgeoisie. A similar point is made by Bookchin, who argues that the 
working class in modern societies has largely bought into conservative 
bourgeois values of factory discipline, hierarchy and respect for author
ity, values and everyday practices through which the capitalist system is 
reproduced. 27 We must acknowledge, of course, that for Marx the pro
letariat is as much of a political subjectivity as an actual socio-economic 
category, but it is precisely because its economic role in capitalism is the 
basis for its universal political role - it was thus the class that suppos
edly embodied the dissolution of all classes - that one should question 
this. There is no necessary or essential link between one's place in the 
productive process and one's political outlook or level of revolutionary 
'consciousness', and this has been borne out by the industrial working 
class historically in many cases taking up politically and socially con
servative attitudes. For anarchists, then, it was much more productive 
to broaden the category of the revolutionary class to include other sub
ordinated groups in society. Bakunin speaks of 'that great rabble which 
being very nearly unpolluted by all bourgeois civilization carries in its 
heart, in its aspirations, in all necessities and the misery of its collective 
position, all the germs of the Socialism of the future .. . '2K Here we have 
a notion of a rabble or mass rather than a class, an identity which is 
more heterogeneous as well as more spontaneously revolutionary. 

THE LIBERTARIAN LEFT 

As we have seen, the anarchist critique of the Marxist tradition is basi
cally on the grounds of its authoritarianism: something that is implicit 
- and often explicit2

,! - not only in its neglect of the dangers of state 
power, but also in its ideas about revolutionary leadership and class 
identity. Anarchists were also sceptical of other authoritarian elenll'nts 
in Marxist thinking, such as the uncriticalcmbracc of industrial tech 
nology - which Marx regarded as a sign of progress ,]s well as SYStl'lllC; 
of factory discipline like Tavlorislll, which I,enin p<lrliclIl,lIlv ddlllill'd 
for its efficient org,lIlic;dtilln of bhollr. (It l'IHIIC;I', i\1.lr\ hl'lil'\'l'l1 lil.ll 
tlll'sl' Il'chnillogil'c; ('I Hilt! hi' il,lIl1l'C;C;I'd .lIlt! Illili"I,t! I111 "11('i,t1i,,1 1.1111l'1 
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than capitalist ends; but anarchists were for the most part more sensi
tive to the destructive effcct that these technologies had on traditional 
communal ways of life, as well as the threat they posed to freedom and 
autonomy. Anarchism, therefore, offers an alternative conception of 
radical politics, one that is revolutionary but non-statist, non-centralist 
and libertarian. Indeed, the anarchist critique of Marxism opened the 
way for a more heterodox tradition of radical left thinking and politics: 
one that which finds certain resonances today, for instance, with lib
ertarian Marxists and Autonomists. The key themes to emerge out of 
the Autonomist Marxist tradition - the spontaneous self-organisation 
of the workers without, for the most part, the involvement of the party, 
and hence the critique of political representation; the uncompromis
ing critique of the sovereign state as that which negates the creativity 
of social forces - show clear parallels with classical anarchism. JIJ While 
there are important differences between anarchism and Autonomia, 
there is, nevertheless, a certain missing link between them that has yet 
to be properly explored or even acknowledged, as there is a missing link 
between anarchism and a number of other contemporary continental 
approaches to radical politics - a connection that will be discussed 
more fully in the following chapter. 

Where one finds a clear compatibility between aspects of Autonomist/ 
libertarian Marxist thought and anarchism is around the notion of 
autonomy itself. There is a desire in both traditions for a form of revolu
tionary politics that is autonomous from the state - that does not try to 
take over state power, either through the revolutionary seizure of power 
or through involvement in party politics. In other words, there is a 
refusal of representation - a rejection of the idea that the masses can be 
represented through the state form and through political parties which 
seek to attach the masses to the state. This drive towards an autonomous 
politics is present in the thought of Antonio Negri who, working within 
a Spinozist ontology, explores the central tension between what he calls 
constituent power - that is, the radically democratic power of revolu
tionary desire - and constituted power - which is the uncertain crystal
lisation of this revolutionary desire into fixed constitutions and political 
systems, an arrangement in which constituent power is repressed and 
captured. There is, in other words, a paradoxical relationship between 
dl'lllolT,]lil'innovalion l'lllhodied within the revolutionary force of the 
Illllilillldl' "nd I Ill' SII\'I'Il'il~1l .lllll(,(lI]c;lilllli()ndl rq~illll's which draw 
Oil lili" 1'lllhliI1l1'111 1'11\\'1'1 .l11t!.l1 111l' ",1I1ll' lillll' .ldlll 1·IIIlt.lill il: 
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But isn't closing constituent power within representation - where 
the latter is merely a cog in the social machinery of the division 
of labour - nothing but the negation of the reality of constituent 
power, its congealment into a static system, the restoration of tra
ditional sovereignty against the democratic innovation?]l 

That is why there is always a crisis of the juridical order - because it is 
constituted and draws its force from something that at the same time 
threatens to disrupt it, a revolutionary and radically democratic excess 
which it tries to fix and represent, but which always threatens to spill 
out over its edges. For instance, a revolution is always more than the 
revolutionary regime that is newly established; the democratic imagi
nation that made the revolution and the constituted new revolutionary 
order can never be completely represented by it, and always exceeds it. 
That is why revolutionary governments invariably end up turning on 
the very revolutionary forces which made the revolution: we saw this in 
the increasingly authoritarian and repressive character of the Bolshevik 
regime in its consolidation of the Russian Revolution, repressing 
the constituent power of the independent workers' councils (soviets), 
whose democratic will was converted into a state apparatus under the 
category of the' dictatorship of the proletariat'. All regimes and juridi
cal orders arc thus based on a kind of repression or forgetting of their 
own revolutionary origins. Thus, the mystery of the foundations of 
sovereignty is precisely that which it cannot bear to acknowledge, the 
constituent power of the people, something it tries to hide in mystifica
tions like the social contract or abstract juridical notions. 32 

This idea would seem to reflect the classical anarchist position on 
the state - the way that the state, and indeed the mechanisms of politi
cal representation, including and especially the vanguard party - arc 
antithetical and hostile to revolutionary forces. This was particularly 
evident in the Russian Revolution which, as Voline recounts in TIle 
Unknown Revolution, was a libertarian social revolution that was even 
tually consolidated in a Bolshevik coup d' ctat. I t was riven by con fl iet 
ing ideas - the Bolshevik idea of using the state and cst,lblishing <l 

dictatorship of the proletariat, and thc anarchist idea which W,lS 'to 
carry out the Revolution and resolvc its difficult iI's, nol hv polilicli ,lIld 
state means, but bv 11)(,,1I1S (1\ I1dlurdl, ul1foll'l,d 1'('ol1omil' dl1d soci,1I 
,)Clivitv of the work('r.,' \'('1\' ()I\"II ,]S'>()Cidli(1I1'> .'" i\1011'()\'I'l, 11ll' 
idl"l of d r,lllil',III\" dl'lll<HI.tli(' 1'01\'1'1 \\'hllh, .111Il<l\ Ill' ll'I'Il''>I'llll'd ,111<1 
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which works outside or against the state, is also central to anarchists' 
revolutionary thought. Indeed, they saw the radical democracy of the 
Paris Commune as precisely an example of what Negri would con
sider constituent power. As we have seen, then, anarchism maintains 
that democracy is ultimately irreconcilable with state sovereignty and 
always exceeds it, something that is echoed in Negri: 'Everything, in 
sum, sets constituent power and sovereignty in opposition, even the 
absolute character that both categories lay claim to: the absoluteness of 
sovereignty is a totalitarian concept, whereas that of constituent power 
is the absoluteness of democratic government.'14 

POST-MARXISM 

The discussion of anarchism so far has pointed in a number of ways to 
what might be termed the autonomy of the political. As I have argued, 
anarchism highlights the importance and autonomy of the political 
power of the state much more effectively than does Marxism. In other 
words, in perceiving the state itself as a problem which is essentially 
irreducible to the economic domain, anarchism points to the autonomy 
of the political domain. Indeed, it was the danger presented specifically 
by the political power of the state which meant that it must be con
fronted head on in a revolution. Even though this revolution against the 
state was understood as a revolution of the social against the political, it 
still presents the political domain as a specific question to be addressed 
- even if only as something to be abolished. Furthermore, the notion of 
the autonomy of the political was explored in another sense, through 
anarchist (as well as libertarian-Marxist) ideas of autonomous self
organisation, the rejection of representation and vanguard politics, and 
the movement of radical democracy against the sovereign state. Once 
again, while these themes might - indeed do - suggest an anti-politics, 
they can be seen also as a different way of understanding the autonomy 
of the political: the political disturbance of state sover!'ignty. 

The notion of the autonomy of the political is central to post-Marxism, 
a theoretical perspective ~ best typified by thinkers like Ernesto Laclau 
,11ld Chantal MOllft'e ~ that seeks to deconstruct a number of key con
Cl'pllldl dnd polilical l"<ltegories within Marxism. Laclau and Mouffe 
dddrl'ss wh;]t I hl'\' SCI';] .... 1111' nisis ()f M,u-xism evident not only in the 
l.liltl1l' ()I ~1,11\isl 1,('llilli'>l 1'1')ll'cls, htll ,lIso ill C'lIllTl'Il' socidl

J 

condi 
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fragmentation of the political domain and the rise of the 'new social 
movements' which bear little resemblance to the class struggle of the 
proletariat, at least as it was conceived by Marx. Added to these factors, 
they argue, is the cultural and epistemological condition of postmoder
nity, which entails a certain scepticism about the universal essentialist 
identities and positivistic categories on which Marxism was based. Their 
main contention is that the failure of Marxism as a political project was 
due to its general neglect of politics - to its insistence that the political 
domain was reducible to the economy. 

The idea elaborated by Laclau and Mouffe about the autonomy of 
the political from strict economic and class determination has impor
tant connections with anarchism. Like the classical anarchists, Laclau 
and Mouffe see the political dimension - the dimension of power, 
struggle, antagonism - as not being fully explainable by, or reducible 
to, the economic mode of production. Also, they question the rel
evance, unity and coherence of the central Marxist category of class, 
arguing that, particularly in the later parts of the twentieth century, 
radical political identities are much more heterogeneous; that there is a 
multitude of struggles and social movements today - ethnic minorities, 
students, environmentalists, indigenous peoples, gays, feminists - that 
can no longer be expressed adequately by the concept of class, and 
whose interests and demands are no longer strictly economic. Indeed, 
as Laclau and Mouffe say, 'The common denominator of all of them 
would be their differentiation from workers' struggles, considered as 
"class" struggleS.'15 There is no longer a privileged revolutionary subject 
but rather a plurality of movements, identities and demands. Do we not 
see reflected here, for instance, Bakunin's criticism of the notion of class 
and his preference for the idea of a more heterogeneous and less exclu
sivist 'mass'? Moreover, Laclau and Mouffe show the way that even in 
Marx's time, the various struggles of workers and artisans tended to be 
against relations of subordination generally, and against the destruc 
tion of their organic, communal way of life through the introduction 
of the factory system and new forms of industrial technology, and thue.; 
did not conform to Marx's notion of the disciplined proktcHian strllg 
glc. 1h The same point was made by the anarchists who, as we h<1\I' 
seen, were critical of M,nx's contempt for tIll' pl'<1s.1ntr\' ,1Ild hie.; enthu 
siastic em brace ()f modl'rn i nd ust rv ,1I1d kdlll!llllg\'; t Ill'\' ('Ill P h.1e.;ie.;1 'd 
instl'lld tIlt' libl'rlllri<ln .Illll e.;lllll1l.1IH'llll'o 1'11,11.11'11'1 Illlllllllil,11 ll'lwllillll'o 
<lg<line.;1 11ll' Idl'lllI\ '0\''011'111, hIIIIWII11ll1l', 111,111\ Iii IIH' 'olllq',~',1I''o dllllill', 
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the second half of the twentieth century are explained by Laclau and 
Mouffe as struggles against domination, rather than as simply against 
economic exploitation. Indeed, they were often struggles generated 
around different forms of state intervention, and the way this has 
resulted in an increased bureaucratisation of life: 'In all the domains in 
which the state has intervened, a politicisation of social relations is at 
the base of numerous new antagonisms.rJ7 This is not to say that such 
struggles do not contest capitalist exploitation, but rather that eco
nomic exploitation would be seen here as an aspect of broader relations 
of domination. This ties in with the multitude of struggles that we see 
today: struggles and movements which - while they are constructed in 
opposition to global capitalism - are no longer proletarian struggles in 
the traditional Marxist sense. Instead, they are anti-institutional and 
incorporate a diverse range of issues: the environment, cultural auton
omy, indigenous rights, anti-war and anti-imperialism and so on. This 
is why, for Laclau and Mouffe, contemporary political, social and eco
nomic struggles are more accurately seen as radically democratic rather 
than Marxist; indeed, their proliferation during the twentieth century 
should be seen as part of an ongoing articulation of the democratic 
revolution and its horizon of equality and liberty. 

We can detect, then, a strong resemblance between Laclau and 
Mouffe's post-Marxism and aspects of anarchism; a resemblance which 
is never acknowledged in their work. Anarchism, as we have seen, pro~ 
vides many resources for a critical move beyond Marxism, particularly 
in terms of its theorisation of the autonomy of the political. Moreover, 
many of the theoretical moves employed by Laclau and Mouffe in their 
deconstruction of Marxism - their incorporation, for instance, of ele
ments of post-structuralism and psychoanalysis - are also deployed 
in my elaboration of postanarchism, particularly in its critique of 
essentialist foundations and identities, and its contention that political 
solidarities must be actively constructed rather than simply relied upon 
to emerge organically from social and economic processes. However, 
there arc a number of important differences between post-Marxism 
and postllllarchism. Indeed, it is my contention that an anarchist-based 
,1ppro,lCh Clln serve as II more convincing basis for understanding con
tl'lllpor,lr\' r;ldiclll 1'0liticlll struggles th,lIl a Marxist-based approach -
l'\'l'll Olle ,1S (.Ir rl'1ll1 l\'l'd (II 1111 d "ldS'oil'lll Mllrxie.;t position ,1S LllCIaU and 
i\1111lIil"e.; III le.;I f\1.1I\ie.;lll, 
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question of the state. While in Laclau and Mouffe there is a close analy
sis of the political effects of the different articulations of the state - from 
the Keynesian welfare state to the neoliberal state - there is still the 
assumption that all politics takes place on a state-based terrain. This 
is not to say that, in their analysis, radical political struggles do not 
oppose particular state policies or even certain articulations of the state. 
But they still move on a territory which is conditioned by the problem
atic of state sovereignty: political and social movements make certain 
demands upon the state, seeking either to influence state policy or take 
over state power. 3S 

This view of politics derives in large part from the Gramscian theory 
of hegemony, which was an attempt to explain the way that the bour
geoisie in capitalist societies maintained its dominant position not so 
much through a coercive state apparatus, but through a diffuse series of 
relationships, institutions, ideas and values that were coextensive with 
civil society. Not only the state, in other words, but also the Church, 
schools, universities, private associations, scientific discourses and 
cultural and moral values could all be seen as constructing a bourgeois 
hegemony - a general ideological domination that permeated society, 
and relied not on the direct usc of force (although this was always 
available in the last instance) but on the everyday interactions, as well 
as the participation and consent of people in civil society. Indeed, from 
Gramsci's perspective, it no longer made any sense to separate civil 
society from the state - both were interlinked in a complex series of 
power relations that formed an 'integral State'. According to Gramsci, 
then, the Leninist strategy of seizing control of a centralised state appa
ratus was conceivable in societies such as Russia; while in the West, a 
different strategy had to be devised - no longer the 'war of maneuver' 
but the 'war of position'.3'! In other words, the working class and other 
subaltern groups in society had to develop, through the intellectual and 
moral leadership of the Communist Party, a counterhegemony which 
would rival that of the bourgeoisie: they had to develop their own 
institutions, culture, modes of identification, shared ideas and values
their own 'collective will'. The party, for Cramsci, is the Machiavellian 
prince, whose role was as political leader was to 'conquer ,1 St,ltc, or to 
found a new type of St,ltc .. .'11) 

Now it is prl'cisl'lv thi<; notioll of pilrt\' dllli clilss Il'ddl'r<;hip frolll 
which LlCbu ,1Ild f\l(lllttl' di"t.1I1l'l' tlll'Ill<;I'lvl'C" <;l'('ill~', thi<; ,1<;.1 pdrt 01 
thl' f\1.lIxic,t .111111 ,1'llillic,t 1"'~.1IY III \\'\1i,\1 (;1.11l1C,I'i lI'I11,lilll'd .1II.H'Ill'd 
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Yet, what Laclau and Mouffe retain from Gramsci is the idea of the state 
as that which encompasses political and civil society, and thus the idea 
that hegemonic struggles take place within a state framework - they 
take place over and around the question of state power.41 What is never 
really considered in their analysis is the question of the legitimacy of 
the principle of state sovereignty itself, and the idea that politics can be 
imagined outside the state. The idea of anarchism as a politics of anti
politics would be in a sense foreclosed from their theory, or would at 
least be at the very outer limits of it. 

THE POLITICS OF SOVEREIGNTY 

So, for Laclau and Mouffe, while they provide an innovative way of 
understanding how radical political identities are constituted, one that 
is an important advancement on Marxism, politics still largely takes 
place on the stage set by the state and sovereignty. This docs not mean 
that political struggles do not challenge state power in radical ways, but 
they nevertheless presuppose the state, and particularly the nation
state, as the basic framework for politics. 

This is particularly evident in Mouffe's scepticism towards the idea 
of transnational activism and cosmopolitan politics. While Mouffe is, of 
course, perfectly correct in her criticism of a certain neoliberal vision of 
cosmopolitan globalisation based on the unaccountable and undemo
cratic power of global financial institutions, and while she also makes 
certain valid points of criticism against the democratic cosmopolitan 
vision based on human rights norms and the rule of international law, 
her approach seems to reify the concept of state sovereignty and sees 
the nation-state as the only legitimate site of democratic politics. This 
position becomes more apparent in her condemnation of Hardt's and 
Negri's politics of the multitude, which invokes the idea of a form of 
global democracy beyond the nation-state. 42 While I, too, have certain 
reservations about Hardt's and Negri's understanding of the global 
order and their vision of politics - which I shall discuss in Chapter 4 
- they at least try to think politics beyond state sovereignty. Mouffe's 
<11tl'rnlltive to the coslllop(liitan vision of politics is the idea of a 'pluriv
ersl", which derives from (',lrl Schmitt: 11 a Illulti-polar world where 
c(lmpel ing regiondl hlol's Illdinldin d hllillnc(' of power. Now I fully 
dgll'l' wilh ;ovl()lIiil' ,1\101l1 11ll' Ill'l'd III IlppllC,I' liS ('Illpin' llll illlpl'ri 
,i1i<;l11 ",\1i,\1 clollll'c, 1"'1,11 111 1111' 10I11'~1I01'~1' (d \1111110111 I i,~\1h, ,11111111q~h 
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perhaps not to the extent that Mouffe imagines: should one not, 
instead, place the emphasis on the inconsistency of this human rights 
ideology, on the numerous ways in which the United States, along 
with other Western powers, violate their own human rights commit
ments when it suits their national interest? A cosmopolitan order based 
on universal human rights is, of course, not sufficient, and Mouffe is 
perfectly correct to show that this will often conceal a particular posi
tion of imperial power. However, [ am not sure that the alternative 
she proposes ~ competing regional power blocs like ASEAN and the 
EU maintaining a balance of power ~ is necessarily any more desirable 
than the cosmopolitan vision. It seems to me that regional groupings 
of nation-states, competing for power and resources, is a rather limited 
aspiration for radical politics. Mouffe says: 

Once it is acknowledged that there is no 'beyond hegemony', the 
only conceivable strategy for overcoming world dependence on a 
single power is to find ways to 'pluralize' hegemony. And this can 
be done only through the recognition of a multiplicity of regional 
powers. It is only in this context that no agent in the international 
order will be able, because of its power, to regard itself above the 
law and to arrogate to itself the role of the sovereign.44 

So, to avoid the single imperial sovereign, Mouffe's alternative is 
to have multiple sovereigns. Yet, I fail to see why this is necessarily a 
better scenario: rather than having one single site of oppression and 
domination, we have several. Should one, for instance, welcome the 
rise of China as a rival superpower ~ as Mouffe seems to ~ with its 
authoritarian neocapitalist state and its terrible repression of its own 
people; should one celebrate the EU, with its expanding networks 
of surveillance and its ever more intensively controlled borders? If, 
indeed, this is the alternative that is being proposed, then some sort 
of human rights cosmopolitanism ~ as flawed as it would inevitably 
be ~ seems to me a more attractive proposition. Surely radical politicc; 
must not be condemned to a vision such as this. ;\\l,lrchists want to S(,l' 

not a proli feration of sovereigns, bu t ra ther a t ra nscendence of (st ,lie 
or regional) sovereigntv 'litogetlll'r - ,1 Illuch deeper plurdlis,ltion ,lilt! 
democratisation, ,It the 1('\,(,1 (11 ('0Il11ll1Illiti('C; rdtlll'r t\1,lIl Ildtioll stdll'" 
,11ld rcgiolldl gr( HII)ill)','" r-,1< lllft(' \\,ould ,,('(' 111i" id('.1 .I" C;illll)l\' ('Ilt.lil 
ill" 11l(1tl1<'1 101111 01 ,,(I\'('I('il'llI\', ,111111111'1"('1 (II ('\(itl',illI1" 1,1111 11(1t "11 
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convinced of this, and, indced, it is one of the challenges of this book to 
think politics beyond the problematic of sovereignty. 

What is problematic about the 'pluriverse' position ~ in which any 
attempt to transcend the sovereign state in the name of something 
more universal is condemned as utopian, unrealistic and caught within 
the interminable logic of sovereignty ~ is that it invokes 'realpolitik', a 
cynical realism which is to my mind ultimately conservative. One finds 
this particularly in Wi1Iiam Rasch, in whose neoSchmittian imaginary 
there is a fetishisation of borders, limits, exclusions, conflict. This is 
a kind of ultra politics in which the only guarantee of pluralism and 
democracy ~ indeed, of politics itself ~ is the sovereign state; where 
all notions of revolutionary politics, universal peace and democracy 
beyond the state are rejected as utopian, moralistic, quasi-religious and 
ultimately disingenuous, and where the idea of politics occurring at 
the level of civil society and autonomous associations rather than sov
ereign institutions, is dismissed as anti-political liberal pluralism. We 
can see this clearly in Rasch's critique of Giorgio Agamben (and Walter 
Benjamin): unlike Schmitt who 'locates himself firmly within the politi
cal as defined by the sovereign state of exception, both Benjamin and 
Agamben imagine the possibility of a politics that exceeds the political'.45 
For Rasch, who takes Schmitt's side, it is unthinkable to have a politics 
:",~ich exc.eeds the political, which exceeds, in other words, sovereignty; 
It .IS unthmkable to call into question the structure of sovereignty. A 
cntique along similar lines is launched against Hardt's and Negri's 
notion of the anti-sovereign multitude, which, according to Rasch, 
neglects the ineluctable presence of sovereignty in any form of politics. 
The central argument here is, therefore, that sovereignty is the ineradi
cable dimension of politics, and that any attempt to think of politics in 
terms of a post-sovereign form of a community of non-violence dis
guises the inevitable question of 'who decides?': who or what, in other 
words, determines the limits or parameters of this community?; how 
will it be 'imposed' on those who might disagree with it? The answer, 
for Rasch, is the sovereign.4h So, a politics of anti-politics ~ a politics 
aimed at the abolition of politics ~ is, for Rasch, a logical contradic
tion. Howl'ver, as I h,lVC <lrgued, ,1Il,nchislll is precisely such a politics, 
,1Ild its dspir,ltioll of overcoming stdte sovl'wignty is not in allY sort 
of ('olltrddil'lioll with till' id('.1 of I)oliti('c; unl(,c;s ()Il(' loc,ltes politics 
,tJ\\'.1\'" withill tIll' C;lllll'IIII(' 01 ,,1,11<' C;()\'('n'i)~llt\', \\'hi('h 1":,1,,(,11 ('I(';lrlv 
d(ll'<';, I":,\',(h i" (1I11l'(1 III I.li',(' 11ll' '1i1(",tillI1 "I 1111\\' I'()"I "()\'('I('i)~i1 
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communities will be constituted, what their limits will be, who will 
decide on their parameters, etc.; these are questions which anarchists 
must themselves address. But I would argue that this does not mean 
that we arc always caught within the paradigm of sovereignty - that 
there are other mechanisms for deciding political matters than the 
sovereign state; the various decentralised and autonomous forms of 
direct democracy that anarchists have suggested and, in different con
texts experimented with, suggest that alternatives to state sovereignty 

are possible. 
As I argued in Chapter 2, the question of limits and the difficulty of 

dislodging power relations must be acknowledged and addressed more 
seriously by classical anarchism in particular. However, this was u~d:r
stood as a kind of ethical injunction to continue to interrogate eXIsting 
political stmctures in the name of an open horizon of equality and 
liberty. What concerns me about an approach like Rasch's is th~ way 
that it fetishises limits, exclusions and power, rather than attempting to 
transcend them - it glories in the conservative cynicism that says: give 
up your utopian dreams of the eternal community without a sovereign; you 
will always have sovereignty, this is all we can hope for. And worse, that 
this reification of the sovereign state is contorted into an argument for a 
progressive left politics. This is a kind of' dirty han.ds' :ealism th~t ~ ~ee 
LIS being entirely at odds with the idea of emanCIpatIOn. The limIting 
of politics to the paradigm of sovereignty, and the warding off of any 
attempt to go beyond it, imposes an unnecessary and deeply conservLl
tive constraint upon radical politics. The challenge of emancipatory 
politics must be to transcend the sovereign state, to think beyond it. 

I believe that, for instance, a certain re-articulation of democrLlcy 
beyond the bind of sovereignty can suggest some answers here, ,1 
project that Derrida was engaged in with his notion of the 'democ
racy to come', something that I shall explore in the final chapter. 
Indeed, as I suggested in Chapter 1, I see this working against state 
sovereignty as being at the heart of democracy. In this sense, it is 
somewhat different from Mouffe's notion of agonistic plural democ 
racy in which - in contrast to both liheral consensus and deliher,ltiw 
models of democracy - the mechanism of exclusion thruugh whICh 
the democratic 'we'is constituted is melde fullv visihle r<ltlH'r thdll 
heing hiddell, ,1I1d \vhich is hdsed Oil d ('('!tdill ,1I1tdgl lilist il' Sl"i1ll1 itt i,lIl 
1'l'ldtioIlShil) hl't\\'I'I'11 !lil'llt! ,lIlt! l'IH'IlI\' ,dl1('11 11IH' \\'IH'II' IIH' li~',llll' 
11\ IIH' l'IH'lll\' i-, 1I.lII',lllIlllt't! III ',III>lillJ.III'.\1I11 11 ,I \\Illlli\' .It!\'I'I-',II\',1 
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This approach docs more than simply acknowledge the existence of 
borders, exclusions LInd antagonism in the construction of a demo
cratic identity; it reifies them into the defining and ineluctable feature 
of politics. However, why is making borders visible and central neces
sarily emancipatory? Of course, it is better than leaving them hidden 
- if they are visible they can at least be contested and re-negotiated. 
But the point is that the 'welthey' distinction on which this model 
of democracy is based raises deeper questions about who exactly is 
being excluded, who is the enemy/adversary of the democratic we; 
and how do these discursive exclusions map on to the very real exclu
sions which constitute the identity of nation-states - the real borders 
that are often viciously enforced against those figures of the Other, 
such as the refugee or illegal immigrant? So what is being implied 
here, once again, is the idea that democratic and pluralist politics -
indeed, politics itself - takes place primarily within the nation -state, 
and revolves continually around the problematic of stLlte sovereignty 
and its borders. Perhaps this is also why in Mouffe's theory of democ
racy there is a strong defence of parliamentary institutions because of 
the way that they stage this antagonistic relationship, transforming 
it into a more 'safe' agonism.4K This endorsement of parliamentary 
democracy seems to me like a somewhat limited model for a radically 
democratic politics to follow. Indeed, I prefer Abensour's notion of 
an-archic insurgent democracy, which he clearly distinguishes from 
'conflictual democracy: 

Insurgent democracy is not a variant of conflictual democracy, 
but its exact opposite. Whereas conflictual democracy practices 
conflict in the interior of the state, of the democratic state, which 
gives it its own name, it gives itself away as an avoidance of the 
primary conflict, inclining conflictuality at the same time towards 
permanent compromise, but insurgent democracy situates conflict 
in Llnother place, exterior to the state, against it, and well away 
from the practice of the avoidance of the major conflict - democ
racy against the st(ltc.,I'I 

So, 'llth()ugh M()uffc's m()dl'1 I If dl'l1wcr,IC\' ellshrines the idc(l of (lgo
l1i~li(" cIllllesl,llillll, hl'l'dllsl' il is 1I1lilll.Jlt'lv l'oll('('ived \vithin the st,lte it 
.l\'()id" IIH' IlHllh 1111111' itllld,IIlH'lll.iI ,J1l1,1~~llIli-'lll (Ill' l)ilit'l1li.J1 'lI1l.Ji~') 

Ili-,lll) hl'I\\'I'I'IlII11' ,,1.111' ,111'\ .\1'llltlll,\t\' ihl'll 
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THE AUTONOMY OF THE POLITICAL OR THE POLITICS OF 
AUTONOMY? 

These differing ideas of democracy revolve around two alternative 
approaches to the autonomy of the political. The understanding of the 
autonomy or 'primacy' of the political that is invoked in various ways in 
Mouffe and Rasch, derives from Schmitt. For Schmitt what is specific 
to the political dimension - what makes it distinct from the economic, 
legal, religious and ethical domains - is a sort of existential antagonism 
between friend and enemy. The friend/enemy relation is at the heart 
of all distinctly political relationships and actions: 'The political is the 
most intense and extreme antagonism, and every concrete antagonism 
becomes that much more political the closer it approaches the most 
extreme point, that of the friend-cnemy grouping.' Furthermore, 'Tn its 
entirety the state as an organized political entity that decides for itself 
the friend-cnemy distinction.'so So, for Schmitt, this distinctly political 
relationship is primarily conceived within the state - indeed, the state 
defines itself in its sovereign decision on the friend-enemy antagonism: 
the state decides, in other words, who its enemies are, and this decision 
is what marks the borders of its identity. That is why, for Schmitt, war is 
the ultimate and most extreme articulation of the friend-enemy antago
nism. 51 One can see Schmitt's friend-enemy metaphor reflected in the 
motifs of agonism, conflict and pluralism that figure so prominently 
in both Rasch's and Mouffe's political thinking (although not entirely 
uncritically in Mouffe's case). Yet, as 1 have indicated, to think the politi
cal in this way is to chain it to the mast of state sovereignty. 1 would argue, 
then, that Schmitt's conceptualisation of politics is basically a reaction
ary one that has little to offer radical left thought. By contrast, T find 
Abensour's notion of the autonomy of the political much more fruitful: 

Tn place of conceiving emancipation as the victory of the social 
(a reconciled civil society) over politics, at thc same timc Icading 
to the disappearance of politics, this form of dcmocracy makes 
appcar, works towards, thc pcrmanent ZlppcZlrZlnce of, a political 
community against the state. In place of the opposition of the social 
and thc political, it substitutes th<lt of the politil'<ll ,lIld the stilte. '" 

So fin, then, frOI1lI1l(I\'l'llll'llh (ll (1Iljl(l<..,iti(lIl t(l sLlh' <"'(l\'l'I"l'iglltV Il'sliit 
ill~~ ill till' l'l'lip<"'l' (ll 11(llili(<'" .llld I Ill' <"'lriHlIdlll.lli(lIl (II I Ill' IHllilil'.til l1 Illl' 
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social, as someone like Rasch would claim, what is being proposed here 
is a different notion of democratic politics - one whose opposition and 
exteriority to statc sovereih'llty is the political relation par excellence. In 
(:th~r words, politics docs not always have to be imagined within the 
lImIts of the state for it to be politics. 

Furthermore, what is suggested here is an understanding of politics 
v:hich is anarchist but which, at the same time, goes beyond the clas
SIcal anarchist idea of the subordination of the political principle to the 
social principlc. Earlier T suggested that for anarchists, the autonomy of 
the political signifies precisely the triumph of the organic and rational 
social principle over the artificiality of the political principle of state 
power. But perhaps there is a different way of thinking about the politi
cal principle - one that is detached from state sovereignty and works 
against it in the name of an entirely different kind of political com
munity. This is where the autonomy of the political translates into the 
politics of autonomy - a politics and an understanding of the political 
community which is outside of, and autonomous from, the state.]n this 
formulation, the autonomy of the political is retained - it is not subor
dinatcd to an organic social principle - but it is disconnected from the 
principle of state sovereignty which has for so long served as the prison 
house of politics. Is this new formulation of the autonomy of the politi
cal not much more appropriate for a radical politics of emancipation 
than the one conceived by Schmitt, wherc politics becomes a violent 
~ntensification of state power? All we get with Schmittian 'pure politics' 
IS an en:pty, Hobbesian landscape from which all hope of emancipation 
has vamshed, and where all we can do is wait for the looming shadow 
of the sovereign. 

In this chaptcr J have tried to develop an alternative understand
ing of the autonomy of the political based on the anarchist critique of 
state sovercignty. In an examination of the debate between anarchists 
and Marxists over thc question of state power, r showed that anar
chism was much more sensitive to the dangers of political power and 
authority and therefore to the challenges of politics, than Marxism. I 
also suggested that, although there were certain important - yet unac
knowledged - parallels between anarchism and post-Marxism, that 
an,1rchislll is distinct in Ih'11 it imagines forms of politics and democ
racv I hdl .Ill' no longer posil iOIll'd on I hl' Il'rrain ()f st,lte sovereignty. 
II 1<.., Ill'Il', 11ll'11, 111<11 Wl' .til i\'l' .tl .tIl lllldl'rsl.llHling of rddic,ll politics 
\\,111111 h l'lIllI1Il'll'k llilll'll'IlIII'llll lilt' Ill'. I .')cllIllilli.1I1S; .11lt! \'l'l \\'l1ill1 
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rather than supplanting the political with the social dimension - as in 
the discourse of classical anarchism - still insists on the autonomy and 
primacy of politics. It is here that the anti-politics of anarchism meets 
the politics of postanarchism. 

The following chapter will pursue this project of thinking about poli
tics outside the state. It will do this through an exploration of debates 
over radical politics in contemporary continental theory, showing how 
postanarchism can intervene in them in important ways. 
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Chapter 4 

THE HORIZON OF ANARCHY: RADICAL 

POLITICS IN THE WAKE OF MARX 

In Chapter 3, I explored the anarchist critique of Marxism - particularly 
on the question of state power - and elaborated, on the basis of this, the 
notion of a politics of anti-politics. In opposition to those who confine 
politics to the statist imaginary - and this includes Schmittian and neo
Schmittian conceptions of the 'autonomy of the political' - anarchism 
points to a politics beyond and against the state. The autonomy of the 
political, if it is to mean anything, must mean a politics of autonomy. At 
the same time, however, we can no longer conceive, as did the clas
sical anarchists, of a pure social revolution against power. While we 
must reject the notion of a political revolution aimed simply at seizing 
the reins of the state and, in this way, perpetuating it, and while we 
must reject as entirely inadequate, parliamentary and reformist proc
esses which work within the system of state power - we must at the 
same time question the idea of asserting an immanent, organic social 
principle against the impurities of politics. This does not mean that 
we cannot speak of movements at the level of civil society against the 
state - this is precisely where a postanarchist politics is situated. But the 
point is, as we shall see, that the politicisation of social forces involves 
at the same time a certain displacement of social identities - a certain 
dislodging or rupturing of normal social processes. Postanarchism can 
thus be seen as the attempt to free politics from the state - to conceive 
of a space for politics outside and against the state, and to see politics as 
an activity through which the principle of state sovereignty is radically 
qucsti()ned ;lIld disrupted. Postanarchism is, in this sense, a politics and 
dn illlti p()litic<;; it is <l p()litics thClt h<ls IlO truck with politicians, parties, 
n'v()llIt i()ndl"\' \'illlgll<lrd<; .1Ild ollll'r s('lf procillinwd 'rcpresentatives 
01 II1\' 1'1'111,1,,'; il i..; d \\'d\" III ll,>illi~ .llld dl'II1I11T.lli,>illg j1m\!n wililolll 
1111' tll''>111' 1(1 11(' ill 1'11\\'1'1; il l'II)(I.lilll" ,111 l'lhil'> 111 l''III,ilil\" .lIlt! lil1('lh' 
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beyond the limits of state authority, recognising that the state is the 
bloody altar on which such principles are sacrificed. From the classical 
anarchists we take the fundamental insight that the state is the eternal 
charnel house of revolutionary movements. 

However, what does it mean to have;} revolution - or as I suggested 
earlier, an insurrection - that has as its aim not the seizure of state 
power, but rather its dissolution and transcendence? Moreover, if we 
cannot rely on a natural social foundation to explain such a revolution, 
then how can it be conceived? Under what conditions does it emerge? 

This chapter will address some of these questions, and it will do so 
through an engagement with a number of contemporary debates in 
radical political theory, particularly within the continental tradition. 
My contention here is that not only can a postanarchist approach shed 
light on some on the most pressing issues in radical politics today -
such as questions of state power, the organisation of movements, the 
role of democracy, the place of the subject, the legitimacy of violence 
and the terrain of struggle - but also that contemporary thinkers such 
as Alain Badiou, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Jacques Rancicre 
and Giorgio Agamben, amongst others, draw upon a kind of anarchism 
without acknowledging it. This is not to say that they are anarchists per 
se - and, indeed, most of them would reject this characterisation - but 
that there are certain distinct anarchist clements in their approach to 
politics. It is a matter, then, of teasing out these anarchist threads to 
see where they might lead. Moreover, as T will attempt to show, an 
anarchist or postanarchist position would allow us to transcend thc 
limitations of these approaches and provide a more consistent way ot 
thinking about radical politics today. 

THE FORGOTTEN LINK 

As I suggested in Chapter 1, anarchism has always been a political 
heresy; its rejection of political authority and state sovereignty has con
fined it to the margins of politics. Nevertheless, we can speak of a liber
tarian currentl or undercurrent, that runs through radica I politics, even 
influencing, as we have seen, elenwnts of Marxism. However, the sig 
nificance and innovation of ,1Ilarchism has gener<1l1v been overlooked. 
Indeed, there h,lS (lfkn bel'n <1 perplexing siknCl' .l\1out ,m,lIchism in 
recent r,ldicII politic<ll tlwllght. 1':I"I'wlll'll' I h,I\'I' highlighll'd till' ,m,lr 
chi<-;t tlll'l11('<-; th,1I ('IIIl'I)',I' 111 I)(l"tc;tnll·tlll.di"t tlll'lll\' ' III thillkl'l" Ilkl' 
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Foucault, Derrida and Deleuze and Guattari, for instance, we find a kind 
of libertarian ethos: a critique of authoritarian political and social struc
tures, and of the modes of thought and discourse through which their 
domination is organised. The movement of the nomadic 'war machines' 
against state capture in Deleuze and Guattari, Foucault's unmasking of 
the micro-practices of power, or Derrida's an-archic programme of 
deC(:nstruc~ion, all suggest a strongly anti-authoritarian tendency and 
the mvocatIOn of new, radical forms of politics beyond the confines of 
Mar~ism. Yet, the debt to anarchism here is never fully acknowledged. 
I believe that poststructuralist thought can be grounded consistently in 
anarchism: that is, that poststructuralism can be expressed politically as 
anarchism; although, as I have argued, this would be an anarchism of a 
different, non-essentialist kind. 

We observe a similar silence about anarchism in more recent radical 
political thought, that which comes in the wake of poststructuralism. 
fndeed, in much contemporary continental theory we find a series of 
themes, preoccupations and debates which bear a strong resemblance 
to those of anarchism. Amid the ruins of Marxism - or at least of a 
certain institutionalised and statist form of it - there is a desire among 
many thinkers today to develop new categories and directions for radical 
politics. There is the attempt, first, to find new forms of radical political 
subjectivity no longer based on the Marxist notion of the proletariat. 
There is a recognition that such a category is too narrow to express 
the different forms of oppression, modes of politicisation and ways of 
relating to one's own work and existence that make up the contempo
rary world. However, there is also the recognition of the inadequacy 
of the ultimately liberal notion of 'identity politics' that characterised 
muc~ n~w social movement theory. What is called for is new way 
of thmkmg about how, and by what processes, a subject becomes 
politicised - how does the subject become an egalitarian and collec
t~ve subject? Secondly, there is, among many thinkers today, a rejec
tIon of authoritarian modes of political organisation - for instance, the 
centrally organised Marxist-Leninist vanguard party which would lead 
the proletariat to revolution, or the Communist and socialist parties in 
capitalist countries which sought to play the parliamentary game, thus 
abandoning ,my hope of cm,mcip,ltion frolll the state. There is a need, 
then,.Is Ihldiou would put it, for d politics without <1 pc1rty' - new forms 
Ilfplllitil-.l1 llrg,mi<-;.ltillil th,lI.lil'llI1 II)\l)~I'r<-;trllctull'd dHlund the model 
Ilf till' 1).Ilt\', ,J<., till' Il.llt\' .1i\\'.I\'" h.I".I" ih .Iilll till' Il'Pllltilictilll1 III <-;Lllt' 
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power. Related to this, therefore, is the question of the state itself: the 
immovability of state power, despite the revolutionary programmes 
which promised its 'withering away', and, moreover, the increasingly 
authoritarian character of the so-called liberal democratic state, show 
us that the state remains perhaps the central problem in radical politics. 
Radical thought, therefore, sees politics increasingly as being situated 
beyond the state - there is a desire to find a space for politics outside 
the framework of state power, a space from which the hegemony of the 
state would be challenged. 

It seems to me that these themes and questions - political subjectiv
ity beyond class, political organisation beyond the party and political 
action beyond the state - relate directly to anarchism. If these are the 
new directions that radical politics is moving in, then this would seem 
to suggest an increasingly anarchistic orientation. Indeed, this is a ten
dency that is being borne out in many radical movements and forms of 
resistance today. The emergence of the global anti-capitalist movement 
in recent times suggests a new form of politics, one that is much closer 
to anarchism in its aspirations and tactics, and in its decentralised, 
democratic modes of organisation. Also, the insurrections in Greece in 
December 2008 - which had an explicitly anarchist identification - are 
indicative of this libertarian moment in radical politics. It would seem 
that the prevailing form taken by radical politics today is anti-statist, 
anti-authoritarian and decentralised, and emphasises direct action 
rather than representative party politics and lobbying. Furthermore, is 
it not evident that there is a massive disengagement of ordinary people 
from normal political processes, an overwhelming scepticism - espe
cially in the wake of the current economic crisis - about the political 
elites who supposedly govern in their interests? Is there not, at the 
same time, an obvious consternation on the part of these elites at this 
growing distance, signifying a crisis in their symbolic legitimacy? As il 

defensive or pre-emptive measure,4 the state becomes more draconian 
and predatory, increasingly obsessed with surveillance and control, 
defining itself through war and security, seeking to authorise itself 
through a politics of fear and exception. 

How should radicc11 politic,ll thought respond to this situCltion, IClgging 
behind - ,1S it so ofkn dOl'e; rt'ellit\' '()n thl' gf()lInd'? Mv contenti()n ie; 
thClt dlldfchie;1ll Ill' Illon' j1ll'cie;l'l\' j1o...,tdndn'ilie;1l1 l'dll pro\'idl' e;OIll(' 
dlle;\Vl'le; Ill'n', 111<il'I'd, ,111.1I1ilie;lll Illi~',ilt hI' ""1'1'11 .I"" till' ilidd('ll n'Il'l 
l'llt tm l.Jdil',t! I)(liilil,t! Ih(lIl~',hl IlllLI\" ",hill' If', 11111)(111.1111'(' i..., ""I',lll'('h' 
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acknowledged amongst the thinkers referred to above, anarchism can 
~evertheless offer critical resources for radical political theory, allowing 
It ~o transcend many of its current limitations and, indeed, providing it 
WIth a more consistent ethical and political framework. 

THE STATE AND THE PARTY 

Central to anarchism, as we have seen, is the repudiation of state 
authority. The state is seen as a violent institution of domination - as a 
structure which sustains and intensifies other hierarchies and relations 
of power and exploitation, including economic relations. The state 
is ~lways a~c()mpanied by a statist mind-set or political logic which 
affIrms the Idea of the necessity and inevitability of the state, particu
larlyat r?vo.lutionary junctures, and prevents us thinking beyond it. 

Yet thmkmg beyond the state is something we must do. Indeed, I see 
this as being the central task for radical politics today. As Badiou also 
recognises, the state, and the failure to transcend or escape its thrall, is 
one of the fundamental problems of radical politics: 

More precisely, we must ask the question that, without a doubt, 
constitutes the great enigma of the century: why does the sub
sumption of politics, either through the form of the immediate 
~ond (the masses), or the mediate bond (the party) ultimately give 
fiSC to bureaucratic submission and the cult of the State?5 

What must be explained, in other words, is the relation that ties us to 
the state and which leads to the perpetuation of state power. Like the 
anarchists, Badiou sees the state as more than simply an institution 
or series of institutions; it is also a certain relationship of domination 
to which people arc bound through mechanisms like parliamentary 
den:ocracy or organisations like the vanguard party. This is why, for 
Bachou, there is a certain link between the party and the state - the 
revolutionary party is a centralised and disciplined organisation struc
tured around the aim of seizing state power; indeed, he refers to it as 
if it \wre the olle entity - the party-statc,h This critique of the state and 
~hl' pent\' h,lS cil',lr rt'S()Il,lIlCl'S with ,11ldrchism, As we saw in Chapter 
), ,1Il,1n'ill',I" rq;elld 11ll' 11,1rl\' de; <Ill elllliloril,lri,111 e;lrllctllre which is 

(lI'1~dlli""I'd .ll(llilld 1111' 11111111' )~(Idl (ll )~dillill~~ e;1.1ft> j11)\\'I'r; illd('l'd, Ihl' 
1',111\' i" d Illil'I(I((I"llllIlllH' ',I.Ift> ihl'II, .llld .111 ill',l.lllll' IIllil(' <,1.111' 1'\'1'11 
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before it gets into power. If radical politics is to escape the pitfalls of 
state power and its inevitable authoritarianism, it must also eschew the 

form of the party. 
We also find further parallels with anarchism in Badiou's under-

standing of the state and its relation to society. In Badiou's analysis, the 
state is seen as a certain way of representing a social situation, a way of 
including and counting as one - say through categories of citi~ens~ip, 
practices such as voting- the multiple elements or parts of that situatlOn. 
Here, Badiou maintains, much like Stirner, that the state has no regard 
for the individual, for differences/ it simply incorporates the individual 
as an anonymous element in an overall structure, through the order
ing and assigning of places and roles. We could say, for !nst.ance,. ~hat 
the state's surveillance of public places, its obsession wIth IdentIfIca
tion and information gathering, its management of crowds and move
ments of people, are measures designed to ensure that everyone stays 
put, that everyone is counted, that nothing escapes its incorporati:m. 
Furthermore, according to Badiou, while the state is are-presentatIOn 
of a situation structured by a particular set of social relations - say those 
of bourgeois society with its class hierarchies and capitalist econom.ic 
exchanges - at the same time it is also distinct and separate from .It, 
forming a kind of excrescence. For Badiou, however, the problem wIth 
the Marxist analysis of the state is that by focusing on this point of excess 
_ on seeing the state as a coercive apparatus that can simply be seized in 
a revolutionary upheaval and later suppressed - is that the state is much 
more intransigent and inexorable than Marxists imagined, and that the 
revolution would simply lead to a changing of the guard: 

This is because even if the route of political change ... is bordered 
by the State, it cannot in any way let itself be guided by the latter, 
for the State is precisely non-political, insofar as it cannot change, 
save hands, and it is well known that there is little strategic signi-

fication in such a change.K 

Instead, radical politics must bear witness to the evcnt, in which i" 
revealed what Badiou calls the void of the situation: I hilt which is 11( l\ 

counted or formally included i 11 the si tLia I iOI1, i Is rdd iCdl ill1d dl'sl d hi I i" 
. 'I lIlg excess. 

I sh,lll rl'lurn 10 Ihi" id<'d (ll II1\' l'\,\'111 .111\1 it--, 1)(llili(',11 ('(II1C;<'l]II<'I1\(", 
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with anarchism in Badioll's ilpproach to the question of the state in 
revolutionary politics. The idea that the Marxist seizure of state power 
will produce only a changing of the guard is, as we saw in Chapter 
3, precisely the same warning given by anarchists in the nineteenth 
century. Rather than the state having a class or 'political' character -
so that if the right class controlled it its oppressive character would be 
transformed - the state is, as Badiou puts it, 'non-political' in the sense 
that it cannot change in this way. In anarchist terms, this refers to the 
way that the state has its own specific structural logic of domination 
and self-perpetuation that is not reducible to class, and that cannot be 
displaced simply because representatives of a different class are at the 
helm. So, anarchists would share Badiou's point that what is needed 
is a different form of politics which is not 'guided' by the state: that is, 
which does not have as its aim the revolutionary seizure of state power 
through the vanguard party, but rather which seeks to overcome state 
power through the construction of a different set of relations. In other 
words, there is a need for a politics situated outside the state. Indeed, 
Badiou talks about the need for a politics that 'puts the State at a dis
tance'.l11 This might take the form of non-party political organisations 
which shun involvement in parliamentary processes and which focus 
on specific issues, such as the status and rights of illegal migrants,l1 or 
an autonomous commune where new, egalitarian relations are made 
possible and whose existence constitutes a fundamental rupture with 
state-ordered society.12 

Badiou's political thought, I suggest, invokes and draws upon a 
certain anarchism - indeed, it can be situated against an unacknowl
edged background of anarchism. It is curious, then, that Badiou is so 
dismissive of the anarchist tradition: 

We know today that all emancipatory politics must put an end to 
the model of the party, or of multiple parties, in order to affirm a 
politics 'without party', and yet at the same time without lapsing 
into the figure of allJrchism, which has never been anything else 
than the vain critique, or double, or the shadow, of communist 
pilrtil's, jllst as the black fl,lg is only the double or the shadow of 
I he rl'd f1ilg.l; . 

1'1'111.11)" \\'(' ('.Ill tI('I('(1 11('1('.1 «'ll.lill ,,('11,,(' ()r t1ic;\'(lInf()rl <11 thl' pr()x 
illlil\' (li Ili" (1\\11 I'(llltl(', 1(1 ,1I1.11( 111',111; til\' ',('11',(' ill \\'lli(ll 111\'1<' i" ,111 
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inevitable association with anarchism in his idea of a politics of eman
cipation outside the state and 'without party'. Moreover, it is surely 
unfair to characterise anarchism as merely a 'double' or 'shadow' of 
communism. As I have shown, anarchism departed radically from the 
Marxist tradition, developing its own political analyses and autono
mous revolutionary practices, which, in many respects, tie in with 
Badiou's own approach to politics. Indeed, while Badiou's politics is 
grounded in a different tradition - Maoism - aspects of his political 
thought could be more accurately situated, or rather, repositioned, as a 
kind of anarchism.14 

At the same time, however, we should be cautious here of too easy 
an identification of Badiou's thought with anarchism; to do so would 
be to elide the important ways in which it makes problematic certain 
aspects of the revolutionary narrative of classical anarchism.15 What 
would be opposed in Badiou's account is the idea of the pure social 
revolution that destroys state power in one giant upheaval. The spon
taneous movement of social forces against the state is premised on 
the Manichean division - central to classical anarchism - between the 
natural social principle, and the artificial political principle, between, 
in other words, society and the state. What this opposition neglects, 
according to Badiou, is the deeper dialectical relationship between 
these two forces. In a critique of what he saw as the libertarianism of 
Deleuze's and Guattari's work, Anti-Oedipus, with its polar opposites 
of Flux and the System, the Nomad and the Despot, the Schizo and 
the Paranoiac - in other words, of the spontaneous, revolutionary 
movement of desire against fixed, authoritarian structures and identi
ties - Badiou argues that this simply leads to a sterile politics of resist
ance and opposition that leaves existing power structures intact.1G The 
critique referred to here was written in the 1970s, during Badiou's more 
explicitly Maoist and also Marxist-Leninist phase; and, indeed, it is 
interesting to note the major contrast between his earlier insistence on 
the iron discipline of the vanguard party and its project of seizing state 
power - in opposition to' anarcho-desirers' like DeleuzC' and Cuattari 
and his more recent attempts to conceivC' of a politics beyond the state 
and the party. For all his criticism of the anarchist tradition, Bi1dioll, it 
would sC'em, has moved further in this direction in recent veins, illld I 
can only add that, when c()ml'dred with hi<; l'.lrlil'r fl'ti<;hi<;dtion of till' 
vclllgllind p;ntv, t hi<; is il ~~ood thing. 
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- what he denounced at the time, using the sectarian jargon of the 
day, as ultra-Ieftism 17 

- that is worthy of more serious consideration? 
What I think can be taken from this is a certain problematisation of the 
absolute moral division between society and power that was central to 
classical anarchism. What Badiou's critique forces us to consider is the 
extent to which this sort of Manicheanism obscures a more complex 
relationship between the two forces; the way that - in a Foucauldian 
sense - there might be a more intimate interaction between the society 
and power, a realisation which would unsettle to some extent the 
revolutionary narrative of the great, spontaneous upheaval against 
state power. More specifically, anarchists would be forced to grapple 
with the realities of power: what does it mean to destroy state power?; 
how can this be concretely achieved?; can an overthrow of the state be 
realised without an engagement with other power relations?; to what 
extent is the idea of a totalising revolution against state power a com
fortable illusion that condemns anarchism to a kind of purist position, 
that in reality is a position of impotence? In other words, such consid
erations would make it difficult for anarchism to sustain a position of 
pure anti-politics. However, we must not concede too much to Badiou 
here. To raise these questions is in no way to disqualify an anti-state, 
anti-authoritarian politics; it is not to suggest, as Badiou does in this 
particular critique (although as we have seen he later changes this 
position), that radical politics, if it is to be effective, must embrace the 
discipline of the vanguard party and gear itself towards the revolution
ary seizure of state power. To say that anarchists must engage with the 
realities of power is not to say that they must work within the state and 
give up their opposition to it. Badiou says, in his critique of the libertar
ian position, that: 

the State is the only political question. The revolution is a radically 
new relation of the masses to the State. The State is a construction. 
A rupture without construction is the concrete definition of failure, 
and most often in the form of a massacre: the Paris Commune the , 
Canton Commune, the anarchists of Catalonia .. Y\ 

In opposilion I() thi<;, I would argue that the political question posed 
h\' lilt' stdll' dOl'<; 11llt pl'rldin III hllw Olll' sh<lliid Sl'i/,\' stdtc power, but 
to 11Ilw (JlH' c;hllllid hllild .1 jllllilil'c, Il('\'olld ih ~~rdc,I): how Ollt' should 
1111ild.l 1111Iili('c, ",ilidl, III Ih \('1\' ('\hl('IIl(', jlll'Slljllll}c,('C, IIH' l.ldi(·,li 
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dissolution of the statist imaginary. Moreover, the need for construction 
docs not entail the need for, or the inevitability of, the state, as if the 
state was the only way of achieving a political construction. Indeed, the 
examples Badiou gives of ruptures without a construction - the ~aris 
Commune, the anarchist collectives in Spain, and so on - were preClsely 
concrete non-state political constructions, regardless of their eventual 
defeat. To suggest that they failed because they sought an autonomous 
existence outside the party and the state entirely misses the point: that 
their political innovation, the way they gave us a glimpse o~ a new.v:ay 
of life, a new way of organising social relations and makmg politIcal 
decisions, was possible only because they were autonomous from the 
party and the state. That is to say, their political value lay precisely in 
this autonomy - a point that Badiou himself later seems to accept, at 
least with regard to the Paris Commune. 

What is really at issue here is the question of concrete political organ
isation, rather than a political construction that is imposed by, and con
fined to, the state. Rather than a spontaneous rebellion against the state 
that occurs everywhere, all at once, driven by forces that arc immanent 
within the social body, an anarchist politics requires conscious and 
patient organisation: the building and defending of autonomo~s, collec
tive spaces outside the state; the experimentation with alternative forms 
of democratic decision making and egalitarian forms of exchange; and 
even a form of discipline, as long as it is a discipline imposed voluntarily 
and without coercion by the subject on him- or herself, rather than by 
a revolutionary leadership - a discipline that comes, f(?r i.ns~ance,. wi~h 
a commitment to a cause (here we might speak of a dzsC/plme of mdlS
cipline, an anarchist discipline). This is what I mean by an. engagem:nt 
with the realities of power. A postanarchist position calls mto questIon 
the idea of an immanent revolution of society against politics; but on 
the other hand, it entirely rejects the idea that politics must take place 
within the framework of the state and the political party (whether it be 
of the parliamentary or revolutionary vanguard kind). Instead, it seeks, 
on the one hand hand, to detach the notion of politics from the stZlll', 
and on the other, to detach society from ZI nZiturZlI, morZiI foundation 
outside politics. In other words, postanarchislll calls for <1Il invention 1)1 
ZI political spZlce [l('f(l1('('11 s()cil'tv <md tIll' state, hl'twl'l'n the soci<ll ordl'l 
Z1nd the p()litical order. Thi<..;, I hl'lil'\'l', i<..; whdt 1),1lIiOlI, wit h his 1l111J(' 
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THE DILEMMAS OF RADICAL POLITICS 

The possibility of a politics that works outside the structures of the state 
and the party is central to contemporary radical politics and its future 
directions. As J have argued, a re-consideration of anarchism is vital for 
theorising this form of politics. Indeed, the question of anarchism has 
a!i~en in a recent debate between Simon Critchley and Slavoj Zizek. 
Critchley has made an argument for what he calls 'an-archic metapoli
tics', something that draws - albeit obliquely - on the anarchist tradi
tion: this is a form of politics that takes a distance from the state, which 
makes demands upon it while working independently of it. 19 It avoids a 
head-on confrontation with the state, working instead in the interstices 
of state power, constructing spaces beyond its grasp. Zizek, ever the 
Leninist, writes in response: 

The ambiguity of Critchley's position resides in a strange non 
sequitur: if the state is here to stay, if it is impossible to abolish 
it (or capitalism), why retreat from it? Why not act with(in) the 
~tate? ... Why limit oneself to a politics which, as Critchley puts 
It, 'calls the state into question and calls the established order to 
accou~t, not i~ order to do away with the state, desirable though 
that mIght be 11l some utopian sense, but in order to better it or to 
attenuate its malicious effects'? These words simply demonstrate 
that tod~y's liberal-democratic state and the dream of an 'infinitely 
demand11lg' anarchic politics exist in a relationship of mutual 
parasitism: anarchic agents do the ethical thinking, and the state 
docs the work of running and regulating society.20 

Instead of working outside the state, Zizek claims that a more effective 
strategy - such as that pursued by the likes of Hugo Chavez, or, indeed, 
Len.in - is to grasp state power and use its machinery ruthlessly to 
achIcve one's political objectives. In other words, if the state cannot be 
done away with, then why not usc it for revolutionary ends? 

Therc is in this exchZlngc an echo of the old debate between the 
Z1n?rchists Z1nd Marxists. This is not to suggest thZlt Critchley is an anar
chist III the cl<lssic<11 sense. Nevertlwless, this resurrection of the con
troVl'l<";V ()\'l'r the stdtl' thro\Vs into sh'lrp relief thl' dill'lllllld confrontin<> 
Iddic,li politicc; t(ld.1\': 101.1"1' 1)\'1'1 II\(' Illl'I'hdllic;lllc; oilhl' <..;1<1t(' ,1Ild 1I<";~ 
il t(l il'\'olllli(lllic;I' ',lllil'I\', (1110 \\(li" (llllc;idl' Ill!' ',I.Iit' \\ilh Ill!' llitiln,lil' 
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aim of transccnding it through thc dcvclopmcnt of altcrnative commu
nitics and practices. Wc have, with Zizek, thc neo-Lcninist vanguard 
approach, and with Critchley, an alternativc approach that tcnds in thc 

direction of anarchism. 
Despitc thc obvious pitfalls of the Leninist vanguard stratcgy, wc 

should ncvcrtheless takc Zizek's challenge to Critchlcy seriously: that, 
in othcr words, thc problem with the stratcgy of working outside the 
state is that it may cssentially Icave thc state intact, and cntail an irrc
sponsible and even self-indulgent politics of dcmand that hidcs a secret 
rcliance on thc state to takc care of thc everyday running of socicty. Ts 

thcre somc truth to this claim? 
Thcre arc two aspects that T would like to address hcre. First, the 

notion of demand: making ccrtain demands on the statc - say for 
highcr wages, cqual rights for cxcluded groups, to not go to war or an 
cnd to draconian policing - is one of thc basic strategies of social move
ments and radical groups. Making such dcmands does not necessarily 
mean working within thc state or rcaffirming its legitimacy. On the 
contrary, demands are madc from a position outside thc establishcd 
political ordcr, and thcy often excccd the qucstion of the implemen5a
tion of this or that spccific measurc. They implicitly call into qucstlOn 
the legitimacy and even thc sovereignty of thc state by highlight.ing.fun
damental inconsistencics bctween, for instance, a formal constItutional 
order that guarantees certain rights and equalitics, and state practices 
that in reality violate and dcny them. Jacques Ranciere givcs a succ~nct 
example of this when hc discusses Olympe dc Gouges, who, at thc tIme 
of the Frcnch Revolution, demandcd that women bc given thc right to 
go to thc Asscmbly. In doing so, shc demonstrated the inconsistency 
betwccn the promise of equality - invokcd in a gcncral sense and yet 
denicd in the particular by thc Dcclaration of the Rights of Man and the 
Citizen - and the political order which was formally bascd on this: 

Womcn could make a twofold demonstration. Thcy could demon
stratc that they wcrc deprivcd of thc rights that they had, thanks 
to thc Declaration of Rights. And thcy could demonstrate, through 
thcir public action, that they had the rights that the constitution 
denied to thcm, that they could enact those rights. So IIll'v c()uld 
act as subjects of I he Rigl~ls of f\klll in I h(' prt'l'ie;l' e;l'lle;l' I hdl I hdvl' 
Illentiolll'd, Thl'\' dctl'd de; e;llhjl'l'h I h,lI did III II h.l\'l' I Ill' ri)',hh I h,lI 
Ihl'\' h'lll ,lilt! h.ld I Ill' Iq',hh 111,11 11ll'\ h.ld Il'lll 
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While this was a demand for inclusion within thc political order, it at 
thc same time cxposcd a fissurc or inconsistcncy in this ordcr that was 
potentially dcstabilising, thus sccking to transcend the limits of that 
order. 

Lct's takc anothcr cxamplc: the dcmand to cnd draconian bordcr 
control measures and to guarantce the rights of illegal migrants. While 
this is also a demand, to some extent, for the inclusion of those cur
rcntly excludcd from the national state order, it neverthcless comcs 
from a place outside it - challcnging thc sovereign prcrogative of 
thc nation-statc to detcrmine its borders. It also highlights ccntral 
contradictions and tensions within global capitalism and its relation 
to the nation-statc: while global capitalism claims to promotc the 
free movement of people (as well as capital and technology) across 
borders, it scems to be having precisely the opposite effcct: that is, the 
intensification of existing borders and the ercction of new oncs, not 
to mention the morc general control and restrictions placcd on the 
movemcnt of pcople within national territories. Tn dcmanding an end 
to increasingly brutal bordcr control and surveillancc measurcs, and in 
mobilising people around this issuc, activist groups are cngaging in a 
form of politics that ultimately calls into question the vcry principle of 
statc sovereignty. Thc question of the excessiveness or'irresponsibil
ity' of such dcmands should be turned around: thcy arc dcmands that 
are drivcn by an I an -archic' responsibility for the liberty and cquality 
of others.22 While a radical politics of today would not be limited to 
the articulation of dcmands, and, indeed, would seek to go beyond 
this by building viable alternativcs to the state, we should nevertheless 
acknowlcdge the radical potential of making demands and thc position 
of autonomy already implicit within this practicc. 

Thc sccond aspcct of Zizek's critiquc is the qucstion of the extent 
to which an anarchist politics outside thc statc implicitly rclies on thc 
continuity of thc statc. To what cxtent docs this sort of politics signify 
a retreat or withdrawal from the responsibilitics of wielding statc 
pOWCl', Llllowing things to continue as normal, or cvcn to gct worsc 
it, tor instance, far right forces manage to gain control of the state? In 
responsc 10 Ihis, it could be argucd that far right forccs have, in thc past, 
lIsed b()1 h P;lJ'li<lIl11'lll;lIY ;lIld 1l01l p;lJ'li<lIl11'ntary means to gain power; 
,lilt!, illt!l'l'll, I Ill' II lrJn;li, p.lrli.lllll'lll,lI\' Il'll hilS I lrtl'1l hCl'1l l'ntirely ind
Il'cli\'(' ill 1)1l'\'I'lllill)~ Ihie" ". 1'1",ie,I.lllll' III I,ll li)~hl Illn'l'e; l',lIl hI' dll'c 
11\'1' 'lilh' il ,I )',l'llJlilll' 1),>lill' ,Ii ,lill'II1.III\I' I', "lilll'i\',lhll', .Jlld Ihi·, w()uld 
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require the mobilisation of people not so much at the state level- that 
is, elections - but at the level of civil society. Moreover, one of the ways 
of demonstrating the capacity of non-state political alternatives is the 
development of autonomous communities, collectives and organisa
tions that exist beyond the control of the state. The countless experi
ments in autonomous politics taking place everywhere - squatters' 
movements, social centres, indigenous collectives, land re-occupation 
movements, blockades, worker occupations, alternative media centres, 
communes, numerous activist networks and so on - are evidence of 
this possibility. It is here that I would want to push Critchley's argu
ment beyond its own limits. Critchley is right to suggest that the state 
today is too powerful for full-scale assaults, and that a more effec
tive strategy is working around it, at the interstices of state power. 
However, this does not mean that the state is a permanent, inevitable 
feature of political life - as Critchley seems to suggest.24 If autonomous 
communities and organisations are increasingly able to perform the 
functions traditionally carried out by the state - for example, the way 
that in the wake of the economic crisis in Argentina in 2001, coopera
tives and local assemblies provided basic social services in the absence 
of a functioning government - then the future of the state is by no 
means guaranteed. With the current economic crisis, the unwillingness 
or incapacity of governments to provide decent services for their popu
lations will, I believe, increasingly expose the general inadequacy of the 
state in satisfying social needs. It is here that alternative forms of social 
organisation become conceivable. 

While Zizek raises important questions about the efficacy of politics 
outside the state, the alternative he offers - revisiting ideas of the van
guard party, the proletarian dictatorship and revolutionary state terror, 
which I shall discuss later - is a completely defunct and outmoded 
model of politics, if indeed it ever had any emancipatory value to begin 
with. As I have suggested, radical politics seems to be heading today in 
precisely the opposite, more anarchic, direction. 

SUBJECTIVITY BEYOND CLASS? 

The question of new forms of politics which go beyond the M,lrxist ,md 
Leninist models, also throws up thl' qUl'stion of nl'W forms of politicdl 
subjectivitv bey()nd till' f\1.u-xist l1otion ()f tlH' pIoll'i.lIi,lI. 111 M.lIxi'-.t 
thI'Ol)" Ihl' I'dll'gol), (ll till' \V()Il-d'l Wde; tll1<1I'I'-.t()()(1 ill IW(l '-.I'I1e;I''-.: d'-..l 
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socio-economic category whose specific place in the industrial system 
embodied the general inhumanity of capitalism, as well as a revolution
ary subjectivity politically constituted through a revolutionary vanguard 
party whose goal was the dictatorship of the proletariat. However, as 
we have seen, the classical anarchists questioned the consistency and 
even the revolutionary consciousness of this class subject, arguing that 
elements of the industrial proletariat had already taken on bourgeois 
and conservative values, and that other classes, such as the peasants 
and lumpenproletariat, should also be designated as revolutionary. 
The anarchists' emphasis on the heterogeneity and 'formlessness' of 
the collective revolutionary subject has become more relevant today. 
Many contemporary radical thinkers seek to describe the subject of 
emancipation in terms other than the proletariat, strictly defined in the 
Marxist sense. 

However, this break with class as the determining element of radical 
political subjectivity is by no means to suggest that class is no longer 
Important, or that class divisions no longer exist. Nor is it to suggest 
that ~conomic inequalities, deprivations, exclusions and antagonisms 
are still not central to radical political struggles. Indeed, the emergence 
of the anti-capitalist movement in recent times shows that the dislocat
!ng effects of global capitalism are ever more central to the radical polit
Ical agenda. Moreover, the idea of the heterogeneity of subjects should 
not lead us into some vague notion of 'identity politics'. While certain 
fo~ms .o.f identity politics - the struggles for recognition on the part of 
mmontles - played, and continue to play, an important role in claiming 
equal treatment and rights, the point is that, in many Western societies 
at least, the simple assertion of a cultural, sexual or gender identity dif
ference is no longer necessarily radical, and it is often all too smoothly 
accommodated within the state system.25 Wendy Brown, for instance, 
shows ~ow dema~ds for recognition on the part of minority groups 
often bmd them turther to the state, making them more dependent 
on .the. state for the recognition of this identity and the protection of 
theIr nghts, thus allowing the state to extend its power over life. For 
ins~ance, the rights claims of certain feminist groups simply reaffirmed 
theIr status dS 'victims' requiring the protection of the state. Brown 
,lsks: 'Mighl e;uch protection codifv within bw the very powerlessness 
it sl'('ks 10 n'lin'se;}',", ' 

\Vlt.ll lilllih i<l('lllil\' 11()lilil''-. i'-. Il(ll Ill'll''-.'-..I,ih' IIH' \\'.1\' IIt"1 <lI'I11,lIllis 
.III' .1<1<1 I l''-.'-.('<I 1(1 Ill<' '-.1,11('; .I', 11t.l\'(' .1I)',IIl'd .tI,( l\(', ll'li.lill <1('111.111<1'-. t()1 
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the recognition of the rights of others - illegal migrants, for instance 
- can produce dislocating effects on the state system and call into 
question the principle of state sovereignty. What limits much identity 
politics is, rather, the way it is based around forms of identification that 
can be incorporated into the structure of power in 'multicultural' socie
ties: gender differences, sexual differences, religious differences and the 
demand that such differences be 'respected' by institutions and other 
people. The state institutionalisation of this notion of respect not only 
de-politicises differences, but it also often leads to the restriction of the 
freedom of others - think, for instance, of the laws against 'hate speech' 
in the United Kingdom, or the myriad puritanical rules and coercions 
relating to sexual harassment in the workplace, or the discursive vio
lence and fundamentalism of Political Correctness. Most importantly, 
identity politics is often unable to politicise capitalism, apart from a 
vague notion that capitalism is racist, sexist or homophobic. Here I 
think Zizek is right to suggest that many struggles for identity recog
nition, and the liberal multicultural politics that it leads to, take place 
against a background of an implicit de-politicisation of global capital
ism.27 

The terrain of radical politics has shifted in recent times in the direc
tion of a more explicit problematisation of global capitalism and state 
power. This suggests new modes of political subjectification which 
challenge the various ways in which we are subordinated to capital, 
the ways in which capitalism subsumes and reconstitutes our every
day lives, relationships and experiences: from the constraints of the 
workplace, to the hierarchisation of social relations, the commodifica
tion and market rationalisation of daily activities, the privatisation oj 
public spaces and the atomisation of our interactions with others. It 
also suggests forms of politics and su bjectification which call into ques· 
tion authoritarian relationships, practices and institutions, particularly 
those that are concentrated within, and are sanctioned and organised 
by, the state. Indeed, this ethical and political critique of authority, and 
the desire to live without it, is what distinguishes the anarchist positioll 
from other left politics. Radical subjectification, tlwrdoH" involVl's 1101 
only a political critique of the state and its inherent violence ,11ld domi 
nation, but also a kind of l'lhicli intl'rrog<1lioll of olle's ps\'chol()gic.11 
dqwndence Oil the Sid\(': ,1S SlinH'r would pul ii, '.1 \v()rkillg Imlh ()f 1lH' 
out olthe esldhlislH'd'.''i 1\,ldic,t1 suhj('clili(,lIi'lllllli),,111 hI' <"(,(,11 ill 1('1111', 
01,111 iIlSllll('('li(lll 11/ IIH' ",'II.1~'"lill<.,lllH' id('lllllll", .]"1111111'<" illlj1II<"('d Illl 
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us by the state; it is the process by which the subject 'takes a distance' 
from the state. 

Furthermore, political subjectification increasingly invokes a univer
sal dimension. This is not only in the sense that radical political struggles 
and movements emerge today on a terrain defined by globalisation, but 
also in the sense that they go beyond the mere assertion of a particular 
identity, and instead seek to form alliances, networks and solidarities 
with one another. A politics that is based around the assertion of an 
identity, or that seeks an institutional recognition of a specific differ
ence, leaves largely un-contested economic relations and institutional 
power, as well as confines itself to a certain particularity, thus closing 
ltself off from struggles and identities outside itself. What is foreclosed 
is an egalitarian, collective, democratic dimension which embodies 
a necessary openness to the other. Identity politics is often a form of 
sovereign politics - the assertion of a sovereign identity, self-contained 
in its difference. The act of subjectification becomes radical when the 
subject or group of subjects understand their suffering and struggles 
in relation to those of others. Indeed, the insistence on universality as 
a necessary dimension in political subjectification can also be found, 
in different ways, in Badiou, Zizek, Ranciere and Laclau. For all these 
thinkers, there is the idea that for politics to take place, a part must 
come to express - if only temporarily or contingently - the iniquity of 
the whole and the struggle to rectify it; just as Marx saw the proletariat 
as the excluded part of capitalism that at the same represented the 
general catastrophe of capitalism and, therefore, the universal desire of 
humanity to be emancipated from it. 

Yet, why is 'the proletariat' no longer an entirely sufficient category 
today to understand political subjectification? To say that class struc
tures and divisions have been eroded or utterly fragmented would 
be too quick here. Obviously, even in our 'post-industrial' societies, 
there are still sectors of the population who do manual work and who 
are subject to terrible forms of exploitation - to say nothing about the 
countless millions of workers who live a desperate and deprived exist
ence in poorer countries. Indeed, capitalist globalisation is producing, 
if anything, a rc-prolctarianisation of the entire world, where, increas
ingly, working cOlldilions thill one might have expected to find in the 
Third World Ihl' worsl killd ()( sW(',ll shop Idhollr, for instance - can 
he ,1151) (I )ulld .II Ill\' 1H',1I1 (d tI('v('I, lj1I'd ('('I lll( lllli('S.'" i'v1ort'()\'t'r, if W(' 
.II(' III lllllll'l<.,1.1I1d .]<., 1\1.11\ hil1l",'11 did Ill,dl'l.lIi,lIh ,1<" Illtl'-,I' who 
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arc excluded from the fruits of the wealth they produce and whose 
deprivation is the necessary structural feature of capitalism, then we 
can certainly retain this designation; although the lumpenproletariat 
(or sub-proletariat), or simply the global poor - the under-employed, 
casually employed or those completely excluded from employment and 
the market - might be a more accurate term to describe these' dispos
able' millions. The issue here is not work itself or one's relation to work: 
work, its insecurities, or the sheer lack of it, is still obviously central 
to most people's lives. The problem with the notion of the proletariat 
relates to the way it was conceived in orthodox Marxist theory: both as 
a socio-economic category designating a specific class in society, as well 
as a political subjectivity which would be organised and led through 
the vanguard party. The proletariat was a specific sociological and 
political identity that was constructed in Marxist theory and imposed 
on workers, workers whose daily lives and experiences often did not 
conform to it: hence, for instance, Marx's emphasis on the role of the 
factory in producing a disciplined, united working class; Kautsky's eco
nomic reductionist view of class divisions; and Lenin's enthusiasm for 
Taylorism as a tool for the social rationalisation of labour. The proletar
iat had to be produced as a coherent, uniform identity which would be 
guided to revolution by the most enlightened, class-conscious sectors 
of the working-class movement. 

Yet, we might question whether the proletariat was ever a uniform, 
coherent class in this way: it comprised multiple, heterogeneous and 
often conflicting struggles and identities - artisans who sought to 
defend traditional ways of life and work, workers who rebelled against 
the coercions and discipline of the factory system, engaging in machine 
breaking and other forms of industrial sabotage and so on. Indeed, it 
was more these spontaneous and immediate struggles against capital
ism and the industrialisation process that anarchists celebrated, rather 
than subscribing to the Marxist narrative of workers embracing till' 
technology and processes of industrial capitalism as the tools of their 
future liberation. Moreover, RanciCre gives us a glimpse into the lIb 
ertarian dreams and literary passions of rrench workers during till' 
nineteenth century, the ways in which they resisted and problcmd 
tised their identity as simplv 'workers', seeking to l'SCd]1l' rdt Ill'r t hdll 

embrace thl' 'glories' of mdnlldl work. ,II I krl' 1\,lIH'il'rl' displ,ll'l's 11ll' 
very concept of cl<lsS ill I Ill' ~1dr:'\ic;1 illldgill,lI\', Ilhl\'\'d, Ill\' c;lIhj\'dili\.1 
lion Ih<lt Idk\'c; pld\'(' 1ll'1\' i .... d 1)1\'\'ic;\'h' ,11\·111 ..... 11 III (1IH" .... \· .... t.ll1li .... il\ . .! 
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identity as worker, and instead an active, even utopian experimentation 
in modes of artistic expression - particularly literature and poetry _ that 
were deemed 'bourgeois' and unsuitable for workers. Subjectification 
is understood here in terms of a 'dis-identification', a displacement of 
one's socially defined role - something that produces a dissonance or 
disruption of the order of established identities and places. So, even in 
Marx's time class was perhaps never an entirely consistent, coherent or 
stable identity. We have no reason to imagine that the political desig
nator of class would be anything but more fragmented, and less stable 
and consistent, today. 

THE PEOPLE OR THE MULTITUDE? 

If the proletariat no longer serves as an entirely sufficient category for 
radical politics today, what forms of subjectivity can take its place? It 
is here that I would like to examine two alternative ways of thinking 
about the subject: the people, as a heterogeneous ensemble contin
gently constructed around a chain of demands; and the multitude, as 
a political organism that, for Hardt and Negri, is immanent within the 
productive processes of post -Fordist capitalism. 

For Laclau, the 'the people' should be seen as the central category 
of radical politics. In his work on populism, Laclau describes the 
discursive logics of articulation that go into the construction of 'the 
people'::11 he shows that this figure is not an empirical reality or an 
essence that emerges teleolOgically through the development of social 
and economic forces, as in Marxism. Rather, it is a political and dis
cursive construct which emerges through the articulation of 'chains of 
equivalence' between different socio-political demands. Therefore, we 
cannot presuppose any sort of natural or essential unity between differ
ent identities, demands and antagonisms that emerge all around us on 
the political field; this unity has to be constructed in a contingent way 
around some sort of common political frontier. Moreover, in contradis
tinction to the Marxist position, the moment of political unity between 
identities and the demands upon which this unity is constructed, 
is exterior to capitalism. Laclau gives an example: 'The demand for 
higher W<lgl's docs nol dl'rivl' (rolll the logic of capitalist relations, but 
inl\TIlIp\c; I h.lt logi\' ill 1\TIllS I hill ill"\' illi\'ll 10 il thosl' of a discourse 
\'llIl\'('lIlill'~ jll .... lil\" (Ill \'\.11111,1\ .. ':' 
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position and Laclau's and Mouffc's deconstruction of Marxist catcgo
rics of class and economic reductionism. The value of Laclau's notion 
of populism for a post-anarchist analysis lies in its non-essentialist 
approach to thc political subjcct - thc way that a certain identity or 
position cannot bc assumed to be immancnt, and has to be constructed 
around political, ethical and discursive positions. Howcver, where the 
notion of populist politics bccomes morc problematic from an anar
chist point of view is that even though populist movements embody an 
anti-systemic dimension, they are generally organised around a leader: 
the desires, passions and aspirations of the movcment are symbolically 
invested within the figure of the leader, or within a particular political 
party, which pitches itself in opposition to the cxisting political systen:. 
Indeed, the examples of left-wing populist movements that Laclau 1S 

especially fond of are Pcronism in Argentina, and the movements in 
support of Chavez in Venezuela. Of course, such movements arc not 
nccessarily overtly authoritarian; although therc is, T would say, an 
implicit authoritarian dimension in any populist movcment. Yet, what 
makes this model of politics problematic is the notion of political lead
ership and representation, which is always a hierarchical and unequal 
power rclationship, and the attempt to construct, somctimes coercively, 
a certain uniformity out of the dcsires of those who are 'rcpresented'. 
Representation, for anarchists always ends up as a reaffirmation of 
thc state, and consists of replacing onc form of political authority for 
another. This is perhaps why populism has traditionally becn a figurc 
of thc politics of the radical right;33 and, moreover, is usually a politics 
confined - spatially and idcologically - to the nation state entity.34 

As an alternativc to the people, perhaps we can consider Hardt's and 
Negri's notion of the multitude, as formulated in their works Empire and 
Multitude. They argue that within thc global Empire of capital, therc is 
the growing hegemony of 'immaterial labour': labour that is incrcas
ingly aimcd at the production of information and knowlcdge rather 
than material objects. Immaterial labour is not just a mode of eco 
nomic production, but also a form of biopolitical production in which 
ncw social relationships and ncw forms of life arc created through 
proliferating networks of communication and common ~nowil'dgl" 

Whilc thcsc 'things' arc produced under conditions ot l"<lPlt<lIISI1l <lnd 
private ownership, they <lre incH'<lsingly difficult tIl cOl1l11l0dify <1lld 
tend tow<Hds;l 'being ill COlnI1l01l'. Wh,lI ie; ('Illl'q~ill~~ wit h t hie; IOrln o! 
productioll ie;, tlll'n'ion',.1 Ill'\\' !(lllll 01 e;l1hj(,(ti\'ih d('!ilH'd hy till' I'(l'" 
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sibility of a 'bccoming-common' of labour. This commonality, which 
Hardt and Ncgri tcrm the multitudc, is a class conccpt, but one that, 
thcy argue, is differcnt from the Marxist notion of the proletariat: it 
refcrs to all those who work undcr Empirc, not simply or even prima
rily manual workcrs. Its existcnce, moreovcr, is bascd on a bccoming 
or immanent potential, rather than being defined by a strictly cmpirical 
existence; and it rcprcscnts an irreduciblc multiplicity - a combination 
of collcctivity and plurality - rather than a unified idcntity like 'the 
pcople'. This immanent mUltiplicity has a tcndency to converge into a 
common organism, a singularity, that will onc day turn against Empirc 
and emancipate itself.35 

There are many aspects of Hardt's and Ncgri's argumcnt concern
ing thc multitude and cmcrgent forms of politics that reflcct anarchists 
themes. While they insist that they arc 'not anarchists but commu
nists',36 their motif of a spontaneous insurgency of thc multitude, 
which is not mediated through the vanguard party, and which cman
cipates itself from global capitalism and political sovcreignty, secms to 
directly invoke a form of anarchism. Moreovcr, their cmphasis on ncw 
forms of political commonality based on networked communication, 
affinity and dircct dcmocracy, scems to describe aspects of the global 
anti-capitalist movemcnt and, indeed, many activists in this move
ment have recognised thc relevance of their ideas. Thc form of politics 
they construct is informcd to some extent by the libertarian Marxist 
or autonomist tradition, whose similarities with anarchism I havc 
explorcd in Chapter 3. 

Ncvertheless, therc are a number of problems with their approach. 
First, their idea of thc multitude relies on an immanentism: the multi
tude is coming to the forc everywherc, due to the dynamics of Empirc 
and the prevalence of 'immaterial labour'; new forms of commonality 
are cmcrging through biopolitical production and proliferating tech
nologics. Therc is a kind of organic incvitability about the coming of 
thc multitudc and its transccndcncc of Empire through a general revolt. 
In many ways Hardt's and Ncgri's analysis parallels Marxist historical 
materialism: just as the proletariat mcrges into an idcntity and becomes 
class conscious through the dynamic of industrial capitalism, thus 
LTl'<lting a revolutill1l<lrv potl'lltial within capitalist societies through 
its kllSio1l wit h hourgeois H'ld! i01le; o( production, so the Illultitude 
((lime, illt(l.1 1'(lI11I11(lll.llil\' tll1llll~~h till' d\'Il,lI11ic (l( 'illlllldtl'ridl' Idbol1r 
.llld 1)I(ldlllli(ll1, 1T('.ltil1~~.1 1(·\'(J\lIti(lll.lIY \l(lll'l1ti,i1 withill 1-:i1l11in', III 
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each scenario, a particular agency harnesses the economic forces of 
capitalism in order to transform them and create a new series of social 
relationships. A postanarchist approach would question this narrative: 
the coming of the multitude cannot be simply assumed; its emergence 
is not entirely explainable by economic processes. Nor can its political 
commonality be guaranteed. To imagine this to be the case is to fall 
into a kind of essentialist or foundationalist argument, where there 
is a dependence on an ontological 'substance' or material founda
tion whose inner dynamic is the motor that generates certain forms of 

politics. . 
Secondly, we find in Hardt and Negri a rather suspect adoption of 

the idea of biopolitics. For Hardt and Negri, the postmodern Empire of 
global capitalism exercises a biopolitical control over life: for instance, 
the patenting of the human genome, corporate experimentations in 
biogenetics and cloning and so on, are just the most obvious examples 
of the way that capital subsumes and attempts to take control over the 
very biological basis of human life. In more general terms, capitalism's 
power over productive processes and our everyday activity at work is 
an aspect of biopower: a control asserted over the ways in which life 
reproduces the conditions of its existence. Paralleling Foucault's analy
sis of the transition from disciplinary power to biopower (the move
ment from disciplinary society to what Deleuze termed the 'society of 
control'), is the passage in Marx's theory from the formal subsumption 
to the real subsumption of labour under capital - in other words, the 
process by which capital invests not only the economic domain, but the 
entirety of social life.3? So far so good. But where Hardt's and Negri's 
position becomes more problematic is in their view that biopolitics is at 
the same time the material field from which resistant subjectivities arc 
constituted. Here they cite the analyses of autonomist thinkers such as 
Paolo Virno and Christian Marrazzi, which explore the ways in which 
biopolitics forms a new field of production, 'immaterial labour', and the 
way that this produces a social and communicative dimension of living 
labour, and with this, new, radical forms of subjectivity: 

The immediately sociJI dimension of the exploitation of living 
immaterial labour immerses labour in all the rl'i<ltioll,lll'lcllll'nts 
that define the soci,ll but ,1lso <ltthl' C;,lllle tillll' ,]l,ti\'<lt\' the critic.l1 
l'klllellts th,lt dl'\'l'll)JltlH' Ill)\('llti,li 1)1 illC,lIhllldill,lIillll ,lllll 1t'\'I)11 
Illnlll1',h I Ill' l'lllill' c,1'1 11\ I.dll)lIlill!', ]l1,Hli ll """ 
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Put simply, biopower is oppressive and exploitative, but in the new 
forms of labour and production that it invests itself in and thus makes 
possible, it also creates the potential for our liberation from it. The 
multitude, i~ :)ther words, is a biopolitical concept; it is an 'organism' 
whose condItIOns have been created by the excess of biopolitical life 
over the control exerted by biopower. However, the ambiguity here is 
t~e exte~t to which the multitude can actually achieve any real separa
tion or dIstance from biopower in this way. Or will it always be defined 
by it; will it always be part of the substance of biopower without being 
able to constitute a break or discontinuity with it?3Y Foucault, who was 
the (:ne :-vho elaborated the concept of the biopower as a rationality of 
dommatlOn - a form of the regulation and government of life - would 
~ave b?en somewhat sceptical about seeing life itself, and particularly 
hfe defmed by labour and production, as the material ground of resist
ance. Moreover, if we are to pay attention to Agamben's thesis that the 
biopolitical is always linked inextricably with the logic of sovereignty, 
to theorise radical politics from within the material field of biopoliti~s 
would be to confine it to what he calls 'bare life' and thus to leave it 
eve~ m.ore exposed to sovereign power.4l1 It is perhaps because of the 
realisatIOn that the multitude will always be caught within the field of 
biopower, that Hardt and Negri insist on the need for a radical muta
ticm i~ ~he human ~ubject - the formation of a new body incapable of 
submlttmg to dommant modes of normalisation; hence, their interest 
in,the motifs of c~ber-punk with its aesthetic mutilations of the body.41 
it IS perhaps preCIsely because of the fear that the biopolitical multitude 
may amount to no more than bare life, that the body must be adorned 
(with piercings, technological prostheses, etc.); that it must mutate into 
something completely different. Hence, there is a fetishisation of the 
cyborg, a celebration of the way that technology leads to a mutation of 
the body and a supposedly creative melding between man and machine. 
While Hardt and Negri see a radical potential in such transformations, 
the technologically manipulated cyber-human may not signify so much 
an escape or exodus from biopolitical capitalism, as its ultimate fantasy. 

Lastly, one could also raise questions about the terrain on which the 
insurgency of the multitude emerges, ror Hardt and Negri, that terrain 
is the Fmpirl' of global capitdl, d smooth surface without an outside, 
d pron'c;s ()f bec()ming ill whil"h Il.ltiolldl ,mel eC()llllmic divisions ,1re 
ill .J 1lJ"I)n'c,c; llf l'n)C;illil .I11d dl'111l1l]11)c;ilil)ll. ;\c,idl' frolll Ihl' ql1l'c;lillll 
,Jj \\Ill'IIH'1 Illl]1ill' l11i~',hl I'l' 11ll' 111l1',1 .illlll.1I1' \\,1\ ,)1 .!l",llil,illl' 11ll' ,', 
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current situation - and here I think the notion of globalised capitalism 
would suffice, without having to go to the extremity of Hardt's and 
Negri's claim about a new global juridical sovereignty eme~ging - t~e 
notion of Empire as a smooth space defined increasingly by Immat.enal 
labour and production downplays the major divisions and a~tago~ls~s 
that continue to exist in the world and that, indeed, are mtenslfying 
rather than diminishing under capitalism. Such divisions are spatial 
and territorial: for instance, the aggressive reassertion of state scwer
eignty through intensified border policing measures; one should point 
here, as did Dcleuze and Guattari, to the oscillation between deter
ritorialisation (through global capitalism) and reterritorialisation (the 
reassertion of fixed identities such as the State, Family, Nation).42 These 
divisions are also economic, referring not only to differences between 
rich and poor, but to the existence of different economics and modes of 
production, differences that exist not just between the global No:th and 
South, but within these very sectors. Not only are there vastly different 
worlds of work and production - white-collar workers and computer 
programmers doing 'immaterial labour', alongside Fordist and even 
pre-Fordist modes of work, including slave labour41 - but there are 
also the countless millions who arc radically excluded from work and 
from Capital's circuits of productions and consumption: the dispos
able people who populate the slums, shanty towns and refugee camps 
of the global South. Given these divisions, how is it possibl~ to s~eak 
of a common world of life and work, especially one that IS defmed 
by 'immaterial labour'? It should be noted that Ha~dt and .Negri see 
the 'smooth space' of Empire as a process of becommg, an Immanent 
reality that is unfolding rather than something that is already actual. 
However, there is little evidence to suggest that this is even a tendency: 
the processes of global capitalism seem to be cr~ating as m~ny divi
sions - walls, barriers, borders, economic antagonisms, exclUSIOns - i1S 
they are breaking down. All this points to the difficulty in constituting 
a common political subjectivity: would the multitude not on the con 
trary, be a highly fractured, divided subject based on a series ()~ exc\u 
sions - for instance, those excluded from the world of work entirely, 01 

those who were not engaged in 'immaterial bbour'? Indeed, ,IS (~eorgl' 
Caffentzis suggests, what lies behind the notion of the l1lultitudl' i" 
perhaps i1 kind of hidden Leninisl1l, wlwre tl1l' 'k.n()\vkdge W(lrk.l'ls' .I" 

the most ,ldV,lnl'ed str.l!.l \\ilhill I Ill' ll11illillllh' pl.l\' I Ill' loll' 01 1l'\'OIII 
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What we find with Ihelt ,md Negri, then, is really a fetishisation 
of Empire. Just as, for M,lrx, ci1pitalism was a progressive, modernis
ing force whose prepondcrilllce was to be admired, so for Hardt and 
Negri, Empire is i1 stage through which we must pass on our way to 
emancipation and whose expansion must therefore not be impeded 
but rather, encouraged; hence, for instance, Negri's support for the 
EU and for further European political integration. However, just as the 
classical anarchists were critical of Marx's enthusiasm for capitalism, 
industrialisation and technology - highlighting their devastating effects 
on people's lives - so we should adopt a critical distance with respect 
to Empire. This is not out of any nostalgia for cultural differences, or for 
the nation-state, whose demise cannot come quickly enough. Rather, 
it comes out of a critique of the Marxist stagism that finds its way into 
Hardt's and Negri's thesis, a stagism which suggests that the coming 
of the global multitudes will be an inevitable moment in history, and, 
therefore, that the spread of Empire, with its deployments of technol
ogy and new forms of work and life, should be promoted.45 What one 
finds in Hardt and Negri is a fetishisation of Empire as a conceptual 
structure, a fetishisation which leads them to overlook the intensifica
tion of borders and economic divisions, or at least to dialecticise them 
back into this conceptual structure. As part of this, one also finds a 
fetishisation of technology and biopower, and a celebration of the 
melding of humanity with the machine in the production of a new 
revolutionary organism. 

THE EVENT AND POLITICAL TEMPORALITIES OF STRUGGLE 

If Empire is a system of control, surveillance and technological manipu
lation that is encompassing the entirety of life, then it should be resisted 
and opposed rather than welcomed. Indeed, if one rejects a Marxist 
determinist view of history - and I think we should - then it makes 
no sense, from a radical perspective, to support an increasing integra
tion of political, social and economic structures and the increasing 
biopoliticisation of life. I~athcr, we should think in terms of moments 
of rupture and separation from Empire; moments of resistance, escape 
illlel 'lines of flight' (rom its rq;illw o( control. /\l1thcr than working 
Ihrollgh I':mpire, olle 1l1l1,,1 ill\'I'111 polilil"ll "P<lCl'S ouhidl' il. As I h,1\'I' 
".lid, Ihi" d()l'<'; Iwl 1lH'.Jll \\'(' "llIlllld l!'illJll It) I Ill' id('.l" ()( Il.lliol1,lI <.;()\' 
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the nostalgia, found in those like Schmitt, for the old 'pluriverse' of 
sovereign nation-states in the face of a new universal imperium, even 
if we acknowledge that they might at times take a more progressive 
form. A more radical project would be aimed, instead, at fostering the 
emergence of new autonomous politic21 spaces, where communal and 
free relations can develop. This would involve an experimentation with 
new ways of living, different non-authoritarian political practices and 
structures, and even alternative economies. I will explore these propos
als further in later chapters, but what must be emphasised is the idea 
of a break with the existing order here and now, rather than waiting for 
the coming multitudes. 

This need to break with the existing order and to construct new 
spaces for politics is also recognised by Badiou, who argues that the 
autonomists inspired by Negri, 'are only the most spectacular face of 
recent adaptations to domination. Their undifferentiated "movement
ism" integrates smoothly with the necessary adjustments of capital, and 
in my view does not constitute any really independent political space.'46 
While it is somewhat unfair to lump together the whole of the anti
capitalist movement with Negri and the Italian autonomists, Badiou is 
correct in suggesting that the (Hardt and) Negri thesis to some extent 
mirrors and fetishises the fluxes and flows of global capital, and is thus 
unable to achieve any real separation from it. For Badiou, then, the 
moment of separation essential for radical politics must be theorised 
on a different ontological register, not that of History, but that of the 
Event: 'The idea of an overturning whose origin would be a state of a 
totality is imaginary. Every radical transformational action originates 
in a point, which, inside a situation, is an evental site.'47 The event 
is a moment of unpredictability which, while conditioned by history 
and by the situation in which it arises, is not determined by them and. 
exceeds them, leading to the emergence of something entirely new. It 
we take, for instance, the French Revolution as an event: it emerged 
in the context of a certain historical situation, yet could not be wholly 
accounted for or explained by the coordinates of that situation; it con 
stituted a moment of rupture with the existing order in an ontologicdl 
sense, creating a new and irreversible terrain for politics and thought. 
Specifically, the event - whose privileged sites for B,ldiou ,lIl' ,111, 

politics, science and love produces;] new SUhjl't'I: the subject wh(l 
participates in the event ht'I'(lIlWS riven thr(llq~h with it ,\S it t(llll'lll'd 
bv (;r,ll'l', to lISl' B.ldi( HI'S t,llll( IllS 1'\.Illlpll' (It S,lillt I ',Ilil, .Illd dl'I'I.lIl'" 
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his or her commitment or fidelity to the event as a bearer of a process 
of truth. Indeed, it is through this fidelity to the truth of the event that 
one becomes a subject. 4K 

What should we make of this quasi-religious ontology of the Event 
as deployed by Badiou? The notion of an event is an important one 
for radical politics, precisely because radical politics seeks a break with 
the existing order and thus implies a moment of unpredictability and 
disruption, and the invention of something new and unprecedented. 
Anarchism, in this sense, is a politics which, more so than Marxism, 
embodies this element of unpredictability: the emphasis in anarchism 
is, after all, on revolutionary spontaneity, although as we have seen 
in the case of classical anarchism, this spontaneous rebellion is at the 
same time conditioned by the development of rational social relations. 
Indeed, there is a certain tension here in anarchism that will be inves
tigated in Chapter 5. However, we can say that the idea of the event as 
a moment of rupture resonates strongly with anarchism. Furthermore, 
Badiou points to the Paris Commune of 1871 as an instance of the event 
because it embodied the autonomous self-government of the workers, 
giving us a glimpse of a new way of life and thus constituting a rupture 
with the existing order. The commune is an event because it creates a 
political space that is autonomous from the state. 

However, what is questionable and problematic in Badiou's notion 
of the event is its grandeur and rarity. For Badiou, the political event 
is a rare thing, so rare, in fact, that it almost never happens. Indeed, 
only a few historical moments attain the status of the Event: the French 
Revolution, which Badiou dates from 1792 and which includes as part 
of its 'sequence' the Paris Commune of 1871; the Bolshevik Revolution 
of 1917; the Chinese Cultural Revolution of 1966-76, and, as part of the 
latter's sequence, the student and worker uprising of May 1968 in France. 
It is as if all radical politics ended with the Cultural Revolution. Indeed, 
more recent events - events which in my view are equally important, 
such as the emergence of the global anti-capitalist movement - are 
treated with a strange and unwarranted contempt by Badiou. 4'1 Badiou's 
notion of the Event is highly idealised and abstract, bearing a kind of 
haughty disregard for concrete, more everyday forms of politics. One 
could SdY th;]t genuine politicdlevents tdke place on an everyday basis: 
WI' Cdn find genuine l'xperillwnts in <lllt(lIl(lIll(lliS rddic,ll politics every
wlwn', ill illdi~~l'nolls Ill(I"I'IIll'llts, 1.lllll n'( ll'l'l1j1.ltioIlS, illll(IV.ltivl' r()n~lS 
(ll dil('lt .Ieti(lll, Illd"" dl'llitlihtl.ltltlll" .Illd ill ('(llll.J,',I'(lll" .Jets (ll l'i\'il 
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disobedience, all of which Badiou seems either oblivious to or grandly 
dismissive of. 

So while the idea of a political event is important, one should resist 
the temptation to romanticise and sanctify it in the way that Badiou 
docs. One should instead affirm the' everydayness' of the extraordi
nary: the idea that events arc numerous and can take many forms. I 
agree that what is needed are forms of politics that break with the exist
ing order and produce new emancipatory practices and identities - and 
here I believe anarchism is the appropriate figure today for this politics, 
precisely because it seeks a separation from the state order in a way that 
other modes of politics do not. The problem with Badiou is that he sets 
such an impossibly high and abstract standard for radical politics that in 
his eyes almost nothing lives up to the dignity of the Event, which, for 
him, is akin to the Pauline miracle.50 

REVOLUTIONARY VIOLENCE AND TERROR 

Indeed, such is the desire on the part of Badiou to assert the absolute 
separateness and singularity of the political Event that it would seem 
that it can be expressed only in the form of violence and revolutionary 
terror, as if Terror becomes the ultimate sign of the event's authentic
ity. One finds in Badiou's account a certain fetishisation particularly of 
the Jacobin Terror of 1793-4, along with a favourable treatment of the 
Cultural Revolution in China, an event characterised not only by exces
sive, irrational violence, but also by noxious leadership cults. Indeed, 
the names of authoritarian figures like Robespierre, Saint-Just, Lenin 
and Mao are invoked again and again by Badiou as symbols of genuine 
revolutionary fidelity and passion. Terror becomes, for Badiou, with 
Saint-Just in mind, the signifier of revolutionary virtue, its guarantee 
against weakness and corruption: 'what do they want, those who wanl 
neither virtue nor terror?'51 

One finds a similar, indeed, even more explicit, admiration of tel 
roristic politics in Zizek. For Zizek, the only way to institutionalisl' ;1 
democratic insurrection is through revolutiondry terror.~2 ()nce aplin, 
terror becomes a sign of revolutionary duthenticity for Zizl'k; violl'nn' 
is a sisrnifier for a kind of ethics of the revolutiolldlY del, of the ("()11l III il 
ment to 'go to the end' dC; 11(' pule; ii, ,11ld 10 (,()I1c;()litl.1II' I h(' 1"('\'()11I1 i()11 
through a brutdl c;uJ1J1]('c;..,i< III < If ih ()JlJ1< lIH'I1I.." 1'1111"', t lI)('I' .1~~.1ill, 1,1'llill, 
M,w ;lIld l\tlhl'C;I)il'1I1' IWttl!l1l' 11.1IItl\\'I,tI 11,1111t", Itli i.i/l''', ill\'tl"t,tI 
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against his perennial targets the 'liberals', who want a 'revolution 
without a revolution', in other words a revolution without its violent 
consequences. 53 

The question of violence and revolutionary terror raises important 
questions for anarchism, which, historically, has been no stranger to 
terrorism, although this stereotypical association between the 
two has been grossly exaggerated. What should an anarchist response 
to violence be today? While acknowledging that certain forms of vio
lence - particularly in the form of a defensive counterviolence against 
the violence of the state - might be part of an anarchist insurrection, 
the aim of an anarchist politics today should be the transcendence of 
violence. Non-violence, or a non-violent violence, similar perhaps to 
Walter Benjamin's notion of 'divine violence', should be its ethical 
horizon. The reason for this is that violence is an authoritarian, sover
eign relationship, something that violates the autonomy of the other. 
For this reason, violence should not be considered as necessarily a sign 
of political authenticity.54 The real problem, however, is not violence 
itself, but the usc of violence by the state, or rather the statification of 
violence - this is when violence becomes Terror in the true sense of 
the word. The violence that is wielded by a revolutionary elite to con
~olidate power - as was the case in all the forms of Terror venerated by 
Zizek and Badiou, from the Jacobins to Lenin and Mao - has nothing 
redemptive about it; it cannot serve as a tool of liberation, and only 
ends up consolivdating the most counterrevolutionary element of all, 
the state itself. Zizek is right to suggest that democratic insurrections 
be more than just a momentary transgression - that they must at some 
point construct a positive identity for themselves. Yet, he is wrong to 
claim that this institutionalisation can take place only at the level of 
the state and only through the Terror, and at the expense of individual 
liberty and autonomy. We should reject as outmoded the Jacobin 
paradigm for radical politics proposed by Zizek and Badiou. Instead, we 
should assert dn anarchist politics and ethics against all forms of state 
violence; indeed, anarchism is, in my view, the only form of radical 
politics capable of dvoiding the Terror. 

Moreover, Zizek ic; eVl'1l illore mistaken in concluding that the 
!,)Cobin Terror is dll (,Xdllll)II' til Whdl Iknjamin termed divine vio
lenc(',"" TIlt' /dc()hil1 TI'IT< II il'lI .... ]11l'ci"'l'h', in BI'llj.1l1lin'c; terms, d form 
ed Id\\' Itllllldil11~ \'itlll'llll',.1 \!tlle'lltl' Ih.ll 1'..,l.lhli..,IH'd Illl' p()We'! ()f lIlt' 
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brcaks out of this dialcctic of law and violencc altogether; it is ncither 
law making nor law prcscrving, but radically transcends this oscillation 
through which statc powcr is rcaffirmed: 

On thc breaking of this cyclc maint3ined by mythic forms of law, 
on thc suspcnsion of law with all the forces on which it depends as 
they depend on it, finally therefore on the abolition of state powcr, 
a ncw historical cpoch is founded. 56 

Divinc violcnce, therefore, invokcs an anarchism: its violcnce consists 
not in thc spilling of blood and thc tcrrorism of revolutionary elitcs, but 
in thc radicCll abolition and transccndence of state powcr. In opposition 
to the JClcobin Tcrror, we should also rccall the words of Gcorges Sorel, 
for whom thc violence of the proletarian general strike lay not in the 
sanctioning of killing and in the forceful imposition of a ncw order, but 
in a transformation of rclations among workers sccking autonomy from 
the state. Hc draws a vital distinction betwccn force, which is a form of 
bourgeois violencc - and here he has in mind precisely thc Jacobin 
violcncc of thc carly 1790s - and violence, which is thc non-violent, 
transformativc rupturc of proletarians: 

the term violencc should bc employed only for acts of revolt; we 
should say, thcrcfore that the object of force is to imposc a certain 
social ordcr in which the minority governs, while violcncc tcnds to 
the destruction of that ordcr. The middle class have used force sincc 
the beginning of modcrn times, while thc proletariat now_ rcacts 
against the middlc class and against the Statc by violence.5/ 

In this chapter, I havc tricd to stake out a placc for anarchism 
within contemporary dcbates in radical political theory. As I have 
shown, anarchism speaks to currcnt attempts to formulatc a radical 
politics in thc wakc of Marxism; a politics no longcr confincd to the 
parameters of thc statc, party and class. Yct, in rcsisting, on the one 
hand, thc idea that emancipation is immanent within the dynamics ()I 
capitalism, and on thc other, that emancipation 1T1Ust be ontologicillh 
grounded in the hcroism of the Even t a nd blood i ness of the Tl'rrm, 
anarchism establishes its own politic,ll ,1Ild el hi(.,ll t('ITdlll In till' 
project of dLitonOIll\'. 
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whcre can it bc established? From a postanarchist pcrspective, these 
spaces of autonomy arc political - their cmergencc is not part of an 
inevitable unfolding of natural social forces or the articulation of uni
versal rational and moral principlcs; rather, they depend upon a certain 
contingent disruption of the natural order of things. This is where 
postanarchism differs from classical anarchism. It will be the purpose 
of Chapter 5 to explore this divergence, and to delineate the postanar
chist move - as elaborated in Chapter 2 - against other contcmporary 
anarchist perspectivcs. 
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Chapter 5 

DEBATING POSTANARCHISM: ONTOLOGY, 

ETHICS AND UTOPIA 

In Chapter 4, I explored the relevance of anarchism to questions of 
radical politics today - particularly those arising within continental 
theory. Indeed, I suggested that many of themes and preoccupations 
of contemporary radical political thinkers - particularly the idea of a 
form of politics that is beyond state, party and class - reflect an unac
knowledged anarchism. However, as I have shown, anarchism - in 
asserting an autonomous politics against the state - provides a more 
consistent theory of radical politics than that proposed by other think
ers. Central here is the rejection, in the name of greater revolution
ary spontaneity, of the economic determinism, historical stagism and 
technological fetishism at the base of Hardt's and Negri's neoMarxist 
thesis. At the same time, anarchism refuses the desire to consecrate the 
political event in the form the Terror, a temptation that in the end only 

consecrates the state. 
To propose an understanding of anarchism as that which asserts 

the autonomous dimension of politics might sound odd to some, par
ticularly to anarchists themselves. Indeed, anarchism is usually seen 
as an allti-politics. Yet, as I have shown, anarchism has always found 
itself in the slightly paradoxical position of proposing the abolition of 
politics, while at the same time having to organise political movements 
and invent political strategies and programmes. Postanarchism work'> 
around this aporia between politics and anti-politics: indeed, it embod 
ies the seemingly paradoxical position of a Jlolitics of al1ti-politics, ()J 

an anti-political politics, seeing this disjunction as generating nl'W 
and productive articulations of politics and ethics. In this Sl'nSl', tlH' 
disjunction betwel'n politic...; ,md ,lIlti politic...; is whdt might 11l' ,',libl 
an 'inclusivl" disjUIlCli(1I1:.1 C(lInp(llilld ill which (lIH' Pl<lPI1"iti(11l i" 
trul' (llll\' if if'-> 11JlI)(1"ill,', 1'111JlIl"ilil)1l i" ,11,,1) lillI' 1'I1\ilil",.l1 11'.1,,1 ill ,I 
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radical, emancipatorv ...;ensl', only has a consistent identity only if an 
anti-political, indeed utopi<1n, dimension is also present - otherwise it 
remains caught within existing political frameworks and imaginaries. 
Conversely, anti-politics makes sense only if it takes seriously the tasks 
of politics: building, constructing, organising, fighting, making collec
tive decisions and so on. Such practices are in no sense irreconcilable 
with libertarianism; on the contrary, they are its very condition. Put 
simply, a politics of anti-politics points to the possibility of a libertarian 
politics outside, and ultimately transcendent of, the state and all hierar
chical structures of power and authority. To counteract such structures 
requires, however, the development of alternative libertarian and egali
tarian structures and practices, coupled with a constant awareness of 
the authoritarian potential that lies in any structure. 

Postanarchism also points to the productive disjuncture or tension 
between politics and ethics. On the one hand, it refuses attempts to 
eclipse politics in the name of ethics: a project that might be found, for 
example, in various global humanitarian and human rights ideologies; 
although here we should not discount the emancipatory potential of 
certain rights discourses, such as those supporting indigenous rights 
claims, or those of 'illegal' migrants, for instance. At the same time, a 
postanarchist perspective refuses to supplant ethics with politics entirely 
or to see politics as occupying a different domain to ethics. As we have 
seen, it opposes the Schmittian preoccupation with pure politics, in 
which politics is constructed as a power game played between antago
nistic forces, friends and enemies. This paradigm reifies sovereignty 
and the state, and often plays itself out as a form of violent realpolitik. 
Rather, politics must be conditioned by ethics, not as a Heavenly tri
bunal that dispenses judgement, but as something which disrupts - in 
a Levinasian an-archic sense, as described in Chapter 2 - sovereign 
political identities, opening them to the possibilities of the Other. 

POSTSTRUCTURALISM AND ANARCHISM 

In this chapter, I will further clarify and elaborate a politics and ethics 
of postanarchism. I will do so bV making clear the distinctions between 
post,lIlarchislll and other conll'lllporarv anarchist perspectives. I will 
sugge...;t hell' I h<lt dl'...;pill' ,1 Illllllh,'i" of il1lporl,mt differences, mLich 
WC(,1l1 .lll.lll"hi,,1 Iholl\,ill 1"llIlIilllll'" III \VIllk wilhill Ill<' l'nisll'l1lol(wi,"11 ,1 t ' tl 
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presuppositions. While 1 have argued that we cannot simply abandon 
these ideas, or the Enlightenment paradigm in which they were 
articulated, we should at least subject them to greater critical scrutiny. 
Moreover, as I shall show in this chapter, some of their limitations and 
inconsistencies become apparent when we look at how these catego
ries continue to inform modern anarchist thought. Here we must stress 
that postanarchism is a moment of both continuity and discontinuity 
with classical anarchism: it retains from classical anarchism its equal
libertarian political ethos, its desire for revolt and its vision of a society 
of free association; while at the same time questioning classical anar
chism's ontological and epistemological foundations. It is this move
ment beyond foundationalism, however, which places postanarchism 
on highly contested grounds within contemporary anarchist theory. 
Indeed, as we shall see, the influence of postmodernism, or, as I prefer 
to call it, poststructuralism, on anarchist thought, l has been strongly 
resisted by a number of important anarchist theorists. 

In some ways, as I suggested previously, postanarchism can be seen 
as a response to the postmodern condition. While I have proposed that 
we take a certain cautious distance from postmodernism - a term that 
has been loosely and often unreflectively deployed in a wide variety of 
domains - we should nevertheless take account of a number of its key 
implications, particularly on the question of deep ontological founda
tions. To be more specific, anarchist thought should take into account 
several major insights from poststructuralist theory (and here 1 include 
deconstruction and Lacanian psychoanalysis), insights which I believe 
can be incorporated into an anarchist politics without losing or distort
ing its main tenets or principles: 

(1) We should adopt, with Lyotard, a degree of scepticism towards 
metanarratives. In other words, we must subject to closer critical 
scrutiny the idea that there are universal moral and rational per 
spectives, or that there is a certain dialectical movement of historic,ll 
forces that determines social relations. These notions are deemcd 
to be totalising in the sense that they reduce, dismiss or rep res" 
differences and singularities. However, important Iy, t his docs nol 
mean that we must abandon a universal dimension for polilic<-;: 
simply that we can no l(lIlgl'r rl'g,lrd Ihis dimension <IS imm<llwnl, 
natural or hisloric<llI" dl'll'rminnl; 1".11111'1", it i<-; <-;( ll1H'lhin)~ I hdl 11111<-;1 
he lklilw!"dlt'l\' C(lIhlltl(,lt'd, Nil!" dill'" Ihi" "('('l'lili"ll1 Ill\\,.lId" 
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metanarratives 1lll',111 that we descend into nihilism, irrationalism 
or moral relativism, as poststructuralists are so often accused of. r 
shall explore this question later on in the chapter. 

(2) We should also abandon the notion of essential identities: in other 
words, the idea that there is a constant, stable set of properties, 
characteristics and potentialities at the base of social identities and 
relations. Social identities arc not necessarily fixed or stable· indeed 
they arc often indeterminate. The Man of Enlightenment'human~ 
ism, the figure endowed with certain moral and rational character
istics or potentialities which would emerge as part of an historical 
process or a development of social forces, can no longer serve as 
an entirely convincing basis for politics. This does not mean that 
we reject 'humanity', or that we risk propagating inhumanity, but 
rather that we think about humanity in different and more diverse 
ways. Nor does it mean that we reject the idea of society itself or 
collective identities, but rather that social identities are contingent 
and discursively constructed. 

(3) We therefore place a certain emphasis on the role of language 
and discourse in constituting social relations, practices and identi
ties. However, rather than accepting the structuralist position that 
language is a fixed, totalising, all-determining system without an 
outside, we point to the way that discursive structures are them
selves unstable, and often fragmented and incomplete. So, although 
the subject is conditioned by language as an external structure, he or 
she is not determined by it in an absolute sense and, therefore, has a 
large degree of autonomy and free agency. To point to the constitu
tive role of language does not mean that the subject is abandoned or 
reduced to a fixed 'position' within a structure. Discursive structures 
operate as both constraints on and conditions for freedom. 

(4) Lastly, we accept the Foucauldian insight that power is constitu
tive (rather than simply repressive) and that it is more pervasive 
than we had perhaps imagined. To argue that power is coextensive 
with social relations and that it plays some role in constituting and 
defining social identities and practices, does not mean that politics 
is impossible or that domination is insurmountable, as many have 
alleged. I\ather, it 1111',1\1S Ih,ll Ihl' n'v(}lutionary narrative is made 
s(}n1l'Wh,ll more complil'dll'd .1I1d p!"oblcl11<ltic, ,1Ild Ih;lt the 'game 
III In'l'dllm', III 1I <-;1 , hllll.II"I'" I "pn'<-;<-;illl1, is pl.I\'l'l1 wilhin ,1\1d 
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These key points, which are incorporated into a postanarchist perspec
tive, create certain difficulties for classical anarchism as 1 have already 
pointed out. In particular, they render problematic the notion of a 
rational social essence that unfolds and develops, either dialectically or 
in an evolutionary way, towards a harmonisation of social forces and 
the final liberation of humanity. However, at the same time, I do not 
consider these theoretical conditions to be either politically disabling or 
incompatible with anarchism. Rather, they mean simply that we must 
think about politics generally, and anarchist politics in particular, in 
new ways. 

SOCIAL ANARCHISM OF LIFESTYLE ANARCHISM? 

However, the poststructuralist ideas outlined above have inspired 
criticism in recent years from a number of anarchist thinkers, who have 
argued that they are antithetical to anarchism, robbing it of any effec
tive normative basis for political action and consigning it to nihilism, 
irrationalism and moral relativism. 2 Indeed, despite their major dif
ferences, two major contemporary anarchist figures, Murray Bookchin 
and John Zerzan, are united in their condemnation of postmodernism/ 
poststructuralism. . 

Bookchin, in his polemic, Social Anarchism or Lifestyle Anarchism, 
contends that anarchism is currently at a crossroads, confronted with 
two alternative articulations, between which there is an 'unbridgeable 
chasm'. These alternatives are a 'lifestyle' anarchism which centres 
around an irresponsible, selfish and nihilistic desire for personal auton
omy and individual expression; and 'social' anarchism, which is a more 
politically committed, collectivist-oriented project of what Bookchin 
calls 'social freedom'. Whereas the latter retains the best traditions 
of socialist anarchism, exemplified by anarchists like Bakunin and 
Kropotkin, and embodied in the Spanish collectives and the libertariJn 
workers movements of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 
the former, into which category Bookchin places Stirner, Codwin, 
Nietzsche, Foucault, Emma ColdmJn and especiJlly Hakim Bey, 't<1kl'c; 
flight from all meaningful social activism <mel a stl'<1d bst com m it nll'1l1 
to lasting and creative projects by dissolving into kick-;, p()stmodl'rnic;1 
nihilism, and a dizzying Nidzscheilll sensl' ()1l'lilic;t c;upl'rimil\".: TI)(' 
central thrust of his criliqul' ic; Ih,ll ,1 Cl'rLlill illdi\'idll"lic;lil, l)('dollic;lil 
and liberal inspill'd c;lr.lill h"c; dl'\l'llllwd \\'ilhill .1I1"ll'hic;lll. \\hilh h,," 
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been influenced by different sources - such as existentialism (Stirner) 
and postmodernism (Foucault); which has taken different forms - such 
as Bey's anarcho-mysticism Jnd Zerzan's primitivism; and which 
threatens to turn anarchism into a nihilistic, apolitical and narcissistic 
personal rebellion of disJffected bourgeois youth. What is in danger 
of being lost in this miJsma of mysticism and hedonism, according to 
Bookchin, is the collectivist legacy of anarchism, in which questions of 
egalitarianism and social responsibility, rather than personal liberation, 
were at the forefront of revolutionary concerns, and in which poli
tics was guided by sound Enlightenment-based rationalist principles. 
Particularly threatening to this rational legacy, then, is postmodernism, 
which, in Bookchin's view, celebrates irrationalism and relativism, and 
abandons revolutionary projects in favour of personal insurrections 
against localised sites of power. 

There is much that could be said about Bookchin's polemic. It does 
betray a rather hopeless nostalgia for what Bookchin imagines to be a 
more authentic anarchism of the past. One also finds a kind of moral 
Puritanism here, in which the sense of social responSibility thJt sup
posedly characterised the early workers' and socialist movements, 4 is 
counterpoised to the stereotypical image of rebellious youth, with their 
'lifestyle zines' and destructive, nihilistic tendencies. This critique of 
what Bookchin imagines to be the egotistical irresponsibility and nar
cissistic self-indulgence of young people seems much at odds with his 
earlier critical writings on Marxism, in which he rejected as out of date 
the old model of the proletarian movement, proposing in its place new 
forms of libertarian politics based on the possibilities of a 'post-scarcity' 
and post-class society.s Furthermore, it is surely wrong to dismiss the 
recent forms of politics emerging with the anti-capitalist movement as 
simply 'lifestyle' politics, even though it is a politics no longer based 
strictly on class. Surely it would be contemptuous and unfair in the 
extreme to dismiss the many young people who partiCipate in radical 
politics today as hedonistic egotists seeking destruction for its own 
sake, simply because they are not part of an identifiable working-class 
movement and may helVe rCJd a bit too much Foucault and Debord for 
Bookchin's liking. Rather than their being driven by an irresponsible 
<1lld selrish egoism or (l nihilistic individualism, as B()()kchin claims, 
Ihl' ,1l'tiollC; ,md prdctin'c; 01 \'(lllll)~ ddi\'isic; lodd\, c;uggest precisely 
Ill!' OPllllC;iI(': .111 .111 .In'llil C;('lhl' l1/ c;lllid.llil\' .llld Il'C;I)()Ilc;ihilil\' 1(;1 
Illll',l' .Ill11111t! Illl' \\Illid l'\ldllJftod .1I1t! l'\lllldl'd h .1',1111,,11 ('l] lil.1I" 
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While Bookchin wrote this polemic several years before the 'Battle of 
Seattle' (1999) and the appearance of a global anti -capitalist move
ment, his spurious distinction between 'social' and 'lifestyle' anarchism 
is a gesture that is dismissive of new forms of anarchist politics and 
radical political practices that are no longer based solely on the labour 
movement and strictly defined working-class identities. 

Furthermore, one should reject the distinction Bookchin makes 
between autonomy and freedom. Here he claims that while traditional 
'social' anarchism sought freedom, which was understood collectively 
and socially, 'lifestyle' anarchism by contrast seeks a more 'liberal' 
notion of autonomy, based on the model of possessive individualism and 
embodying a selfish disregard for the needs of others. While freedom, 
for Bookchin, is socially-situated and an expression of collective egali
tarian aspirations, autonomy is individualistic, solipsistic and often 
irresponsible, ranging from Stirnerian 'egoism', New Age spirituali~m 
and self-development, to bourgeois yuppie 'me-ism'. We should pomt 
out, however, that this distinction between individual-based autonomy 
and socially- or collectively-based freedom was never part of classical 
anarchism. Even the anarchists whom Bookchin recruits on the side of 
collectivist social freedom - Kropotkin and Bakunin - never saw this as 
being in any sense irreconcilable with personal autonomy. Indeed, the 
two went hand-in-hand. As Bakunin said: 'I have in mind this liberty 
of everyone which, far from finding itself checked by the freedom o! 
others, is, on the contrary, confirmed by it and extended to infinity.' / 
While this liberty was socially conditioned, emerging through an inter
action of individuals with the social and natural forces of which they 
were a part, it was never meant to imply a collectivist subordination 
of the individual's liberty to social needs. Rather, the anarchist idea of 
freedom embodies and, indeed, maximises ('extended to infinity') the 
idea of individual liberty or autonomy, refusing to see it in opposition 
to the liberty of others or to the desire for social equality. 

So, rather than finding an opposition between individual liberty (m 
autonomy) and social needs, I prefer to think in terms of 'cqualibertv'. 
As I proposed in Chapter 1, equal-liberty implies the inextricabil 
ity of liberty and equality, and refuses to sec an opposition betwl'l'll 
individual freedom and collective, egalitari,lIl frl'l'dom, bl'lwl'l'1l I Ill' 
one and the mcmv; anv conslrdinl on Olll' im'olvl'S d c( lllSI rdilll Oil I Ill' 
other. Indeed, I ~(,l' II~i" prillciple of l'ljll,li lihl'll\' d" 11l'illg l'l'lllr,d Itl 
illldrchism, di"lillglli"ltill}~ il II(llll lil1l'l,di"lll, (lll Ill!' OIl!' It.lllll, .lIlt! 
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sociali.sm, on the other hanll. Both these alternative ideologies imagine 
a tensIOn between the individual and society, and between liberty and 
equality: liberalism tends to subordinate social needs to individual 
needs, and equality to liberty; while socialism tends to do the opposite. 
It is only anarchism that refuses this opposition. Bookchin, in resurrect
ing this distinction, and in attributing it, incorrectly, to the tradition of 
cl.assic~l ~narchism - or at least to some of its key proponents - betrays 
hIS soclahst, rather than anarchist, leanings. Indeed, to equate the idea 
of individual autonomy with a bourgeois possessive individualism is 
something that even Marx rejected. Marx showed how this was an 
incredibly limited and ultimately self-contradictory way of thinking 
about freedom - boiling down to notions of private property, free trade 
and the freedom to exploit others - and that the abolition of bourgeois 
individualism under communism meant not the abolition of individual 
freedom and autonomy, or the subordination of the individual to the 
collective, but, on the contrary, an extension of the realm of individual 
autonomy, self-determination and freedom of expression beyond 
these narrow confines.x To see, as Bookchin does, notions of individual 
autonomy and liberty as being strictly part of the liberal tradition of 
Locke and John Stuart Mill, ignores the way in which individualism 
has a completely different resonance and importance in the radical 
tradition. 

Here we should also reject Bookchin's equation of poststructural
ist thinkers like Foucault, as well as Stirner, with liberalism and with 
liberal understandings of individualism. The importance of poststruc
turalist thought is in showing that the liberal, bourgeois individual is 
neither as consistent or autonomous as he or she imagines; that, as 
Foucault shows, the individual is often an 'effect' of relations of power, 
knowledge and regimes of truth that construct an identity for him or 
her. Indeed, this is precisely why Foucault questions the whole indi
vidualist discourse of personal rebellion and sexual liberation: because 
t~e 'essential self' that seeks to be liberated, or the Man of bourgeois 
nghts and freedoms, 'is Jlrcady in himself the effect of a subjection far 
more profound than himself'.'! So, far (rom supporting the narcissistic 
rebellion of the self ilgaillst p()wer, as Bookchin claims, Foucault shows 
us thdl the project of Pl'lS(}Il,ti liherdlioll must be tre,ltcd with much 
more cdulioll, Simil,lIl\', \\'illt Slilll!'r, Wl' filld nol, dS Hookchin sug 
i~l'''''', .I !"!'ll'hr,lIi(lll (ll h(lIll'~('lli" illtii\'itill.i1i"lll, hili l'Il'l'i"I'Jy.l r.ltii('.i1 
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utility maximising bourgeois individual is a constraint upon the much 
more radical possibilities of ego: here the ego should not be confused 
with the self-interested homo economicus of liberalism - this in itself is 
an abstraction of humanist and liberal discourses - but rather should 
be seen as a kernel of nothingness out of which different expressions of 
the 'self' can arise. Thus, Stirner's individualism is much too radical and 
idiosyncratic to be confined to the liberal conception. 

While Bookchin makes some valid points about the apolitical empti
ness and vapidity of certain New Age spiritual motifs of'self-fulfilment'
to which we can only respond that these have nothing to do with a 
poststructuralist-inspired anarchism in any case - his thesis should in 
general be refuted. Anarchism, as I have suggested, sees no opposi
tion between the collective interests of society and individual need for 
autonomy. To dismiss the latter as a bourgeois 'lifestyle' preoccupation 
has no legitimate basis in anarchist thought. The 'unbridgeable chasm' 
that he erects between 'social' and 'lifestyle' anarchism is an imaginary 
one, born of his own disdain for new, emergent forms of anarchism. 
Here, Bob Black refers to a certain 'paradigm shift' - in the Kuhnian 
sense - between the older, classical anarchism, represented in its last 
gasp by Bookchin, and what he terms New Anarchism, which he sees 
as consciously hedonistic, anti-political and post-leftist. lIl While I agree 
that there has been a certain shift to new understandings of anarchism 
- although here the notion of the paradigm shift is too strong to describe 
moments of both continuity and discontinuity with classical anarchism 
- and while 1 agree that Bookchin should be seen as part of the classi
cal anarchist tradition, I do not see this 'shift' as occurring on the same 
terrain as Black docs. That is to say, the difference between classical and 
'new' - or as I prefer to call it 'post' - anarchism, is not between one 
that is political and 'leftist', and one that is hedonistic, anti-political and 
'post-leftist'. This is in some senses to reflect Bookchin's own highly 
spurious distinction. if by 'anti-political' Black means 'post-political', 
in the sense of no longer being politically engaged, then he is certainlv 
wrong. As I have suggested, the anti-political gesture does not mean all 
avoidance or withdrawal from political struggles, but rather the revolu 
tionary abolition of formal politics and power (particularly in itsstatisl 
form), and this is also obviously a politicol gesture; this is why It olll\, 
makes sense to sec anti-politics - even in its ulopi,lIl dillll'lIsioll .I" 

a certain type of pol itics. Fu rt hl'rm()rl', i I 1ll.1 kl's 11( l S( 'IIS(' 10 1lll'1 0 ,,( 'I' 
contemporary forms (It .1I1.1Il'ilislll.1" 'l1(l,,1 11'lli"I', it by 'posl 11'lIi"I' i" 
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meant an abandonment of I he radical horizon of emancipation. While 
contemporary anarchism might be 'post-leftist' in the sense that it is no 
longer closely affiliated with the labour movement or the socialist tradi
tion, it obvi()~sly still retains an anti-capitalist and egalitarian agenda. 

Ther.efore: If there has been a 'shift' from classical to contemporary 
anar~hlsm, It has taken place on a different terrain: on an ontological 
terrain. In other words, there has been an 'an-archic' dislodgement 
of the deep foundations of classical anarchist thought, a disturbance 
of its ~pisten:ological categories. As outlined above, we can no longer 
subscnbe to Ideas about human essence, the dialectic or the rational 
develo~ment of social forces. The 'paradigm shift' away from classical 
anarchism, therefore, involves an abandonment of the notion of the 
rational social object that formed the basis of its ethics and its revolu
tionary philosophy. Postanarchism refers to the orientation of anarchist 
theory and practice around precisely this rejection of a rational social 
totality. 

THE ONTOLOGY OF 'SOCIAL ECOLOGY' 

This notion of a rational social totality, and the reasons why it should 
be abandoned, become clearer if we turn once again to Bookchin, who, 
as r have argued, may be considered part of the classical anarchist tra
dition .. Bookc~in's central concept and programme of 'social ecology 
embodies the Idea that at the base of social relations there is a certain 
immanent and historically determined unfolding of rational and ethical 
ca~a~ities, which form part of what he calls an 'ecology of freedom'. 
ThiS IS an argument that closely parallels the developmental philoso
phies of classical nineteenth-century anarchists, in which one finds a 
cer~ain nar.rative of freedom and progress driven by an unfolding of a 
SOCIal totality - an essence or capacity that is immanent within society, 
and whose emergence will bring about a rational harmonisation of 
social forces and the full humanisation of Man. 

The same type of narrative can be found in Bookchin's Ecology of 
Freedom. Here he outlines a project of reconciling libertarian socialist
or anarchist - principles with the needs and prerogatives of an 'ecologi
cal society'. This involves harmonising humanity or the human-made 
universe (Wh,lt he refl'rs to dS st'colld III/flirt') with non-human nature 
(firsl 1II1II1rt'). 'I'll\' di,lI('clic,lI illl(Tdclioll h('I\\'('('11 th('s(' two dilll\'llsiolls 
I1)(ltill(('''.J 1.JliIJll,lI s\'llli1I'"i" wilidl Ill)(llq'ilill (',111" ,1 I/lircllllllllrt': 1i1,11 
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is, a more complete, thinking nature in which are combined the princi
ples of unity and diversity. This interaction takes place on the terrain of 
a rational wholeness or totality which was always immanent, although 
hitherto not fully realised: 

What makes unity in diversity in nature more than a suggestive 
ecological metaphor for unity in diversity in society is the under
lying philosophical concept of wholeness. By wholeness, I mean 
varying levels of actualization, an unfolding of a wealth of particu
larities, that are latent in an as-yet-undeveloped potentiality. This 
potentiality may be a newly planted seed, a newly born infant, a 

. . 11 newly born commumty, or a newly born sOCIety. 

Bookchin stresses that this notion of wholeness is not homogenis
ing, but embodies a dynamic interaction of natural and social forces 
and particularities. However, the point is that this interaction of forces 
is determined dialectically as part of an unfolding rationality that is 
immanent in nature. Here Bookchin invokes Hegel's maxim, 'lithe True 
is the whole"', inverting it into the 'lithe whole is the True"': 

One can take this reversal of terms to mean that the true lies in the 
self-consummation of a process through which its development, 
in the flowering of its latent particularities into their fullness or 
wholeness, just as the potentialities of a child achieve expression 
in the wealth of experiences and physical growth that enter into 
childhood.12 

Bookchin elsewhere refers to this logic of unfolding as dialectical 
naturalis1rz: the process by which a certain latent potentially is realised, 
developing itself into its proper wholeness of fullness.1J Bookchin's 
central thesis in his concept of social ecology is, therefore, the idea thLlt 
the possibilities of a free society - a society without hierarchy and a~icn 
ation - are contained within nature itself; moreover, they arc untold 
ing in a rational way through a certain dynamic interaction betwl'cn 
humanity and nature. This will culminate in a reconciliLltiol1 bl'twl'ell 
humanity and nature, and the realisation by hU111Lll1 societies ()j lih 
ertarian and non-hierarchical principles of mg,lIlisdtitlil which \VI'J(' 
already part of the n,ltur,ll mdel: '()ur ('olllillllit,' \\'ilh Iltlll hil'I.lil,hit'.d 
nature suggests Ih.lt .1 Iltlll ilil'I.lIt'ilit'.d S()tit'l, I', Il() II'"'' I.lllti(lI11 Ih,lll 
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an ecosystem.'14 Thus, the project of human freedom must be situated 
in relation to the naturLli world from which it emerges; its realisation 
is the fulfilment of a natural rational destiny, and a harmonisation of 
human with natural society, 

This notion of the ripening of the conditions of human freedom 
through a rational process of enlightenment and social development 
is entirely consistent with classical anarchism. Here we might think 
of Bakunin's idea that freedom develops in accordance with natural 
laws, and that its realisation is possible only with the gradual discern
me~t, through scientific observation and rational enqUiry, of the way in 
whIch these laws constitute our very beings: 'In respect to Nature this 
is for man the only possible dignity and freedom. There will never be 
any other freedom; for natural laws are immutable and inevitablc.'15 
Sirr:ilarly, for Kropotki~, the principl?s of sociability and cooperation, 
whIch are the foundations upon whICh a free and ethical society are 
to be built, are found first in the natural world, where they function as 
principles of evolutionary survival among animal species. However, 
in these narratives, as in Bookchin's, there is a certain antagonism 
between these libertarian and mutualist principles rooted in nature and 
the forces of authoritarianism and hierarchy - forces which will never
theless be overcome through a process of rational enlightenment and 
social revolution. Moreover, these narratives do not propose a simple 
return to nature, but, rather, seek to take advantage of technological 
developments and scientific progress to better harness and implement 
these natural principles. 

However, can we assume that the possibilities of human freedom 
lie rooted in the natural order, as a secret waiting to be discovered, 
as a flower waiting to blossom, to use Bookchin's metaphor? Can we 
assurone t~at t.here is a rational unfolding of possibilities, driven by a 
certam hlstoncal and social logic? This would seem to fall into the 
trap of essentialism, whereby there is a rational essence or being at 
the foundation of society whose truth we must perceive. There is an 
implicit positivism here, in which political and social phenomena are 
seen as conditioned by natural principles and scientifically observable 
conditions. Here I think one should reject this view of a social order 
fou ndl'd on deep r,lt ionai pri Ilcipil's. In t he words of Stirner, 'The 
l'SSl'IlCl' ()f the wOlld, S(I dtfldCfi"I' ,1Ild SI)Il'lldid, is for him who lo()ks 
t() tilt' holf(lI11 of it l'lllpfillt'so;.'il' III ()tIH'I \VOIds, 1.1llwI Ih,lIl thl'Il' 
hl'ill,',.l l.lli()ll.d ()hjt,t'li"il'.I1 II\(' ftlllllll.lIi(lIl (1/ ',(It'it'h', .11l illllll.IIlt'llf 
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wholeness embodying the potential for human freedom, there is a 
certain void or emptiness, one that produces radical contingency and 
indeterminacy rather than scientific objectivity. This idea has been 
elaborated by Laclau and Mouffe, who eschew the idea of society as 
a rationally intelligible totality, and instead see it as a field of anta.go
nisms which function as its discursive limit. In other words, what glVes 
society its definitional limit at the same time subverts it as a coherent, 
whole identity. Therefore, they argue, 'Society never manages fully to 
be society, because everything in it is penetrated by its ~limits, w~ich 
prevent it from constituting itself as an objective reality.'l / AntagOnIsm 
should not be thought of here in the sense of the Hobbesian state of 
nature, as a war of everyman against everyman, but rather as a kind of 
rupturing or displacement of social identities that prevents the closure 

of society as a coherent identity. 
To assert the indeterminacy and openness of social identities does 

not undermine the possibilities of radical politics. Anarchism does 
not require deep ontological foundations, such as those offered by 
Bookchin's concept of social ecology. On the contrary, this sort of foun
dationalism constrains politics by grounding it in a biological determi
nacy and an organic vision of society. My contention here i~ th~t ,:"e 
should no longer think of the politics of freedom and emanCIpatIOn m 
these terms. To presuppose a harmonious, rational social order as the 
fundamental programme of politics, and to see this as being already 
immanent within social relations, entails the very closure of politics. It 
aims at a certain stabilisation, and, indeed, domestication of the politi
cal. Rather than seeing radical politics as part of a rational process, as 
moments in the unfolding of an objective totality, we should see it as 
unpredictable points of rupture with the existing social order. 1£ we ,:"ere 
to take Ranciere's position here, we can see this idea of a determmcd 
social order as the order of 'the police', in opposition to which politics 
is always a moment of rupture, displacement and exteriority.1K For 
Ranciere, politics is democracy. However, democracy here has nothlllg 
to do with a stable regime of institutions, practices, identities and nghts, 
but rather refers to the moment of dissonance or disjuncture LTeatl'd 
when the demos - the part that is excluded from the social and politicdl 
order - demands to be included, and, importantly, docs so on tIll' bd"i" 
of the presupposition of l'l]u<llitv with tIll' wilo1l' of till' l'o1lllmmitv. It 
is not, therefore, d Illdtll'r 01 till' "1ll<Hltil illClllPlll.llillll lll.l n'rl.llll 1),111 
into I Ill' wllllll', bul 1,111\('1 II\(' di"iulll'iUIl' 11('1\\1'1'11.1 1).111 \\l1il'l1 11.1" Illl 
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place - the poor, illegal immigrants, for instance - and the order which 
cannot accommodate this part without disordering itself. 

With certain qualifications, I regard Ranciere's view of politics as 
being extremely useful for a rethinking of anarchism. This is because 
he sees politics itself as an fill-archie displacement of the order of parts, 
semblances and identities. Can we speak, then, of an fin-archie displace
m.ent of a~larchism itself? This is what I have endeavoured to capture 
WIth th? Idea of postanarchism: a destabilisation of the ontological 
foundatIOns and essential identities of anarchism. Furthermore, could 
we say, with Rancicre, that any social order, even one based on anar
chist principles, would be an order of the police? By 'police', Ranciere 
is not referring to the coercive apparatuses of the state, but to a rational 
ordering of places, roles and identities within any community based on 
a certain' distribution of the sensible': that is, a certain regime of signs 
that determines what is perceptible and what is not. 1Y 1£ we take this 
argument, we would have to concede that any form of social oraanisa
tion will involve relations of power and exclusion - such relati~ns are 
coextensive with society as such. No doubt the structures and contours 
of an anarchist community or society would be much more open, less 
exclusionary and restrictive, and more democratic than those of other 
societies. Yet, an anarchist politics must still be aware of the risk of new 
for~s of power emerging in societies supposedly liberated from power. 
ThIS does not mean, of course, that the project of building autonomous, 
libertarian communities is pointless and should be abandoned; rather, 
that anarchism should also be seen as an ethics in which power is con
tinually problematised, and where borders are continually contested. 
Anarchism should remain sensitive to the possibilities of domination 
and to the inevitability of dissent and disagreement. 

If we examine, for instance, Bookchin's idea of municipalism as the 
basis for a new politics of citizenship and democratic decision making, 
we find many interesting and appealing ideas for libertarian institu
tions and practices, including forms of council democracy and decen
tralisation. However, there is little acknowledgement of the possibility 
of new forms of power and exclusion emerging with such institutions. 
For instance, the category of citizenship, which often perpetuates 
sllch pervasive practices of exclusion <lIld securitisation, is never really 
questioned or dl'constnlcil'd ill his 'll·COlIllt. Instl'<ld, we <lIT presl'nted 
wilh .Ill illl,lgl' or I Ill' p'llilil',l! "lllllltlll' llr .I Idlillll,l! l'l"ll'lgil'dl "Ilcil't\' 
III 1111' Illlilli' /\s 1).111 llllhl', lllllli'dl'I,l!I',1 \'i"jllll, I\llll\..I'llill ill\'ll\"I''''\'-, 
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examples of an' authentic politics' models of political participation from 
Athenian democracy and New England town meetings, as well as the 
Arendtian and Aristotelian motifs of the properly politicallife.211 While 
an anarchist politics can certainly draw upon the democratic forms and 
practices of the past, the problem lies more in the way :hat t~is confe?
eralist vision of Bookchin's is imagined as part of a dlalectlcal totahty 
of social and political interdependencies that unfolds towards its own 
self-realisation.21 This confederalist model is thus confirmed as the only 
political form a liberated society can take. However, if we are to under
stand anarchism not only as a way of thinking about future forms of a 
free society, but also as an an-archic disturbance of all political forms, 
then we would have to insist on a certain constitutive openness and a 
space of contestation and disagreement. 

In considering Bookchin's politics, then, we should pay close atten
tion to Ranciere's critical analysis of classical anarchism: 

Historical anarchism oscillated between two fundamental atti
tudes: on the one hand it brought together the capacity for 
inventiveness of humans in association with schemas of historical 
evolution advanced by Marxist science. On the other, it presented 
itself, in the Proudhonian tradition, as the bearer of true social 
science, and of a social formula ready for future application ... 
Murray Bookchin, for his part, seems to me to perpetuate the .o:g
anicist vision to which anarchism has often been linked, a VlSlOn 
according to which the just society would be like a natural veg
etable well embedded in its soil. This also means that he presents 
the anarchist solution as the application of a formula which is 
supposed to be a cure for the sickness of the state. 1, for.my' part, 
do not believe in phrases ready-made for future applicatIOn. I 
believe that there are current forms of opposition to the existing 
order which are developing future forms of being in common. The 
anarchist critique and forms of association linked to the anarchist 
tradition certainly take on a new importance since the failure of 
State Marxism and socialist parties. But this implies thinking the 
thing that historical anarchism judged contradi.ctory: an <lI~~rchist 
political thought, an idea of anarchism as practIcal poltt1CS.~~ 

I f anarchism is to bc SC( '11 <IS <l II(J! if ics i 11 I h ic, <;( '11<;(', rd II1('r I hd 11 <)<; de\'(' 1 
Opnll'I1I<l1 11,l1Tdli\'l' ('1111<;I'lTdkd hy <;Cil'l1litil' kllll\\'ll'd)~I' ,1I1d lldllll,d 
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law, then we would have to reject the ontological categories upon which 
Bo(:kchin's pO.litical yision is founded. Because Bookchin's politics of 
socIal ecology IS absolutisl'd and made certain through the dialectic and 
through a rational, organic objectivity, it effects a closure of politics. To 
see anarchism as a 'practical politics' rather than as a social science, 
means that anarchism is practiced without these dialectical guarantees 
a.nd ~aturali~tic foundations; the emphasis is on contingency and prac
tICal m~()VatlOn, rather than on understanding the organic basis and 
the ratIonal telos of the story of human liberation. This move from a 
~cience of deep foundations to a politics of practices and contingencies 
IS central to postanarchism. 

ANARCHISM AS PRIMITIVISM 

If we are to question the idea of anarchism as a discourse of rational 
progress and dialectical development should we then see it as an 
an:i-~ivilisa~ional politics opposed to the very notion of progress? 
ThiS IS preCIsely the position adopted by the anarcho-primitivist, John 
Zerzan, who engages in a radical critique of civilisation in the name of 
a pre-civilisational Golden Age: that is, an image of man in Palaeolithic 
times as naturally free and unencumbered by the constraints of modern 
society. Zerzan's argument here is seemingly the direct opposite of 
~ookchin's: while the latter affirms the idea of technological innova
tIon and progress, locating the possibilities of human liberation in a 
future ecological society, the former has an utterly dystopian vision 
of modernity, harkening back instead to a prelapsarian time of total 
freedom and oneness with nature, a state which it was our misfortune 
to ever abandon. For Zerzan, the hope of human liberation lies in a total 
destruction of technology and the trappings of civilisation, and a return to 
~ ~rimitive existence: an insurrection of the future primitive.23 Moreover, 
It IS because of his anti-civilisational stance, and his dystopian rejection 
of technology and the idea of progress, that Zerzan is condemned as a 
nihilistic 'lifestyle' anarchist in Bookchin's aforementioned polemic. Yet, 
these two thinkers have more in common than it may appear: they both 
hang on to the Enlightenment desire for social fullness. That is, the idea 
of a rational social harmony and thl' oVl'rcoming of alienation. Bookchin 
se~'ks Ihis SOCi,ll fullness in the future, while Zeri'an finds it in thl' past. 

11li'; <;lllli1,lI1IV lwcollH'<; 111011' l'\'idl'nl in Ilwir Il1l1ll1dl opposition 
10 1'1 )'-,11111 ltll'l11i<"I11/pl )c,hlllll'IIII,dic,I11. I.ikl' I)l)( )"l'hill, /1'1'/.111 l'qlldlt'c; 
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postmodernism with nihilism, irrationalism and relativism. He refers to it 
as a 'catastrophe', arguing that it simply mirrors the abstraction, fragmen
tation and loss of reality generated by contemporary hyper-capitalism 
and consumerism. However, aside from the problematic conflation of 
a certain pop-culture notion of postmodernism - which 1 would agree 
largely consists in a fetishisation of capitalism and is incapable of provid
ing any effective critique of it-with poststructuralism, which I see as more 
politically engaged, it is curious that Zerzan condemns postmodernism 
for its assault on Enlightenment humanism: 'Postmodernism subverts 
two of the over-arching tenets of Enlightenment humanism: the power 
of language to shape the world and the power of consciousness to shape 
a self.'24 Yet surely the discourse of Enlightenment humanism, with its 
ideas of the rationally conscious individual and human emancipation, 
are products of the very civilisation that Zerzan so violently rejects. 
Indeed, in another essay, Zerzan claims that language itself is alienat
ing and repressive because it abstracts us from the more immediate and 
authentic relationship with the world;25 and yet he condemns postmod
ernism for undermining the power of language to shape the world. In 
what sense would r<:ltionality, and Enlightenment humanist notions of 
the autonomous subject, have any sort of meaning at all in the primitive, 
pre-linguistic societies Zerzan admires? 

Such moments of self-contradiction aside, what becomes apparent 
in Zerzan's critique of postmodernism is the desire to preserve some 
notion of authenticity and presence; the idea that there is an essen
tial reality - the thing in itself - beyond discourse and representation. 
What postmodernism undermines and disrupts, according to Zerzan, 
is the possibility of an authentic relationship with the world, a sensory 
appreciation of the real which is unmediated by language. The effect 
of strategies like deconstruction, according to Zerzan, is to make 
impossible 'unmediated contact or communication, only signs and 
representations; deconstruction is a search for presence and fulfilment 
interminably, necessarily, deferred'. 26 This is why Zerzan is a Iso cri tiCd I 
of Lacanian psychoanalysis, as it shows that pre-symbolic jouissclnCl' i~ 
impossible and unattainable because it is outside the order of lan hT1.l.lgl' 
and representation. 

Zerzan's desire to return to somc Clutlll'nlic rcblionship wit h till' 
world, some unmediatl'd experience of the prl'e;l 'nt, is 1 i kl' t Ill' til 'e;i rl' I I} 
return to the pre-( kdipill e;tilll' of hlise;: Illl' llllllH'tli.lIl'lI, 1l.l1111II11illll', 
enjoynwnl (jollie;e;,llll't') \\'illl 11ll' Ill1111ll'r prilll III Ilw ."il'll.liill)', illil'l 
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vention of the paternal signifier. Indeed, his descriptions of primitive 
hunter-gatherer societies in Palacolithic times, for whom the con
straints of civilisation, the burdens of gender and economic hierarchies 
and the violence and alienations of capitalism, technology and the divi
sion of labour were unknown, were societies of bliss, innocence and 
harmony, in which one experienced an authentic and immediate rela
tionship with the natural environment. To live such an undomesticated 
existence, without technology, without involuntary work, without 
family structures, without even language and symbolic representation, 
is to experience a genuine freedom and a complete oneness with the 
world. According to Zerzan, such primitive hunter-gatherer societies 
were societies of leisure, abundance and egalitarianism. 

This idea of a lost state of innocent enjoyment and authenticity has 
a powerful resonance today in the face of the pervasive intrusions and 
constraints of our technolOgically-saturated societies. Here we should 
not dismiss of the value of Zerzan's dystopian critique. We do, indeed, 
live a domesticated existence in our time of biopolitical capitalism, with 
its continual deployment of technologies of surveillance and control, its 
cynical commodification and manipulation of biological life itself and 
its devastation of the natural environment. Societies in the developed 
world increasingly resemble giant, hi-tech prisons, with their surveil
lance cameras, databases, biometric technologies and their enclosure 
of the commons. Are we not all haunted by the desire to destroy the 
chains that bind us, to escape these confines, to roam freely in wildness 
of a state of nature? Does not the desire to escape domestication recur 
as a powerful social fantasy? Indeed, this is how we should approach 
Zerzan's vision of authentic primitive societies. They should not be seen 
as actually existing societies; despite the abundance of anthropological 
studies that Zerzan cites as evidence for their existence, this is all pure 
speculation. Rather they should be seen as a kind of utopia, an anti
political imaginary of freedom and autonomy that serves as a powerful 
basis for the critique of contemporary conditions. As Zerzan says, refer
ring to the myth of the Colden Age, 'Eden, or whatever name it goes 
by, was the home of our primeval forClger ancestors, and expresses the 
yearning of disillusioned tillers of till' soil for a lost life of freedom and 
rcicltivl' e<1sc.':'7 We should, tlll'rl'fml', Sl'e I:cr/Cln's utopiCl of primitive 
freedom ,1l1d <llltlll'nlicil\' nlll .Ie; e;llllll'lhing Ih;ll once existed, stilllcss 
de; Sllllll'lllill~~ \\'l' ('.Ill Il'llIlIl III ,Ie, p.lll (II .Ill .I11li l'i\'ilie;dlillll.ll pm 
)~I.lIIIIIIl', hll d',.1 killt! 11\ Ill')',.lIl\l' 1111.1)',111.11\', .11)llilll 1}ll'\ll'lillfil\' .Illt! 
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excess that allows us to escape from the mental confines of this world 
and to reflect on its limits. As Zerzan himself says: 'To "define" a disa
lienated world would be impossible and even undesirable, but [ think 
we can and should try to reveal the unworld of today and how it got 
this way.'2K We cannot return to a primitive hunter-gatherer existence. 
As Rousseau said, we cannot return to the primeval bliss of the state of 
nature - once we had abandoned this Colden Age there was no going 
back. We can only go forward, working with what we have, resisting 
and destroying certain technologies, utilising and civilising others, but 
morc importantly, creating new spaces for autonomy and equality, new 
ways of life that resist and escape domestication. . . . 

However, where Zerzan's argument becomes problematic IS m the 
essentialist notion that there is a rationally intelligible presencc, a social 
objectivity that is beyond language and discourse. To speak i~ Lacan.ia.n 
terms, the pre-linguistic state of jouissance is precisely unattamable: It IS 
always mediated by language that at the same time alienates and ?istorts 
it. I t is an irna<;;inary jouissance, an illusion created by the symbohc order 
itself as the ~ecret behind its veil. We live in a symbolic and linguistic 
universe, and to speculate about an original condition of authenticity 
and immediacy, or to imagine that an authentic presence is attainable 
behind the veils of the symbolic order or beyond the grasp of language, 
is futile. There is no getting outside language and the symbolic; nor can 
there be any return to the pre-Oedipal real. To speak in terms of aliena
tion, as Zerzan does, is to image a pure presence or fullness beyond 
alienation, which is an impossibility. While Zerzan's attack on technol
ogy and domestication is no doubt important and valid, it .is ba~ed on a 
highly problematic essentialism implicit in his notion of ahe~atlOn. 

To question this discourse of alienation is not a conservatIve gesture. 
It does not rob us of normative reasons for resisting domination, as 
Zerzan claims. I t is to suggest that projects of resistance and emancipa
tion do not need to be grounded in an immediate presence or positive 
fullness that exists beyond power and discourse. Rather, radical politics 
can be seen as being based on a moment of negativity: an emptiness or 
lack that is productive of new modes of political subjectivity and acti()n.~" 
Instead of hearkening back to a prinwrdial authenticity that hds bee!l 
alienated and yet which can be recaptured - a state of harmo!lY which 
would be the very eclipse ()fpolitics . I belieVl' it is Ill<lll' IrLiitlul tothlllK 
in terms of ,1 c()!lstitut i\'(' rift t hdt is ill I Ill' h<1"(' 01.111\' id('lllit\', .I 1111 I h,lI 
prodUCl'S rildil'<11 (ll)l'llill!'." I( 11 IH llil il'dl drl intl,lI i( 111 dlld dl'l i( lll, 
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THE ETHICS OF POSTANARCHISM 

I have suggested that, despite their differences, both Bookchin and 
Zerzan work within an Enlightenment paradigm - similar to that of 
classical anarchism - which presupposes a rational social essence or 
fullness: one that is either lost and needs to be recovered, or one that 
will be realised in the future through a process of dialectical develop
ment. My argument has been that this ontological vision forecloses the 
dimension of the political, determining its direction and eliminating 
the openness and contingency proper to it. This idea of openness and 
contingency, moreover, also refers to the domain of ethics. As I have 
shown, ethics is what opens politics to that which is beyond its own 
limits, disturbing the sovereignisirzg tendency of political identities. In 
this sense, because postanarchism embodies a moment of an-anarchic 
disruption,. it is ~ way of thinking about politics that is also deeply 
engaged With ethICS. Postanarchism can be seen as a way of reflecting 
on the aporetic moment of tension between politics and ethics. 
. !10wever, what do we mean by ethics here? Can we speak of a spe

cI.f1cally postanarchist understanding of ethics, and how might this be 
dIfferent from other conceptions of ethics? The question of ethics and 
its relation to radical politics today becomes especially important in the 
face of what might superficially appear as two contradictory phenom
ena. On the one hand, there has been a dclegitimising of universal 
moral categories, which can be found today in the plurality of moral 
positions, religious beliefs, ethical sensibilities and ways of life. On the 
other hand, we see the hysterical desire to reinvent moral absolutes: 
something that can be observed, for instance, in the construction of 
et~ics - based on liberal notions of human rights - as a global ideology; 
or III the uncanny return of the worst kinds of religious dogmatism and 
conservatism. This is the paradoxical situation that confronts ethics 
under the conditions of postmodernity. While one can affirm, with 
Lyotard, the eclipse of meta narratives - including the Kantian univer
sal moral imperative - the implications of this are often ambiguous. 
Rather thi111 producing i1 liberation, it can at times lead to the imposi
tIon ot d Il'roci()us III ord I superego. Moral i1nd religious fundamental
isms iJrl' in Ihis S('!lS(' S\'lllpl(lll1dlic (d the 'postl1lodern condition'. The 
dl'l'lilH' of Ill!' I!dditi(lll,li dlllll!l!ilv !l11l1(1!']1 I,l\v ,1I1d universal injunc 
111111'> i" "IIJ 111Il 'Il11'111l'd I(llld\ \\illl '('Ihil'" C(lllllllilll'l"";' dIll! Nl'\\' ;\I~l' 
"I'"illl.Iii·,rll "' ,I <i("'11('Idl(' ,111('1''1'11(11('111\('111 Ill!' Id.I(· (d ,,"II11llil\, 1(1 
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cover over the lack in the symbolic order. The liberation promised with 
the decline of traditional moral and symbolic authority now ends up 
in a new series of constraints and prohibitions. In the words of Lacan, 
who reversed the maxim of Dostoyevsky, 'if God is dead, now nothing 

is permitted'. 311 • ••• 

How might an ethically engaged form of radIcal pohtIcs hke anar-
chism respond to this situation? An adequate response surely cannc:t 
be a naive libertarianism which celebrates the breakdown of tradI
tional moral authority as a moment of existential freedom. Things 
are not so simple: as Lacan pointed out, the project of the libertine is 
often complicated by the emergence of new prohibitions and laws, a 
new desire for authority.31 To transgress the law for its own sake only 
ends up reinventing it. As I will try to show, and contrary to w~a~ ~as 
been alleged, postanarchism does not amount to an amoral nlhIhsm 
or relativism. Indeed, it builds upon the ethical possibilities of clas
sical anarchism - particularly its ethics of solidarity and equality, the 
opposition to domination and a respect for the autono~y of others. 
Yet it does so without the ontological guarantees of universal moral 
and rational categories. While classical anarchism rejected the moral 
authority enshrined in religion, it proclaimed instead ~ moral authc:r
ity based on nature, reason and science. For Kropotkm and Bakunm, 
nature contained moral and rational facts which could be discerned 
through scientific observation. When Kropotkin said that nature v:as 
the 'first ethical teacher of man', he was grounding an understandmg 
of ethics in the certainties of biological evolution. While Godwin con
sidered moral decision making to the be preserve of the autonomous 
individual who exercises the 'right to private judgement', he neverthe
less saw this as being part of a process of universal moral and rational 
perfectibility. 

However, if postanarchism questions this sort of moral founda
tionalism, can it still maintain a commitment to ethical action? Not 
according to Benjamin Franks, who argues that postanarchism leads 
to a radical subjectivism - a moral relativism where the individual, in II 

solipsistic fashion, determines his or her own moral coordinates - thus, 
making it unsuitable for developing ethical and political rci<1tiolls With 
others. This subjectivist position is attributed to Stinll'r, who, ("r,mke; 
argues, rejects the universal moral ,mel r,ltiolllli discourses embodied 
in Enlightellment hUlllallie;1ll ,md proposee; ill Ilwir pld\'(' till' e;Upll'llll' 
individu,llislll ,md dnlllr.llie;1ll III Ihe e;('11 nl'.lIill~~ l'~',lli"l: 
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Howe~er, the alternative I to consequentialist and deontological 
an~rch~sms] ~dopted by some egoist individualists and postanar
ChIStS, I.e. radIcal subjectivism, is inadequate on similar grounds. If 
subjectiv~sm is right, then it restricts the possibility of meaningful 
ethIcal dIalogue, recreates hierarchies between the liberated ego 
a~d the rest, and cannot adequately account for the creative ego, 
WIthout recourse to the other social forms it rejects. 32 

However~ aside from the question of the extent to which J base my 
understandmg of postanarchist ethics entirely on a Stirnerite egoism, 
r nevertheless regard Stirner as useful for a rethinking of ethics in 
terms of ~ingularities. Moreover, as I have suggested, Stirner's critique 
o~ moralIty should not be reduced to a simple selfish individualism: 
hIS understanding of the individual subject is more radical than that. 
1 see Stirner as a kind of wrecking ball who demolishes the abstrac
tions of hum~nis~ a.nd rationalism erected in the place of Cod by 
Peuerbach .. HIS pomt IS to show that the moral and rational categories 
of m.odermty have an undiagnosed religiosity, a theolOgical stain that 
conynues to haunt their apparent secularity.33 Morality is, therefore, 
a~ Ideology, and it masks a certain relationship of domination. Thus, 
Stlrner clears the ground for a reconsideration of ethics and politics 
beyond the categories of Enlightenment humanism and liberalism. 
Ethics and politics should be thought of at the level of singularities 
rather than universal abstractions; ethics must be open to a certain 
spontaneous and free self-determination by individuals, rather than 
imposed upon them from above through abstract moral codes and 
strictures. Moreover, the egoist who refuses to be subjected to these 
a~stractions i.s not an immoralist, a position which simply reaffirms the 
bmary establIshed by morality. Rather, the egoist should be seen as an 
open dimension of subjectivity, a self-creating void that is always in 
the process of becoming, and in which all sovereign, fixed identities 
ar.e destabili~e.d. T~e sub!ectivity of the liberal bourgeois individual, 
WIth whom StIrner s ego IS so often and so inaccurately associated, is 
itself undermined here. 

. Howe~er, docs this egoism make ethical relations with others impos
Sible, as fT,lIlKs sllggee;ts? For Stimer, the egoistic removal of idealised 
ilbstr<lcliollS like 'mor<llilv', 'Illlllldllil\" ,md 'society' 'lc!uallv opens the 
pllse;lhilll\' tIll IH'\\' kinde; llf ll'I.llilllh willl llllll'! IWll]lII" i"l'ldlilllle; hde;l'd 
I III VI ,Jlllll.ll \' .1""1 H'i.lli! III 1.111ll'1 lil.llll'"1.1hli,,lll'd hI llld" ,llld ! lhli~',.tlil llle;, 
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People will still come together, still fraternise, love one another and so 
on, 

but the difference is this, that then the individual really unites with 
the individual, while formerly they were bound together by a tic; 
son and father arc bound together before majority, after it they 
can come together independently; before it they belonged together 
as members of a family, after it they unite together as egoists; 
sonship and fatherhood remain, but son and father no longer pin 
themselves down to these. 34 

While this social dimension of egoism is perhaps insufficiently elabo
rated and developed - Stirner makes certain references to the possibil
ity of a 'union of egoists' - it is by no means ruled out in his account. 
Nor is there an implied hierarchy in Stirner's thinking, between the lib
erated ego and others, as Franks suggests. For Stirner, the possibilities 
of radical freedom offered by egoism and' own ness' can be grasped by 
anyone; there is no Nietzschean sentimentality here for aristocracy. 

As an alternative to both Stirnerite 'subjectivism' and moral univer
salism, Franks proposes a situated ethics: an understanding of ethics as 
situated within, and contingent upon, specific social practices, commu
nities and organisations. Different situations demand different ethical 
relations and rules, rules which can nevertheless change over time, 
and arc open to dialogue and critical negotiation.35 I fully agree with 
this application of ethics, and I see it as a useful way of thinking about 
ethics in terms of autonomy and pluralism. However, what it lacks is an 
understanding of ethical subjectivation - in other words, the processes 
by which a subject becomes an ethical (and, indeed, political) subject. 
Therefore, I think the idea of a situated ethics needs to be supplemented 
with an account of the ethical subject. In an earlier chapter, I explored 
Levinas's anarchic account of ethics as a way of understanding ethical 
subjectivation: here the subject is held 'hostage' by the encounter 
with the Other, an encounter that unsettles and destabilises his or her 
sovereign identity. However, on the other side of this process <lre I Ill' 
micro-ethical and micro-political strategies that we eng<lge in, and 
through which we constitute a relation to ethics. Here we Illusl lum 
briefly to Foucault's 'ethics of the carl' of self'. While hall"dllll'<; f()l'liC, 
on the ethical str<ltegil'<; Ih;ll COIl<;lilull' 11ll' <;l'lf mi,\~hl .1]111(',11 III 11(" 
or posed 10 thl' I.l'\'ill.l<;i.llll'lllll'l'plillll, ill \\Ilit"il lilt' c,l,11 ic, tlllc,l'lIll,d h\ 
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the Other, my suggl'stioll is Ihat they are not as far apart as they seem: 
they both rely on a non -essentialist conception of the self and its rela
tion ~o ethics. For Foucault, the ethical and ascetic strategies, such as 
askesls, that h~ explores in the later volumes of The History of Sexuality, 
arc ways of thmkmg about the self, not in relation to an essential truth 
that the subject discovers within him or herself - a conception of the 
self which authorises regulatory and institutional practices into which 
the subject is inserted - but rather in relation to certain 'games of truth', 
r~les of conduct and practices of care that the subject engages in. Put 
SImply, .these ethical strategies that Foucault discusses arc ways that 
the subject constructs, rather than discovers, him- or herself. We find 
an important parallel here with Stirner's idea of the ego as a process of 
self-creation. 

Moreover, although for Foucault, unlike Levinas, the care of the 
self is ontologically prior to the care of others, it nevertheless entails a 
c.e~tain ethical way of relating to others. In particular, it is a way of prac
tlsmg freedom in an ethical way: indeed, in this conception, freedom 
becomes an ethical problem. Freedom, for Foucault, cannot be a certain 
state beyond power that we finally reach through a moment of lib
eration. Rather, it must be an ongoing ethical practice, in which one's 
relationship with oneself and others is subject to a continual ethical 
interrogation: 

this practice of liberation is not in itself sufficient to define the 
practices of freedom that will still be needed if this people, this 
society, and these individuals are able to define admissible and 
acceptable forms of existence or political society ... This ethical 
problem of the definition of practices of freedom, it seems to me, 
is much more important than the rather repetitive affirmation that 
sexuality or desire must be Iiberated. Jh 

IS ANARCHISM A UTOPIA? 

What relll<lins insufficiently theorised within classical anarchism -with 
its narratives ()f the liberation <lnd rcalisation of the hUlllan subject 
through a ralion<ll unf()lding of social ;lIld n,ltural forces - is precisely 
I hl<; Idl'd 01 .l micro p( )Iil ic,tI l'l hil'e; .le; c,lIggl'<;ll'd h\' hHll"<Hrlt, In ()ther 
\\'()Idc" \\'l' (,1Il11()j .lC,C,tlllll' lit,1I .J Il'\'()llIticlIl.JI\' !ll()jl'l'I ()( lihCT.lli()1l 
II(lIll C11'11Il",<,in' I'(liiti(',d ,llie! ('(C1IIC1llli(' (Cliiditillil', wil! hl' ('llclllI'lI' 
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there will still be relations of power, requiring an ongoing ethical 
contestation, ongoing practices of freedom and the deveh:pment ~)f 
different modes of subjectivation. We must, therefore, consider agam 
the question of utopia here. In previous chapters: I h~ve sugge~te.d 
that postanarchism must retain a utopian dimensIOn; mde:d, thl~ IS 
vital to the anti-political horizon of radical politics. Yet this utopian 
dimension should be rethought. It should not be a concrete formula
tion of a liberated society; for instance, the idea of an ecological society 
with its municipal institutions, as proposed by Bookchin as the rational 
outcome of a process of dialectical unfolding. The utopian mo~ent i~ 
anarchism should not seek to establish a scientific status for Itself; It 
should not sec itself in terms of a precise, scientific programme emerg
ing inevitably from a rational process of social evolution. Rather, utopia 
gives itself over to the imaginary, providing a point o~ esc~~e from ~he 
current order, a way of orienting and inciting (antl)pol!tIcal deslfe. 
Utopian thinking might be seen a way of puncturing the on~ologi~al 
status of the current order, introducing into it a moment of disruptIve 
heterogeneity and singularity. . . . 

As I have argued, anarchism has always had a utopIan dImenSion. 
However, one can also detect two different utopian moments in anar
chism: one that might be termed 'scientific utopianism', in which a 
future anarchist society is founded on scientific and rational principles 
and will be the inevitable outcome of a revolution against the state; 
and another that might be termed 'utopianism of the here and now', in 
which the focus is less on what happens after the revolution, and more 
on a transformation of social relations within the present. Here the 
'spiritual' anarchism of thinkers like Martin Buber and Gustav Landauer 
provides important ways of rethinkin~ utopia. ~or i.nst~nce, Landauer 
suggests that the state is more than Simply an mstltutlOn t~at ca~ be 
overthrown in a revolution, and then replaced with an anarchIst socIety. 
Rather, the state should be seen as a certain relation between people: 
a mode of behaviour and interaction. Therefore, it can be transcended 
only through a certain spiritual transformation of relation~hips: 'W,l' 
destroy it by contracting other relationships, ?y beh.aving diHercntlv'." 
If there is no such transformation, the state will be sllllply H'lIlvl'nted III 
a different form during the revolution. The fOCllS Illllst [w, t hen, Oil crl' 
ating alternative, n(lIl-statist, ll(lIl-cluth(lrit,niall rl'lali(lIlships hl'lwl'I'll 
people. We find all l'lllph.lsi<; lll'n', I hl'll, .oil .1 lilwrLlI i,lIl Illlcn l, 1)( lill 11''-, 
and micro l'thic<;: ,]<; wilh IhillKl'lS liKl' 1'11<'1111<' til' 1.1 i)IWII<', hllll,Hill 
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and Stirner, Landauer shows us that the problem of 'voluntary servi
tude' - the state or political domination as a way of thinking and as a 
mode of relating to others - must be overcome in our heads and hearts 
before it can be overcome as an external institution; or rather, that the 
~wo pr~cesses would be concurrent. This suggests a utopianism of the 
Immediate, of the here and now - one that builds on the possibilities 
of co~munity t.hat already exist, and yet whose ways of life presuppose 
what IS non-eXIstent or not yet existent.1g 

This 'micro-political' understanding provides us with an alternative, 
and I think more fruitful, way of thinking about utopia than that of sci
entific ~top.ianism, in which the rational society of the future emerges 
as the mevltable product of the grand narrative of human liberation. 
However, this utopianism of the present should not be considered as 
an abandonment of politics, as if to imagine that the construction of 
autonomous communities and ways of life means that we can give up 
on the idea of politically confronting or contesting the existing order. 
The two must go together. Utopianism, while it is a means of escaping 
from the mental confines of the current order, should not be seen as a 
means of escaping from the responsibilities of political engagement. 
Indeed, we could say that a utopianism of the 'here and now' is also 
present in concrete forms of resistance to domination. For instance, 
~~) disr~pt. border. control activitie~ and to campaign for the rights of 
Illegal mIgrants IS already a utopIan act, because in such acts is pre

Supposed the idea of a society of free circulation, without the tyranny of 
borders. So we must find ways of thinking about utopia that expresses 
both the desire for alternative forms of existence and the need to 
confront politically the dominations of the present. 

CONCLUSION 

In this ~hapter, I have further elaborated a politics and ethics of pos
tanarc~lsm .through an engagement in debates with contemporary 
anarchlst thlllkers. I have shown that there is a continuity at an onto
logIcal and epistemological level, between classical anarchism and 
contemporary ,lll,lrchist th,inkers such <IS Bookchin and Zerzan, despite 
flwlr mclny Il1lporLlIlt dlftcrl'llc('S. I:urflwrlllore, I have shown that if 
<111dn'llislll is 10 ]'('Ill.lil1 ]('11'\'<1111 III r.ldicll polilicli <;truggll's today, it 
Illll'-,l l'lllhlllll'l Ill'\\' Illltll'I'-,I.llldill,l> Ilil)()lilic'-" I'Ihil'<;, <;lIhjl'I'li\'il\' :l1ld 
111(11)1.1 \\lii,'1i .III' Iill! ,1',111I111"1'" III 1""'('llli.ill',1 III 1.llillll.ill',1 Illilldlll'il'" 
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and which eschew the guarantees of the dialectic. Tn this sense, we 
should think about (post)anarchism in terms of utopian momer:ts of 
disruption and contingency, rather than the unfolding of. a rat~onal 
project of social fulfilment. Chapter ~ will explore the ways l~ w~lch a 
politics of postanarchism can be apphed to contemporary radlcal strug
gles and issues today. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION: POSTANARCHISM AND 

RADICAL POLITICS TODAY 

In Chapter 5 r suggested that postanarchism occupies a certain utopian 
terrain. However, this was to be thought of as a political utopia, a 
utopia of the here and now; a utopianism that is deeply engaged in 
political struggles rather than retreating into passivity. Tn other words, 
it is important to think of the inevitable utopian dimension of radical 
politics in terms of action rather than stasis, engagement rather than 
escape; as a certain political space of insurgency and contestation 
through which the sovereignty of the existing order is confronted in the 
name of something other. The central challenge of this book has been 
to think politics outside the state - to explore the constituent principles 
and ethical contours of a political space which seeks autonomy from 
the order of the state. However, the desire for autonomy, which I see 
as the horizon of radical political struggles today, cannot be realised in 
any meaningful sense in the form of apolitical separatism, as a retreat 
from the world of struggle and contestation. The exodus from Empire 
that Hardt and Negri speak of will inevitably involve an active resist
ance to domination. The struggle for an outside, for another world, will 
always be the work of politics, and will involve a contestation with the 
limits of this world. We should think of autonomy, then, as an open
ended project - as something constructed through ongoing practices of 
opposition and democratisation. 

The aim of this chapter is to chart the contours of the terrain of 
radical politics today: to briefly explore emerging forms of resistance 
to globalised capitalism and state domination, as well as to survey 
the threats and challenges that these movements of resistance face. 
My centr;11 contention i<; th<1t ;111 insurgent politic;11 sp;1ce h;1s i11ready 
cllwrgl'd, Ch,lrdcteric;l'd hv Ill'\\' .lllll 1'\lwrillll'11Lli (()lIllC; ()I polilic,li 

pr,](li("I' ,lilt! (>I)',.lllic,.lli( >11 111.11 .111' .111.llllli',1 il ill (>I il'111']1 il )11, .ilII1(111)',ll 
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perhaps not consciously so. This observation is, of course, not~ing 
new: for instance, much has been said already about the decentrahsed, 
democratic and non~authoritarian structures and practices involved in 
what is broadly termed the global anti~capitalist movement. 1 However, 
my aim here will be to show how these newly emerg~nt radical s~r~g~ 
ales and movements can allow us to reflect on the limIts of the polItIcal 
h . . . 
today. My suggestion is that we have reached a certain In:passe In ::m~ 
temporary politics - a certain crisis of legitimacy in establIshed polItIcal 
institutions and forms of democratic representation. The era of what 
has been termed by Ranciere and others, 'post~politics', is upon us. This 
is a time in which the political domain, which used to be characterised 
by an identifiable ideological opposition between Left and Righ.t, has 
been replaced by a technocratic rationality of government, constItuted 
around the (now rather shaky) neoliberal economic consensus. 

However, the time of 'post~politics' should not be greeted with pes~ 
simism but, rather, with a certain optimism: while the absolute nihil~ 
ism at the heart of modern parliamentary politics is being ruthlessly 
exposed in, for instance, the embarrassing scandal over Mrs' exp.enses 
in the United Kingdom, there are - and have been for some tIme -
radical political movements and diverse struggles emerging on a global 
scale, in which new and more innovative forms of democratic life are 
beina proposed and experimented with. We need only to shift our gaze 
to this alternative and dissenting world to see that this is not the era of 
P()st~politics at ali, but rather one of intense politici~ation. .. 

At the same time, we should not be overly sanguine about the IneVl~ 
tability of radical social transformation, of global emancipatio~ .. Even 
though the current economic crisis is pointing to the very lImIts ot 
capitalism - or at least of a particular hegemonic form of it - we cannot 
be certain about what forms of politics will come to dominate the con~ 
temporary horizon. We do not necessarily see signs of the immanent 
revolution of the multitude appearing everywhere. Indeed, one of the 
central aims of this book has been to question the idea of a pure social 
revolution that is determined by organically embedded principles, 
laws of science, the movement of historical forccs or developnwnts 
in the mode of production. The revolution - if we cLm still speak in 
those terms, as a singular event - is not immLlIll'nt or inl'vitclbll'; nor 
is it driven by a dialeclil"Lll unfolding of nLllurLll or rdtiondl forces, 
Morcover, rather I h<lIl I hinking ()f Ll ...;1 ric! 111 ( lI,d di\'i...;i()11 11('IWl'I'11 I Ill' 
social ,1Ild I)olilil'dl pliIH'qlll', d"'lll()P(N'd hy lilt' (1,1', ... i(.d dl1dll'hi ... h, I 
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ha.ve argued that it is more productive to highlight the antagonism that 
eXIsts between politics and the state. The sovereign state is the order of 
de~politicisation: it is the principle of stabilisation and naturalisation, 
through which political conflicts are incorporated, sanitised, made safe 
or repressed; it is a certain forgetting of the antagonisms at the base of 
its sovereign foundations - a forgetting, as Foucault would say, of the 
blo:)? co~gealed on the codes of law. Instead, I have argued that the 
pO.htIca.1 IS the constitutive space between society and the state; and it 
IS In thIS space that the current struggles against global capitalism and 
state authoritarianism must be situated. 

This conceptualisation does not mean, though, that we cannot 
envisage a future transcendence of state authority; it does not mean 
that radical struggles are always caught in this in~between moment in 
the shad.ow o.f the state. Indeed, I would argue that the very existence 
and prolIferatIon of such struggles, movements and autonomous com~ 
munities already presupposes a certain dissolution or at least weak~ 
ening, of the principle of state sovereignty. To situate the political in 
t~e space betwe:n society and the state has two functions. It points, 
fIrst, to a rupturIng of existing social relations, identities and roles, a 
certain moment of 'dis~identification' that I have spoken of before (in 
other words politics must signify a disruption or break with the idea of 
~n e~ta~lishe~ .social order). Secondly, the positioning of the political 
III thIS IllterstltJal space between two orders (society and the state) is 
a way of emphasising that the tasks of radical politics are not reduc~ 
i~le to ~he overthrowing of state power; that even this revolutionary 
aIm whIch was central to classical anarchist and, in a different sense, 
Leninist, politics is considerably more complicated and difficult to 
conceive now than it was a century or so ago. There is no more Winter 
Palace to. storm, a~d radical politics is confronted with the problem 
of analyslllg, mapplllg and contesting forms of power that are more 
deterritorialised. The sovereign state continues to exist - indeed, its 
power has expanded rather than contracted - but its operation must be 
considered as part of a more dispersed and differentiated network of 
power. Moreover, ~s Foucault pointed out, the revolutionary seizure or 
even destruction ot the state docs not solve the problem of power. 2 The 
focus ()n I he <HI h m()n1\' ()f the p()1 itica I high lights, then, the ongoing 
Ill'l'tI 10 IIlll'rrog<lll' rl'I<llion ... of 1)(lWl'r ,lilt! 10 invl'nl !lew practices of 
In'l'dnlll, ;\...; I "'11)~)~l, ... ll'tI ill (h.lpll'l S, I Ill' ... I,ill' c;11<lllld hl' Ihoughl of 
11(>1 "'"l1l ll\'.J', .1 ... ('11(", nl 1I1<,llllllil)lJ', .1I1d ... llIll'lllll", III 1'1)\\'('1, hIlI " ... 
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a certain authoritarian relationship, a particular way of thinking and 
structuring our lives - and so the idea of a politics of autonom~ fr?m 
the state involves the development of alternative non-authontanan 
relationships, political practices, ways of thinking and modes of livin~. 

So this is how we should think about the possibilities of radical poh
tics today: no longer as laying the ground for a revolutionary even~ or a 
single, unified moment of global emancipation, but rath~r as a sene~ of 
struggles, movements and communities whose existence IS often fragIle, 
whose practices are experimental, tentative and localised and whose 
continuity is by no means guaranteed. Nevertheless, they represent 
moments of potential rupture with the global order of power, a~d they 
embody - in their very singularity - the possibility of an alternatIve. 

THE ORDER OF POWER: SECURITY, BORDERS, BIOPOLITICS 

Radical politics is nevertheless confronted today by formidable forms 
of power. As if in anticipation of future insurgencies, the p~):-ver. of 
the state has exponentially increased in recent years. SecuntIsatIOn 
becomes the dominant paradigm of the state; the matrix for an unprec
edented deployment of strategies and technologies of control, surveil
lance and pre-emption, and for a permanent war-like mobilisat~on. 
The continual blurring of different forms of dissidence and protest mto 
the idea of a threat to state security - climate change and anti-war 
protestors and activists being arrested under anti-terrorist powers, for 
example - suggests that the so-called war on terrorism has as its ta.rget 
all those who dissent from the state-capitalist order. At the same tIme, 
however, we should see this logic of securitisation and exception as 
a reaction to a certain crisis in the symbolic order of the nation-state 
under conditions of capitalist globalisation. The nation-state as the 
container of sovereignty is less certain; its boundaries and identity are 
less clearly delineated. Security, therefore, becomes a way for s(wer
eignty to re-articulate itself in this more fluid global order. Through 
mechanisms of security, state power spills out beyond its own borders, 
constructing networks of surveillance, incarceration, control and war 
making that are no longer strictly determined by national boundaries. 
Prisons that are not prisons but camps, wars arc no longer W,lrs but 
'policing' operations; global networks of sl!rVl'iI I ,1IlCl' ,1Ild inforJll<1tion . 
sharing -- we arc in tIlt' midst of, dS i\g<lJllhl'l1 wOlild Pllt It, d :0/1('01 

illdistillctioll,; in which l1.ltiol1.li S()\'l'Il'ir,l1ty b!tll'" illl() ~;I()b.ll Sl'(lIlIly 
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whil~ at the same time reifying and fetishising existing borders, and 
erectmg new ones everywhere. 

These developments open up two important sites for contestation. 
First, the logic of security itself, which has become so ubiquitous and 
omnipresent today, has to be seen as mechanism of de-politicisation: 
it is way of imposing a certain order on social reality which is self
legitimising and beyond question; it is an ideology that authorises the 
infinite accumulation of state power.4 Moreover, as Foucault showed, 
the idea of security - as it functioned in liberal discourses of govern
ment in the eighteenth century - has become coextensive with the 
idea (~f free~om itsel~.5 Today we have come to think of freedom only 
as stnctly Clrcumscnbed by security; freedom and security become 
part of a binary, in which the former cannot be imagined without the 
latter, and in which the former always gives way to the exigencies and 
prerogatives imposed by the latter. The liberal idea of an appropriate 
balance between security and liberty is an illusion. The only vision the 
security paradigm offers us - with its pernicious technologies and its 
perverse logic which grips us in a double bind - is an empty, control
led, over-exposed landscape from which all hope of emancipation has 
faded, and where all we have left to do is obsessively measure the risks 
posed to our lives from the ever-present spectre of catastrophe. The 
security paradigm intensifies a micro-politics of fear, producing a kind 
of generalised neurosis. 6 It is against this state fantasy of security, and 
the affect of fear and despair that it produces, that radical politics must 
stake out its ground. rt must reassert the hope of emancipation and 
affirm the risk of politics. This involves more than clawing back lost 
liberties, but rather inventing a new language of freedom that is no 
longe.r conditi()~ed by security. Freedom must be discovered beyond 
secunty, and thIS can be achieved only through practices of political 
contestation, through forms of resistance, through modes of collective 
indiscipline and disobedience. For instance, the refusal and subversion 
of surveillance, and even the surveillance of surveillance/ become part 
of a new language of resistance that expresses the desire for a life that 
no longer seeks to be 'secured'. 
. Secondly, the question of borders emerges as one of the focal points 
tor radical political struggles today. The symboliC crisis of the nation
state leads not t() the erosion of b()rders but r,ltlwr to their mobility, 
Iluldll\, ,lIld uhiquil\'. 1\,1IIw1 Ihdll I Ill' hmdl'l disdppl"ll"ing, it <1l'l'l',)fS 

l'Yl'l"n\'l1l'II', h()Ii1 inIl'111.1I1\' .Inti ('\II'111.lIly, illl1'I"'l'(·lill~; wilh .I \'ici(llIS 
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racist and anti-immigrant politics. Balibar refers to the polysemic and 
heterogeneous nature of borders: the fact that borders are experienced 
in different ways by different people, depending on race, national
ity, social class and so on; and the fact that 'some b.o:ders are.ll? lon,?er 
situated at the borders at all, in the geographical-pohtlco-admlnlstratlve 
sense of the term'.s Here we might think of off-shore detention sites 
and processing centres for 'illegal' migrants: localities,. 'h:teroto~ias' 
of domination which find their strange counterpart In Internahsed 
borders - gated communities with elaborate security systems, or police 
blockades and security cordons at demonstrations; or the deterritorial
ised European border control and surveillance zones authorised by the 
Schengen Convention, borders which can be arbitrarily tightened or 
relaxed. Indeed, the border - symbolised by the infamous Israeli 'secu
rity fence' or the wall being constructed along the US-Mexico ~order 
- has become the most striking feature of a global order that claIms to 
be about the free circulation of goods and people. 

However, it is in contesting and disrupting these border control meas
ures, in opposing practices of detention, or in fighting for the rights of 
'illegal' migrants, that various activist groups and networks such as No 
Borders have highlighted this central contradiction and potential fault 
line in global state capitalism. Power today consists in the control and 
surveillance of movement - both internally and externally - and the 
mobilisation of borders. By asserting the right to move, to cross borders 
and territories freely, activist groups attempt to disrupt this deployment 
of power, thus calling into question the very sove:eignty of the ~tate. 
Moreover, the figure of the refugee (or illegal mIgrant) - the hgure 
whom Arendt described as not even having the right to have rights 
because he does not belong to the political order of the state - embod
ies, I would argue, without wanting to diminish the extent of his or her 
suffering and vulnerability, alternative sites of politics; the possibility 
of a new postnational space from which radical demands can be made, 
and in which new collective political identities can be constructed.'! 

These various forms of power, and the struggles that have emerged 
against them, take place on the threshold of biopolitics. Withoul 
wanting to entirely buy into Hardt's and Negri's thesis aboul the toldl 
subsumption of life by capitalism, it is Ill'wrt 1ll'll'sS ,lpp<lrl'nt t h,ll Ill\' 
control, rq,'ulatioll and !l1illlipui<llioll of lifl' itself, d()wn 10 if<.; hiologil'dl 
sllbstratum, is - ,1Ild hdS h'l'll for S(JIll[' lilll!' lilt' ullill1dll' Il!lli/(Jil 01 
the Slille ,1Ild cdpit.liic,lll, 1111' l'tJI1Ct'pli(Jll tll lill' .I', .Ill tll)~."lic,lll \\'\1tJ"(' 
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desires are predictable and biologically determined, whose unseen 
dreams and dangerous pathologies can be gazed upon and whose 
beh~viour~ can be controlled and manipulated through the application 
of blOmedICal and surveillance technologies - has become the over
~heln:i~g fantasy of our time. It I Moreover, as Roberto Esposito argues, 
blOpohtIcs can be understood only through a paradigm of 'immunisa
tion', in which, just as the biological organism seeks to protect itself 
fron: contaminants, the political body seeks to secure itself against the 
~utslde~s that threaten its integrity11 - accounting for the prolifera
tIon of fIgures of the enemy today, whether it be the terrorist, Muslim, 
illegal immigrant or criminal. 

~~dical pc:litics today must come to terms with this logic of bio
pohtI~s and Immunisation, and find ways of contesting its terms and 
c()(~rdlnates. At the end of his lecture series Society must be Defended, in 
WhIC~ he expl:)f:s the genesis of biopower in the eighteenth century, 
shOWing how It Intersected with eugenics, biologism and state racism 
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Foucault charges (albeit 
somewhat unfairly) the socialist tradition - including anarchism - with 
a ~egl:ct of the problem of biopolitics and, thus, a hidden complicity 
~Ith d~~courses of racism. 12 What might, then, an anarchist critique of 
blopohtlCs be? To formulate a conception of political community that 
docs not seek to immunise itself against the other; and to invent modes 
of life and practices of freedom that are unpredictable and, thus, are 
resistant to discipline, remain the central problems for radical politics. 
Despite its early scientism - a scientism that was never, in any case, 
as absolute as that of Marxism - I would say that anarchism, with its 
~ocus (:n libe.rty and equality beyond the state, on its ethical, even spir
Itua.l dl:n.enslOn,lJ is best equipped to formulate notions of politics and 
sUbjectlvlty that exceed the grasp of biopolitics. 

THINKING THE OUTSIDE 

The politics of resistance to the biopolitical order of state capitalism 
suggests t!le .p()~sibility of an outside to this order; of points of rupture 
and illltCrJOrJty III whIch we sec a glimpse of alternative ways of life. 
While we must ilCkllowlcdgl' the pcrvilsivcncss of this order and its 
formiddbll' power, Wl' should .11 Ihl' S<lllll' lilll(' be ,lhl(' to discern its 
lTdl'kS, \'lillll'l.1hililil's .Itld illl'(1I1C,isll't1I'il'S, f'..LIssil1lo dt' ;\llgl'lis Ill,lkl's 
I Ill' illll'tll!.1I11 !,tJilll t.lkit1)~ ,I tt'I!.lit1 dic,!.lIll(' tltllll II."dl .11111 NIT,li 
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_ that thc ordcr confrontcd by radical political struggles today is not 
complctc or all-encompassing: it is, on the contrary, subjcct to tcn
siems, discontinuities and moments of rupturc which leave openings 
for altcrnative social relationships to cmcrge. Indeed, hc argucs that 
thcrc is more to our world than capit3lism; that we already engagc in 
social rclationships that are not completely subsumed by capitalism, 
although thcir autonomy is always thrcatened by it.

14 
It is a matter, 

thcn, of expanding thc rcalm of thesc alternative practices, relation
ships and 'valuc strugglcs' - of cxpanding thc dimcnsion of what dc 
Angclis calls thc commons, in opposition to thc colonising tendcncies 
of capitalism. Wc should also recognisc, with Foucault, the revcrsibility 
of power relationships, even those that seem so overwhelming; that 
while powcr might bc ubiquitous, it is also charactcrised by instabilities 

and momcnts of rcsistance. 
Wc can scc instanccs of this outside in diversc strugglc and move-

ments of rcsistance appcaring around the world. Onc might think hcre, 
for instancc, of indigcnous movcmcnts likc the Zapatistas in the Chiapas 
rcgion in Mcxico,15 or the Landlcss (Scm Tcrra) movemcnt in Brazil, 
whcre there can bc found innovativc cxperimcnts in land sharing, com
munal grass-roots organisation, dircct action and dcmocratic dccision 
making.lf, We find such momcnts of rcsistance in the numcrous cxam
pies of pcoplc in poor countrics fighting for local control ovcr resourccs 
and to prcscrve thcir natural cnvironment, in opposition to the pri
vatising, ncoliberal mcasures imposed by the statc and multinational 
companies: for instancc, the peasant insurgcncy mobilised against the 
proposcd land seizurc by a car company in West Bcngal; or Amazonian 
tribes in Pcru against thc incursions of mining and logging companics; 
or poor farmers cngaged in the sabotage of GM crops; or militant 
movements in the Niger Dclta taking direct, sometimcs violcnt action 
against Wcstcrn oil corporations; or factory occupations by workers in 
countries in thc global North.l? Onc could also point to thc emcrgcnce 
of transnational networks which try to dcvclop links bctwecn activists 
around the world, as wcll as the numerous social centres, independent 
media ccntrcs, even squats and autonomous communes.

I
,' In all the,>l' 

various movemcnts and struggles, despite their consider,lbk diffl'r 
cnccs, wc see the attempt to construct ,lutOIlOIllOll'> politic<ll Sp<lCCS 
spaces defined by direct ,lction, disscllt <lnd <l1ll'lIldtiw soci,li, politic,li 
and economic rcidtiollship';, ivl1 In'l 1\'('1, IIH"';(' \'.Ilil HI" Illll\'I'll]('I1'" ,lllll 
icil'lllili(''> <lrliclil.ll(' }',1oh,d i""lll'" .I1111 11111C!'II1" ,,\1111.1" l'I1\'illllll11I'll 
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tal dcvastation, the injustices of ncoliberal economics, thc exccsscs 
of corporate powcr and the intolcrable naturc of statc violence and 
domination - through local struggles, while at thc same timc seeking 
to develop links of solidarity with other groupS.l'1 

MOVEMENT AND ORGANISA nON 

The construction of an outsidc to statc capitalism, of an alternative 
scrics of political, social and economic spaces, requircs some form of 
organisation. The idca of political organisation is not hostile to notions 
of au~(:nomy and. ra~ical spontaneity, but on the contrary, is their very 
condItion of rcalIsatIOn - a paradox that was recogniscd by Bakunin, 
who drcamt of creating an international organisation of workers' 
associations and peasants: 'But States do not crumble by themsclvcs; 
they are ovcrthrown by a univcrsal intcrnational social organization.'211 
Whilc, as I have said, we should question thc idea of a grand ovcrturn
ing of statc powcr, it is pcrhaps time to revisit Bakunin's dream of a 
transnational mass organisation. Today, such an organisation would 
be in the form of a movemcnt rather than a party. It would be aimed 
at building allianccs betwecn peoplc and activist groups around the 
world, rather than scizing state power. It would, moreovcr, take the 
form of a network or series of networks which allowed people to spcak 
for themselves, rathcr than representing their intcrests to the formal 
channcls of power. The central challcnge of radical politics today, as I 
sec it, is to propose forms of transnational organisation that are non
authoritarian, and which invent new modes of non-reprcsentativc or 
dircct democratic politics. 

Indecd, the possibility of such an organisation has already bcen prc
figurcd, albcit in a nasccnt and imperfect form, in what has becn broadly 
tcrmed thc Clobal Justicc Movcmcnt, a movement that, although often 
fragmcntcd, has managcd at various moments to mobilise masscs of 
pcople around the world in opposition to capitalist globalisation, and to 
articulate a certain common ground bctwcen differcnt activist groups, 
interests and struggles. 21 Moreover, this movcmcnt - or 'movement 
of mOVl'Il11'nts' - hilS displayed ,1 new form of radical politiCS, onc that 
is closer to ,1Il,m'hislll Ihdll M,lI'xiSI1l, Wklt is remarkable about this 
111 O\,('IlH' 11 I h,]c; 1)('('11 1101 oilly il'> Ir.lll'>lldliolldl scop!', but also the way 
ill ",hii'll il Illdll.l)~('" 1111'1111'1 lIly" 11'1 !.Iill \'i"i( 111 of" gil lh,1I Ill;]'>'>:;] Illd'>-S 
I\'lilt Ii, 1\'IiJiI' Il('ilil', IIl!d,ill"I'd .I1(llllHI .III (11'llll',llillll III l',I(lll,iI 1',q ,il,lIi"1l1, 
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is no longer strictly identified with specific class interests, or even 
with any sort of identity politics as such. Indeed, this might be more 
accurately described as a form of 'post-identity' politics. Furthermore, 
the emphasis of this anti-capitalist politics has been on grass-roots 
mobilisations and participatory decision making rather than centralised 
leadership. The tactics adopted have usually been those of direct action 
- not only mass protests and creative forms of civil disobedience and 
non-violent confrontation, but also sabotage, the occupation of spaces 
(the Temporary Autonomous Zone) and other forms of subversion -
rather than formal political representation. Importantly, then, while 
some activist groups and NGOs are engaged in political lobbying, the 
general focus of anti-capitalist movements has been on construct
ing forms of politics that are outside the state and which contest its 
hegemony from multiple points. 

Let us take a slight risk here and call this an anarchist or, indeed, 
postanarchist form of politics. This is not because anarchist groups 
have been prominent in the movement - indeed, most activists would 
not necessarily identify themselves as anarchists, although many would 
acknowledge a certain affinity with anarchism22 - but rather because 
its tactics, organisational principles and forms of mobilisation display 
a clear proximity to the anti-authoritarian and decentralist political 
ethos of anarchism. There is what might be termed an 'unconscious' 
anarchism that distinguishes anti-capitalist politics today: this is an 
anarchism that takes the form not so much of a coherent ideology 
or identity - the movement has also been influenced by ecologism, 
Marxism, indigenous and post-colonial perspectives, feminism and so 
on - but rather of a certain way of understanding and practising poli
tics that seeks autonomy from the state, and that does not aim at the 
conquest of power but at its decentralisation and democratisation. 

What is central here is the critique of the formal politics of repre
sentative democracy. Indeed, these movements of resistance might be 
seen in part as a response to the crisis of legitimacy in contemporary 
democracy. The chasm between ordinary people and political clites 
has never seemed wider or more stark. Therefore, the appearance of 
social movements on a global scale suggests the attl'mpt t() c()nstitute 
an alternative political space, a new b()dy p()litic: n() I()nger the b()dy 
of obedient citizens who respect the fmlll<ll dl'Ill(HT<ltic 1ll,1I1d<lll' of 
power, but rather <l rl'belli()us, dissl'nting hody citi/l'll<-; \Vho do not 
obl'v ,1Ild \Vh() rl'fu<-;l' t(l Il'('ogni<-;l' til\' .1l1lhlllil\' III Ihll<-;l' \Villl rep 
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resent them, thus breaking the bond between the subject and the 
state. Therefore, the anti-capitalist movement not only challenges 
the hegemony of ne()liberal capitalism, but also the symbolic claim 
of the 'democratic' state t() speak for its citizens. Radical movements 
today are not post- or anti-democratic, however: they simply find the 
current forms of democracy on offer inadequate, and seek to open the 
political space to alternative and more democratic modes of democracy. 
I shall return to this point later. 

So we should regard contemporary anti-capitalist struggles and 
movements as constructing an alternative political space outside the 
established order of the' democratic' state, as well as providing a basis 
for new non-authoritarian forms of political organisation? Indeed, if 
anarchism today takes the form of a movement, this would be a move
ment which radically opposes the idea of an external vanguard mobi-
1ising and leading the masses in a strategic way; rather, it would be 
self-organised and internal to the masses. Furthermore, as Agamben 
argues, the idea of the movement, following Aristotle's conceptualisa
tion, embodies a certain lack and open-endedness: 'movement is an 
unfinished act, without telos, which means that movement keeps an 
essential relation with a privation, an absence of telos ... The move
ment is the indefiniteness and imperfection of every politics. It always 
leaves a residue.'23 This would be a way of understanding the notion 
of a radical movement in postanarchist terms, as embodying a certain 
lack and imperfection - a constitutive openness to the indeterminacy 
of the future - rather than the more prescriptive, disciplined and cen
tralised forms of politics that characterise the vanguard party. The 
Jacobin temptation, fetishised by people like Badiou and Zizek, should 
be resisted.

24 
It is here that Bakunin's warning against a revolution by 

decree becomes particularly pertinent. He argues that revolutions in 
the past have failed because they have sought to impose themselves on 
the masses in an authoritarian way, and this has led only to a narrow
ing and circumscription of revolutionary activity, and thus, to a stirring 
up of a rebellious hostility among the people against the revolutionary 
leadership. This might be symbolised, for instance, in the revolt of the 
Kronstadt sailors in 1lJ21 against the authoritarian consolidation of the 
/.(ev()lution by the Bolsheviks. As B<lkunin argue<-;, it is impossible for 
the rl'volutionarv pdrt\' t() full\' ulldl'rsl<lIld the desires and interests of 
tlw pl'opll', 'just .1<-; il i<-; iI1111(ls<-;ihll' 101 Ill\' 1,1Igl'<-;t ,1Ild Illo<-;t po\Vcrful 
<-;1'.1 ~~oill~~ \'I'<-;sl,llll 11H'.ISllll' lill' til'lllhs .Illti 1"ll.111SI' Illlhl' I l('('.111 '. Thi<-; 
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great, vast and sometimes enigmatic desire of the people cannot be 
adequately expressed in revolutionary decrees. That is why, as Bakunin 
says, 

They [revolutionary authorities] rnust not do it themscives, by revo
lutionary decrees, by imposing this task on the nzasses; rather their 
aim should be that of provoking the masses to action. They must not 
try to impose upon the nzasses any organization whatever, but rather 

. . 25 they should induce the people to set up autonomous orgamzatlOns. ' 
(Halics are Bakunin's.) 

This is exactly how we should approach the question of political 
organisation: it should be constituted around a refusal of revolution
ary vanguardism and authoritarianism - instead fostering people's 
self-organisation. It should also retain a certain 'modesty', a certain 
prudence in attempting to articulate the desires of the people. Perhaps 
the Promethean politics of radical transformation ought to be tempered 
by a certain caution; while the idea of an event that transforms exist
ing social structures and forms is an important one for radical politics, 
there must at the same time be a certain attentiveness to the details of a 
situation, and a certain respect for the desires, sensibilities, knowledge 
and traditions of ordinary people.2h Radical transformation - and here 
we recall Bakunin's 'urge to destroy', which for him was also a creative 
urge - should be accompanied by a sensitivity to what exists, and a 
desire to conserve what needs to be conserved. 

THE DEMOCRATIC ANARCHY-TO-COME 

This way of thinking about political organisation as open -ended, as 
resistant to hierarchy and authoritarianism, and as embodying a certain 
care for the existent, even while it seeks to create what does not yet exist, 
points to a certain understanding of democracy. As I have argued, con 
temporary movements of resistance to global capitalism reject democ 
racy in its current form; yet, they retain the horizon of democracy, while 
seeking to democratise it. We must acknowIcdge, then, that democr,ltic 
experimentation today is largely taking place outside the 'dl'l1locratic' 
state. Indeed, we could even go ,1S f,lr as to sa\' that aCl'rtdin ,llIt(1I10\11\' 
from the st,lte today ic; the Vl'rv condilioll of dl'111(HT.11'\' Ih.11 10 Ill' 
dl'l1locr,llic t(llb\' ic;l(l h', in C;(1\111' "1'Ibl'C;, ill 11111111"ili1111 III 111l' ,,1.111',', 
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Moreover, I would suggl'SI t hat there is a certain link between anar
chism and democracy - d link which, however, is aporetic in the sense 
that while anarchism seeks to democratise democracy in the name of 
egalitarianism, it is llL'wrt Iwless sensitive to the danger that democracy 
can pose to individual liberty and autonomy. That is why, for anarchists, 
democracy must be conditioned by an ethics of equal-liberty, where 
neither liberty is subordinate to equality, nor equality to liberty. Better 
yet, an anarchist approach to democracy would insist that democratic 
mechanisms promote both equality and liberty in equal measure. 

One way of thinking through this aporia is with the notion of 
autonomy. Throughout this book, 1 have understood anarchism as a 
po.litics of aut:)nomy; indeed, I have seen the project of autonomy as 
bemg the honzon for all radical politics. But we need to think more 
precisely about what autonomy means today. It has to mean more than 
simply carving out a space - a territorial or political space - beyond 
the sovereignty of existing state institutions, although this would obvi
ously be a precondition of autonomous politics. To insist simply on 
an autonomous and self-determined space avoids the question of the 
shape of social and political relations within that space; autonomous 
spaces can be subject to the worst kinds of authoritarian, repressive 
and fundamentalist politics.21l It is clear, then, that autonomy must refer 
not only to the independence from the state of a particular political 
and territorial space, but also to the internal micro-political constitu
tion of that space, to the organisation of social, political and economic 
relationships within it. The collective organisation of social life within 
an independent community cannot come at the expense of individual 
freedom, but, on the contrary, should be seen as coextensive with it. Is 
it p(~ssible, then, to t~lk about a politics of autonomy without invoking 
the ldeas of voluntansm and non-coercion as the basic principles for 
organising collective life? Is it possible to think of autonomous politics 
without invoking the idea of the free commune, which I see as being at 
the heart of the radical political imaginary? 
. T~is is whe:e democracy becomes important as a way of organis
IIlg !Jfe collectlvely and freely in autonomous spaces. However, here 
democracy should be understood not primarily as a mechanism for 
expressing;l unified popul'lr will, but rather as a way of pluralising this 
wlil opening up wilhin il ditfl'rl'nl ,1Ild ('\'('n dissenting spaces and 
pI'rc;p('cti\'I'c;. '1'111' poinl Ill'I!' i" Ih.1I WI' 1'.11111ll1 i\11"~~il1l' d d(,l1111cr;ltic 
('(11111111111il\' .I', .Ill l'Ill111'h' 1ll1i1il'IL 11.111"1'.111'111 .1I1d 111Ill'lI'Ill C;I'.1l'l', 
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governed by established procedures, rules and mechanisms; nor should 
we see it as the realisation of some essential being-in-common. Rather, 
we should sec it as a kind of non -space of possibility ~ a democracy of 
singularities which is open to different articulations of equal-liberty. 
Moreover, the realisation of forms of democracy beyond the state 
imposes a certain ethical responsibility upon people themselves to 
resolve, through ongoing practices of negotiation, tensions that may 
arise between majorities and minorities ~ a responsibility that until now 
has been taken out of their hands by the state. 

There is a certain resonance here with Derrida's idea of the democ
racy to come (l'avenir or of the future), in which we ~ind. the attempt 
to detach democracy from state sovereignty and to thInk It beyond Its 
current limits. For Derrida, democracy is always in tension with sov
ereignty because it embodies a multiplicity of wills, a more-than-one, 
whereas sovereignty always affirms a point of unity and oneness and 
thus an arbitrary determination of power. What is central to democ
racy, moreover, is its own perfectibility. As Derrida says: 'we do not yet 
know what democracy will have meant nor what it is' .2'1 The democratic 
promise always exceeds its current articulations and representations; 
it cannot be satisfied with a number of minimum conditions or be 
completely embodied in a certain regime. Indeed, all actually existing 
democracies are found to be inadequate, to never be democratic enough. 
Therefore, democracy always points to a horizon beyond, to the future; 
it is always 'to come'. This does not mean that we should give up on 
democracy, or see it as continually deferrable. On the contrary, it means 
we should never be satisfied with existing forms taken by democracy 
and should always be working towards a greater democratisation 
in the here and now; towards an ongoing articulation of democracy's 
im/possible promise of perfect liberty with perfect equality. 

We should also see at the heart of democracy the desire for auton
omy ~ the desire of people to freely determine their own conditions of 
existence and to live without government. This idea of self-government 
has always been central to the very ideal of democracy, even a~ de.~()c 
racy has until now often been no more than a system for )U.StltYlllg 
power. Indeed, in democracy we catch a glimpse of the (~(mtlngenc\ 
and instability of all political power, the sense in whIch polItIcal pmVl'r 
often hangs by a thread, needing the continual symbolic legitimatioll 
of the people. In th is sense, the cOlllpld e wi t hd rdWd I frolll stdk dl 'Ill I l 
cratic procedures till' Illd<;S rdlls,li to voll' for ill<;LIIll'l' ,iI Illigilt Ill' lill' 
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ultimate democratic ;let. S(), perhaps we should also see the democracy 
to come as a release from voluntary servitude ~ in other words, the 
realisation that the political power that dominates us is ultimately of 
our own making, and that we can free ourselves from it by refusing to 
recognise its authority, thus loosening the subjective bond which ties 
~s to po~er and dispelling the thraldom and dependency that power 
mduces In US.

11 
In this sense, the democracy to come should be sup

plemented with a libertarian micro-politics and ethics that aims at 
~islod~ng our psychic investments in power and authority through the 
InventIOn of new practices of freedom. 

Democracy today consists in the invention or re-invention of spaces, 
movements, ways of life, economic exchanges and political practices 
t~at resist the imprint of the state and which foster relations of equal
lIberty. The struggles that take place today against capitalism and the 
state are democratic struggles. At the same time, however, we might 
sound a certain note of dissatisfaction with the term 'democracy'. We 
can echo Bakunin, who finds the term democracy 'not sufficient'.12 As 
Derrida himself said, '[A]s a term it's [democracy] not sacred. I can, 
some day or other, say "No, it's not the right term. The situation allows 
or demands that we use another term ... '''13 It is the contention of this 
book that the situation is changing, and that the new forms of autono
mous politics that are currently emerging demand the use of another 
term ~ anarchism. 

CONCLUSION 

Postanarchism is not a specific form of politics; it offers no formulas 
or prescriptions for change. It does not have the sovereign ambition 
of supplanting anarchism with a newer name. On the contrary, pos
tanarchism is a celebration and revisitation of this most heretical form 
of radical (anti)politics. Indeed, so far from anarchism having been 
surpassed, the radical struggles for autonomy appearing today on the 
global terrain indicate that, on the contrary, the anarchist moment has 
finally arrived. 

One of the centr,ll claims of this book has been that anarchism, 
despill', or rat her bl'CllIlSl' of, its ll1arginalised position at the outer limits 
of politic,d tlll'llr\', il<l<; <;Illlll'tilillg illlport,lIlt to S<l\, <lbol1t the nature of 
till' 11"lilie,li. III .I <;1'11<;1', dll,1I1·hi<;111 Illii~ht ill' <;l'I'll .1<; I Ill' dllti politiC<l1 
lllltil'l<;itil' Id 1>l11l'1, 1111111' 111.\111',111'.\111 111111\'. Id 11"lili," Illl'il elilil,d 
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conscience and their wild unconscious. Anarchism's basic contention 
that equality, liberty and democracy can never be adequately realised 
under the shadow of state authority, reveals the hidden and disavowed 
truth, for instance, of liberalism and socialism. 

This truth, however, is no longer hidden (although it is still disa
vowed), and the crumbling and fragmentation of these ideolOgies, 
shipwrecked on the craggy shores of state power, now brings anarchism 
to the forefront of our political imagination. There has been a certain 
paradigm shift in politics away from the state and formal representative 
institutions - which still exist but increasingly as empty vessels, without 
life - and towards movements. Here a new set of political challenges 
and questions emerges (about freedom beyond security, democracy 
beyond the state, politics beyond the party, economic organisation 
beyond capitalism, globalisation beyond borders, life beyond biopoli
tics) - questions that anarchism is best equipped to respond to with the 
originality and innovation that this new situation demands. 

It is because anarchism has come to light in this unprecedented 
way, as the horizon of politics today, that we must rethink some of its 
classical foundations in ways that are at the same time faithful to its 
basic ethos of liberty, equality, anti -authoritarianism and solidarity. My 
argument has been that anarchism has something new to teach itself. 
Anarchism is animated by a living, breathing 'spirit' of anarchy that dis
turbs its static foundations and fixed identities. Postanarchism reveals 
this joyous moment of anarchy within anarchism, using this, moreover, 
to think the political and the ethical in new ways between the twin 
poles of politics and anti-politics. 
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and the Critique of Representation', Parliamentary Affairs, 2006. 
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29 Jacques Derrida, Rogues: Two Essays on Reason, trans. Pascale-Anne Brault 
and JYfichel Naas (Stanford CA: Stanford University Press, 20(5), p. 9 
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the mass submission of blank ballots in a parliamentary election throws 
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York: Picador, 2(08). 
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